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Geography GCSE Revision plan – 5th March to 5th June 2018 


Geography Revision for Unit 1 – Living in the UK Today  


Exam J383/1: Tuesday 21st May 2019, 1 hour (afternoon) 


All page numbers refer to the textbook, Living in the UK Today by C Searle. Tick off the sections when you have revised them. 


Sessions marked with an asterix* are longer and could be split into two sessions if possible. Your teacher will suggest a range of 


revision techniques. You should mix up the different activities and take regular breaks between sessions. 


Landscapes of the UK 


You must make sure you are confident about the distribution of areas of upland, lowland and glaciated landscapes. This should 


include an overview of the distinctive characteristics of these landscapes including their geology, climate and human activity 


(pages 4-11). 


You must be able to define the main geomorphic processes including types of weathering (mechanical, chemical and biological), 


mass movement (sliding and slumping), erosion (abrasion, hydraulic action, attrition and solution), transportation (traction, 


saltation, suspension and solution) and deposition (pages 12-15). 


You should be clear about the formation of the range of landforms created by rivers and how they change with distance from 


their source within a river basin. The key landforms are waterfalls, gorges, V-shaped valleys, floodplains, levees, meanders and 


oxbow lakes (pages 16-19). 


You must make sure you are confident about the range of landforms found within the coastal landscape. So you need to be able 


to both describe (say what it looks like) and explain their formation (write about the processes needed, and stages that are 


involved, to create the feature). You must know about all of the following features: headlands and bays, (page 20-21) caves, 


arches, stacks, (page 21) beaches and spits (pages 22-23). 


You must also be clear about your two case studies - one of a river valley (pages 24-26) and another of a coastline (pages 27-29). 


In these case studies you need to be clear about their locations as well as geomorphic processes operating at different scales. 


You should be able to describe and explain, whether erosion or deposition are more significant in certain places. You should 


know how these processes are influenced by geology and climate. You should be clear about the landforms and features 


associated with your case studies and how human activity, including management, works in combination with geomorphic 


processes to impact the landscape. 


Week beginning 11th March 2019  


1* Overview of UK landscapes and the lowlands, pages 4-7  


2 UK uplands and glaciated highlands, pages 8-10  


3* Weathering and mass movement, pages 12-14  


4 River processes, pages 15-16  


5 Waterfalls and gorges, page 17  


Week beginning 18th March 2019  


6* Floodplain features, pages 19-19  


7 Waves and features of coastal erosion: pages 20-21  


8 Beaches and features of coastal deposition: pages 22-23  


9 Case study: Afon Ogwen, pages 24-26  


10 Case study: North Wales coast, pages 28-30  


 


People of the UK 


You need to be confident about describing, and offering explanations for, Britain's role in the world and its connections with 


other countries. This should include an overview of the UK's current major trading partners and include our principal exports 


and imports (pp.31-33). You should also be clear about the different aspects of the UK's geographical diversity. This should cover 







patterns of employment, average income, life expectancy, educational attainment, ethnicity and access to broadband (pp.34-


37). 


You need to recognise the causes of uneven development within the UK. This understanding should include important factors 


such as geographical location, economic change and infrastructure and government policies (pp.38-40). You should learn 


examples from around the UK to show your depth of understanding of these issues. 


You must also learn about one case study covering the consequences of economic growth and/or decline for one place or region 


in the UK. The case study in this book is Salford Quays (p.41-43) which has seen economic growth, decline and subsequent 


regeneration over the last 120 years. 


You need to be aware of the changes in the UK's population structure from 1900 to the present day. This includes the UK's 


changing position on the Demographic Transition Model. You should learn about the causes, effects and responses to an ageing 


population in the UK (pp44-48). You should be able to outline the main flows of migration in the 21st Century and recognise 


some of the social and economic impacts of migration on the UK (pp.49-52). 


You should be able to describe the causes for urban trends such as suburbanisation, counter-urbanisation and re-urbanisation.  


When discussing these issues you should be able to identify the social, economic and environmental consequences of 


contrasting urban trends (pp53-56). 


Finally, you must have a case study of one major city. The book focuses on Manchester (pp.57-62). You need to recognise the 


influence of the city on the region, the country and the wider world. You should be aware of patterns of migration from both 


Britain and abroad and how this has shaped the city's growth and character. You should identify different ways of life within the 


city, including in culture, ethnicity, housing, leisure and consumption. Finally you need to be able to describe any contemporary 


urban challenges. This will include housing availability, transport provision and waste management. You should be aware of 


sustainable strategies to overcome one of the city's challenges. 


Week beginning 25th March 2019  


11* UK connections with the rest of the world, pages 31-33  


12 UK diversity: employment, income and life expectancy, pages 34-35  


13 UK diversity: education, broadband, ethnicity, pages 36-37  


14* Economic development across the UK, pages 38-40  


15* The rise and fall and rise again of Salford Quays, pages 41-43  


Week beginning 1st April 2019  


16* Demographic transition and an ageing population, pages 44-46  


17 Impacts of, and responses to, an ageing population, pages 47-48  


18 Migration in the UK: past and present trends, pages 49-50  


19 Migration in the UK: economic and social impacts, pages 51-52  


20* Urban trends: suburbanisation, counter-urbanisation and re-urbanisation, pages 53-56  


21 Case study: Manchester: city overview, migration and differences by area, pages 57-59  


22* Case study: Manchester: quality of life, challenges and sustainability, pages 60-62  


 


UK Environmental Challenges 


For the last unit on the UK you need to know how air masses, the North Atlantic Drift and continentality influence the weather in 


the UK.  This must include how air masses cause extreme weather conditions in the UK, including extremes of wind, 


temperature and precipitation (pages 63-65). 


You need to study a case study of one UK flood event caused by extreme weather conditions. This book covers the Cumbrian 


floods of 2015. You must remember the causes of the flood event, including the extreme weather conditions which led to the 


event. You should remember some of the effects of the flood event on people and the environment plus the management of the 


flood event at a variety of scales (pages 66-67). 


Following from floods, you must have an overview of how environments and ecosystems in the UK are used and modified by 


humans (pages 69-73). This understanding must include the mechanisation of farming and commercial fishing to provide food. 


You should also be aware of how wind farms and fracking provide energy and impact on the environment. You should also be 


aware of a reservoir and a water transfer scheme. 







When studying energy you should identify both renewable and non-renewable energy sources and how they contribute to 


energy supply in the UK (pages 74-77). 


You must study the changing patterns of energy supply and demand in the UK (pages 78-86). An awareness of how changes have 


been influenced by government decision making and international organisations is also important. You should be aware of 


strategies for sustainable use and management of energy at a local and UK level and whether these have been successful.   


Finally, you should be confident to discuss the development of renewable energy in the UK and the impacts on people and the 


environment.   


Week beginning 8th April 2019  


23 UK is affected by different air masses and ocean currents, pages 63-64  


24 Extreme weather in the UK, pages 65-66  


25 Case study: Storm Desmond and the Cumbria floods, pages 67-68  


26* Modifying ecosystems, farming and fishing, pages 69-71  


27 Modifying ecosystems, clean water and energy, pages 72-73  


28 Non-renewable energy and climate change, pages 74-75  


Week beginning 15th April 2019  


29 Renewable energy and the UK energy mix, pages 76-77  


30 Nuclear power, page 78  


31 Wind and solar, pages 79-80  


32 Fracking for shale gas, pages 81-82  


33 Locally-sustainable energy projects, page 84  


34 Future energy policy and supply, pages 85-86  


 


Geography revision for Unit 2: The World Around Us 


Exam J383/2: Wednesday 5th June 2019, 1 hour (afternoon) 


All page numbers refer to the textbook, The World about Us by C Searle. Tick off the sections when you have revised 


them. Sessions marked with an asterix * are longer and could be split into two sessions if possible. 


Ecosystems of the Planet 


You should ensure that you understand the elements that make up an ecosystem (pp 4-7) including abiotic components 


(weather, climate, soil) and biotic components (plants, animals, humans). You should develop an overview of the global 


distribution of Polar regions, coral reefs, grasslands, temperate forests, tropical rainforests and hot deserts (pp.10-20.) This 


overview should include the climate, plants and animals within these ecosystems. 


In more detail you will need to learn the location of tropical rainforests including the Amazon, Central American, Congo River 


Basin, Madagascan, South East Asian and Australasian (p10). This must go alongside learning the location of warm water coral 


reefs including the Great Barrier Reef, Red Sea Coral Reef, New Caledonia Barrier Reef, the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, Florida 


Reef and Andros Coral Reef (p12). 


While revising tropical rainforests you should be aware of the processes that operate within them, including nutrient and water 


cycles (p.21). This also applies to nutrient cycling that operates within coral reefs (p.26). 


Finally, you must be familiar with two case studies, including one tropical rainforest (pp.22-25) and one coral reef (pp.27-30). 


The case study knowledge must cover: the interdependence of climate, soil, water, plants, animals and humans; their value to 


humans and to the planet; threats to biodiversity and attempts to mitigate these through sustainable use and management. 


Week beginning 22nd April 2019  


35 What is an ecosystem and a biome? pages 4-5  


36 Factors influencing the distribution of biomes, pages 6-7  


37 What are the features of the polar regions?, pages 8-9  


38 What are the features of hot deserts, pages 14-15  







39 What are the features of tropical grasslands, pages 16-17  


40* What are the features of temperate woodlands and grasslands, pages 18-20  


Week beginning 29th April 2019  


41 What are the features and distribution of tropical rainforests, pages 10-11  


42 Nutrient recycling and the valuable nature of rainforests, pages 22-23  


43* Case study: Gunung Leuser National Park, pages 23-25 (or the Peruvian rainforest)  


44 What are the features and distribution of tropical coral reefs, pages 12-13  


45 Nutrient recycling on, and the value of, coral reefs, pages 26-27  


46* Case study, The Great Barrier Reef, pages 28-30 (or Andros Reef)  


 


People of the Planet 


You must be able to define social, economic and environmental development as well as explain the concept of sustainable 


development (p.32). You should be aware of the range of development indicators available to geographers, including GNI per 


capita, the Human Development Index and the number of Internet Users. You should be aware of the advantages and 


disadvantages of these indicators (pp.33-35). 


You must be aware how these development indicators illustrate the consequences of uneven development (p.36). In addition, 


you must be able to describe how the IMF group Advanced Countries (ACs), Emerging and Developing Countries (EDCs) and Low-


Income Developing Countries (LIDCs). You should be aware of examples and global patterns (p.37). 


You must be confident about the effects of uneven development.  You should learn a range of the causes of uneven 


development so you can outline those factors, including the impact of colonialism on trade and the exploitation of natural 


resources (pp.38-39). You should also be able to discuss the different types of aid and their role in both promoting and hindering 


development (pp.40-41). 


As part of the course you need to have a detailed case study of LIDC or EDC. This book uses Indonesia (p.43), an Emerging and 


Developing Country (EDC). 


You should be able to comment on Indonesia’s changing economic development. This should include being able to discuss the 


influence of and interrelationships between: 


 The country’s geographical location, and environmental context  including landscape, climate, ecosystems and the 


availability and type of natural resources (pp.44-45). 


 The country’s political development and relationships with other states (p.46). This will also involve the principal 


imports and exports and the relative importance of trade and international investment (pp.47-48). 


 Changing employment structure (p.49) and population change (p.49). You should be aware of social factors, such as 


access to education and healthcare provision (p.50). 


 Technological developments, such as communications technology (pp.47-48). 


 One aid project, in this case, Bali ReGreen (p.51). 


Finally, you should be able to relate Indonesia to Rostow’s model and discuss the country’s path of economic development 


(pp.52-53). 


You should be confident you can define the terms city, megacity and world city. You should be aware or the changing 


distribution of megacities over the last few decades. You should try ro remember some facts and figures about how urban 


growth rates vary in parts of the world with contrasting levels of development (pp55-60). 


You will need to have an overview of the causes of rapid urbanisation in LIDCs including push and pull migration factors (p.61), 


and natural growth (birth rates exceeding death rates). You should be aware of the different social, economic and 


environmental consequences of rapid urbanisation in LIDCs (pp.63-65). 


The case study of Lagos is a city in an LIDC. You should be aware of the way Lagos relates to Lagos state, Nigeria and the wider 


world. You should be aware that migration (national and international, but in Lagos’ case most rural to urban) has had an 


impacts on the city's growth and character (p.66). You should try to have a view on the ways of life within the city, such as 


culture, ethnicity, housing, leisure and consumption (pp.66-71). 







Finally you must be clear about the contemporary challenges that affect urban change, including housing availability (pp.69-71), 


transport provision and waste management (p.68). You must be confident that you are able to discuss the sustainable strategies 


to overcome one of the city's challenges (pp.68-71). 


Week beginning 6th May 2019  


47 What do we mean by development and development indicators?  pages 32-33  


48 Strengths and weaknesses of using GNI to measure development, page 34  


49 What is the HDI and how does the IMF group nations? pages 35 and 37  


50* What are the causes and consequences of uneven development, pages 36, 38-39  


51 How can aid both help and hinder development? pages 40-41  


52 Case study: Indonesia overview of country, geography and climate, pages 43-44  


53 Case study: Indonesia’s natural and human resources, page 45  


54 Case study: Indonesia’s historical context, page 46  


55 Case study: Indonesia economic development, pages 47-48  


56 Case study: Indonesian population, health and education, pages 49-50  


57 Case study: Small-scale aid in Indonesia, Bali ReGreen, page 51  


Week beginning 13th May 2019  


58 What do we mean by urbanisation and how is it changing? pages 55-56  


59* What is a megacity and what is a world city? pages 57-59  


60 What are the causes of urban growth and its global pattern? pages 60-61  


61* What are the consequences of rapid urban growth: slums and congestion, pages 63-65  


62* Case study: Lagos, growth, crime, corruption, waste and transport, pages 66-68  


63 Case study: Lagos, Slums and regeneration, pages 69-71  


 


Environmental threats to our Planet 


You must revise how the climate has changed from the beginning of the Quaternary period to the present day, including ice ages 


and periods of warming and cooling since 1000AD (p.73) 


You should be aware of the evidence for climate change over different time periods (pp.74-75). You must know the natural 


causes of climate change including variations in energy from the Sun, changes in the Earth's orbit and volcanic activity (pp.76-


78). In addition you must revise how human activity is responsible for the enhanced greenhouse effect (p.79). Your knowledge 


should include a range of consequences of climate change being experienced across the planet (pp.80-85). 


You should study the distribution of the climatic regions of the world (p87). Outline how global circulation of the atmosphere is 


controlled by the movement of air between the poles and the Equator (p.86) and how this leads to extreme weather conditions 


in different parts of the world (pp.88-89).  


You should be able to outline the causes of the extreme weather conditions that are associated with the hazards of tropical 


storms (pp.90-91) and drought (pp.92-93), as well as the distribution and frequency of tropical storms and drought, and whether 


these have changed over time. 


You must also learn a case study of one drought event caused by El Niño/La Niña including the causes and effects of the drought 


and how people have adapted (pp.94-98). 


Week beginning 20st May 2019  


64 How has global climate changed during the Quaternary and last 1000 years? page 73  


65 What is the evidence for climate change? page 74-75  


66 What are the natural causes of climate change? pages 76-78  


67 What is the greenhouse effect and accelerated greenhouse effect? pages 78-79  


68 How will climate change impact on the planet? pages 80-83  


Week beginning 27th May 2019  


69 Case study: Impacts of climate change, Tuvalu or Darfur, page 84 or page 85  


70 Atmospheric circulation and global climate zones, pages 86-87  


71 Extreme weather across the planet, pages 88-89  


72 What are the causes and effects of cyclones and hurricanes? pages 90-91  







73 What are the causes and impacts of drought around the world? pages 92-93  


74 What is the El Niño Southern Oscillation? pages 94-95  


75* Case study: The 2016 southern African El Niño drought, pages 96-98  


 


Geography revision for Unit 3: Geographical skills 


Exam J383/3: Thursday 13th June 2019, 1 hour 30 minutes (morning) 


Week beginning 3rd June 2019  


76 What is the geographical enquiry process? pages 99-101  


77 Fieldwork: Location, method, results and conclusions of Afon Ogwen river study  


78 Fieldwork: Location, method, results and conclusions of Salford Quays survey  


79 How do we use maps in Geography? pages 102-103  


80 How do we use charts and graphs in Geography? pages 104-106  


81 How are numerical skills used in Geography? pages 106-107  


 








Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – CHEMISTRY (PAPER 1) 


Chemistry only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


CHEMISTRY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (chemistry) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 


11th 
March 


C1 atomic 
structure 
and 
periodic 
table 


Atoms, elements, mixtures and 
compounds 
 
Development of model of the atom 
 
Atomic structure and electron 
configuration 
 
Calculating relative atomic mass, Ar 


for isotopes 
 
Development of periodic table 
(Mendeleev) 
 
Properties of elements in group 0, 1 
and 7 


Development of periodic table (Mendeleev’s 
improvements) 
 
Plum pudding vs nuclear model of the atom 
(Rutherford’s evidence) 
 
Explain trend in reactivity of elements in 
group 1 (or group 7 - opposite trend) 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Properties of transition metals Properties of transition metals compared to 
group 1 metals 


 


18th 
March 


C2 
structure 
and 
bonding 


Ionic bonding 
 
Covalent bonding, simple molecules 
and macromolecules like diamond, 
sand, graphite, graphene and 
fullerenes 
 
Metallic bonding and alloys 
 
States of matter (particle theory) 
and state symbols 


Explain (or compare) properties of materials 
linked to structure and bonding, eg. for 
sodium chloride (ionic), chlorine (simple 
covalent molecular), sodium (metallic), 
diamond, graphite, graphene 
(macromolecular covalent) etc. 
 
Evaluate different methods for modelling 
structures eg. pros/cons of dot and cross 
diagrams vs ball and stick for covalent 
molecules 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Nanoparticles (properties and uses) Evaluate use of nanoparticles (pros/cons) 


 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





25th 
March 


C3 
quantitative 
chemistry 


Conservation of mass and balanced 
equations 
Relative formula mass, Mr 
Uncertainty 
Concentrations in g/dm3 
 
Remember 1 dm3 = 1000 cm3 
 
Higher Tier 
Moles and molar calculations 
Limiting reactants 


Explain how reactions that appear to involve 
a change in mass may still observe the 
conservation of mass rule eg. those where a 
reactant or product is a gas, and this mass 
has not been taken into account 
 
 
Higher Tier – Remember      moles = mass 
                                                                    Mr 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Percentage yield 
Atom economy 
Concentrations in mol/dm3 
Calculations involving gas volumes 


 
 
Remember 1 mole of any gas has a volume 
of 24 dm3 (which is also 24,000 cm3) 


 


1st April C4 chemical 
changes 


Reactivity series of metals 
Extraction of metals with carbon 
Reactions of metals with acids 
Neutralisation and making salts 
The pH scale 
Electrolysis (molten and aqueous 
compounds) 
Extracting metals like aluminium 
using electrolysis 
 
Higher Tier 
Redox reactions in terms of 
electrons (OILRIG) 
Writing half equations (balancing 
using electrons) 
 
Strong and weak acids 


Required practical - making a soluble salt 
 
Required practical - investigating 
electrolysis 
 
Explain why some metals are extracted by 
heating with carbon, but others must use 
electrolysis, related to position in reactivity 
series 
 
Higher Tier 
Compare and explain properties of weak 
and strong acids, including describing a 
simple chemical test to tell them apart 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Titrations Required practical – titrations 


 


8th April C5 energy 
changes 


Exothermic and endothermic 
reactions 
 
Reaction profiles (energy level 
diagrams) 
 
Higher Tier 
Energy changes for breaking and 
forming bonds 
 
Calculating overall change from 
bond energy values 


Required practical - investigating 
temperature change 
 
Label energy level diagrams to show position 
of products, overall energy change, 
activation energy for both exothermic and 
endothermic reactions 
 
Higher Tier 
Effect of bond strength on overall energy 
change (compare relative size of bond 
breaking vs bond forming) 
Bond energy calculations 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Chemical cells and fuel cells Evaluate use of fuel cells vs rechargeable 
cells ie. pros/cons 







Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – CHEMISTRY (PAPER 2) 


Chemistry only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


CHEMISTRY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (chemistry) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 


15th April C6 rate and 
extent of 
chemical 
change 


Calculating mean rate from supplied 
data or graphs 
Explaining how concentration, 
pressure, surface area, temperature 
and using a catalyst affect rate of 
reaction using collision theory 
Activation energy, catalysts and 
reaction profiles (energy level 
diagrams) 
Reversible reactions 
Equilibrium definition 
 
Higher Tier 
Calculating rate from tangents on 
graphs 
Le Chatelier’s principle and 
predicting effect of concentration, 
pressure and temperature on 
equilibria 


Required practical - investigating rate of 
reaction (changing concentration or temp.) 
 
Explain changes in rate using idea of collision 
theory (particles/collisions) 
 
Label energy level diagrams to show position 
of products, overall energy change, 
activation energy for both exothermic and 
endothermic reactions (similar to C5 as 
content overlaps) 
 
Higher Tier 
Explain changes in equilibrium position 
using Le Chatelier’s principle, including why 
compromise conditions are often chosen 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content No extra content  


 


22nd April C7 organic 
chemistry 


Crude oil, hydrocarbons and alkanes 
 
Fractional distillation of crude oil 
 
Properties of hydrocarbons 
 
Cracking and alkenes 


Explain how fractional distillation and 
cracking work, and how they supply demand 
for fuels such as petrol 
 
Explain how properties of hydrocarbons 
such as alkanes vary with chain length 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Alkenes, alcohols and carboxylic 
acids 
 
Synthetic and natural polymers 
including addition polymers, 
condensation polymers, amino acids 
and DNA 


Compare addition vs condensation 
polymerisation commenting on similarities 
and differences 
 
Compare and explain properties of weak and 
strong acids, including describing a simple 
chemical test to tell them apart (similar to 
C4 since carboxylic acids are weak acids) 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





 


29th April C8 chemical 
analysis 


Purity and formulations 
Chromatography 
Calculating Rf values 
Identifying common gases, 
hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide 
and chlorine 


Required practical – chromatography 
 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content Flame tests and flame emission 
spectroscopy 
Identifying metal ions in solution 
from metal hydroxides 
Identifying carbonates, halides and 
sulfates 


Required practical - identifying ions 
 
Evaluate methods for identifying metal ions, 
eg. pros and cons of flame tests vs 
spectroscopy 


 


6th May C9 
chemistry 
of the 
atmosphere 


% of gases in current atmosphere 
 
Evolution of the atmosphere, early 
composition of gases, importance of 
green plant evolution 
 
Global warming and carbon dioxide, 
CO2, and methane, CH4, as 
greenhouse gases 
 
Carbon footprint 
 
Atmospheric pollutants, sources and 
their effects 


Describe and explain how the early 
atmosphere changed to gives us the % of 
gases in our current atmosphere 
 
Explain why CO2 and methane, CH4, levels 
are increasing, actions to reduce emissions 
and describe the effects of global warming 
 
Describe fully the differences between 
complete and incomplete combustion of 
hydrocarbon fuels 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content No extra content  


 


13th May C10 using 
resources 


Finite and renewable resources 
 
Potable water and waste water 
treatment 
 
Life cycle assessments and recycling 
 
Higher Tier 
Copper ores and alternative 
extraction methods 


Required practical - purifying water 
 
Carry out simple comparative life cycle 
assessments eg. for shopping bags made 
from plastic or paper 
 
Higher Tier 
Evaluate pros/cons of phytomining and 
bioleaching vs traditional methods of metal 
extraction 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 


Chemistry only content 
 
 


Corrosion and prevention 
 
Alloys, ceramics, polymers and 
composites 
 
The Haber process and production of 
NPK fertilisers 


Compare properties of materials such as 
alloys, composites, polymers, ceramics and 
glass from supplied data to make 
recommendations about suitability 
 
Explain, using Le Chatelier’s principle, the 
ideal conditions required in the Haber 
Process (temperature, pressure, catalyst) 
including why compromise conditions are 
often chosen 


 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Faith and Ethics Short COURSE  
Week 


beginning 
Topics for 
revision 


Re-visit work Suggested activities 


   Sample Questions / mark schemes 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-


studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-
8062/assessment-resources  


 
Command Words 


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-


a/teach/command-words  
 


Keywords –remember we are only studying 
Islam & Christianity  


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-


a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary  
 


Very brief summaries for the Themes exam  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-


studies/gcse/religious-studies-
a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues  


 
Kerboodle text book: Remember you all 
have access to these text books online: 


www.kerboodle.com   
Username: initialsurname e.g: jedge  
Password: same as username unless 


changed 
Institution code: pa1    


  
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.kerboodle.com/





 
You can purchase this at the school supplies  
 


11th 
March 


Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 


 
 


The nature of God  
The problem of evil and 


suffering  
The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 


and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 


beliefs about the afterlife 
and their importance, 
including: resurrection 


and life after death; 
judgement, heaven and 


hell. Jesus Christ and 
salvation 


The incarnation and Jesus 
as the Son of God  


The crucifixion, 
resurrection and 


ascension  
Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 


Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 


idea of atonement 


Revision cards  


 


Mind maps  


 


Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 


 


Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 


God 


 


Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 


the creation of the world  


 


Create matching cards of the keywords and 


definitions. 


 


Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 


 


Define Transcendent (1) 


 


Name two causes of suffering (2) 


 


Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 


universe  (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 


omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 


to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 


God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer. (5) 


 


“God created the world as described in Genesis” 


Evaluate this statement (12)   


 


Mind maps  


 


Revision cards 


 


Test your friends  


 


Remember the importance of not just WHAT 


Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 


IMPACTS them  







  


Quick questions: 


What does Incarnation mean? (1) 


 


Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 


 


Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 


Christian’s life (4) 


 


Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 


Christian (4) 


 


Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 


resurrection. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 


to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two Christian teachings about God the 


creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer (5)  


 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 


scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12)       


18th 
March 


War and & 
Peace 


The meaning and 
significance of:  


• peace 
 • justice  


• forgiveness  
• reconciliation 


. • Violence, including 
violent protest.  


• Terrorism. 
 • Reasons for war, 


including greed, self-
defence and retaliation. 
 • The just war theory, 


including the criteria for a 
just war. 


. 


 
Past paper questions, mind maps and revision cards. 


 


Pair up: find a friend and write up a revision 


summary on a section- but make mistakes it-e.g. 


incorrect vocab etc. and ask your friend to find the 


mistake!  


 


Use colour- make notes on each section but use 


different colour for each part e.g. all notes on Just 


war in blue etc. 


 


Buy some cheap GIANT paper (lining paper is a 


good idea) and use these to make giant mind maps on 


each section – put these around your bedroom so you 


see them all the time!  


 


Facts that won’t stick in your head! – write them on a 


post it note and stick them to your mirror etc.  


 


Revision cards- summarise a section on the side- ask 


parents etc. to test you 


 







Revision cards- write questions on one side and the 


answers on the other- ask someone to test you 


 


2 mark: 


 Name two reasons why someone may be a pacifist 


(2) 


 


Name two reasons why a war may start (2) 


 


Name two types of WMD (2) 


 


Name two reasons a Christian may choose to go to 


war (2) 


 


4 mark: 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the use of violence 


to resolve conflict (4) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society  on the use of  WMD (4) 


 


5 mark : 


Explain two religious beliefs about achieving Justice 


in society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in 


your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Forgiveness in 


society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer (5) 


 


12 mark:   


“Holy War is never right” 


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


“Violence should never be used” 


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


“There is always a better alternative than violence to 


resolve a conflict”  


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


A religious believer has a responsibility to help the 
victims of war” Evaluate this statement (12) 


25th 
March 


Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 


 
 
 
 


 
The nature of God  


The problem of evil and 
suffering  


The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 


and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 


beliefs about the afterlife 
and their importance, 
including: resurrection 


and life after death; 


Revision cards  


 


Mind maps  


 


Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 


 


Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 


God 


 


Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 


the creation of the world  


 







judgement, heaven and 
hell. Jesus Christ and 


salvation 
The incarnation and Jesus 


as the Son of God  
The crucifixion, 


resurrection and 
ascension  


Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 


Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 


idea of atonement 


Create matching cards of the keywords and 


definitions. 


 


Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 


 


Define Transcendent (1) 


 


Name two causes of suffering (2) 


 


Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 


universe  (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 


omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 


to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 


God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer. (5) 


 


“God created the world as described in Genesis” 


Evaluate this statement (12)   


 


Mind maps  


 


Revision cards 


 


Test your friends  


 


Remember the importance of not just WHAT 


Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 


IMPACTS them  


  


Quick questions: 


What does Incarnation mean? (1) 


Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 


 


Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 


Christian’s life (4) 


 


Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 


Christian (4) 


 


Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 


resurrection. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 







to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two Christian teachings about God the 


creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer (5)  


 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 


scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12) 
1st April  Marriage 


Theme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Sex, marriage and divorce 
• Human sexuality 


including: heterosexual 
and homosexual 


relationships. 
 • Sexual relationships 
before and outside of 


marriage 
 
 


  
 


Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 


facts do you know about each? Can you link the 


ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 


question? 


 


Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  


RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 


confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 


exam- I’m ready to go!  


 


Using techniques that worked well for you previously 


– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 


YELLOW. 


 


8th  April : 
EASTER 


Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Marriage 
Theme 


 


Different Christian beliefs 
about the afterlife and 


their importance, 
including: resurrection 


and life after death; 
judgement, heaven and 


hell. Jesus Christ and 
salvation 


The crucifixion, 
resurrection and 


ascension  
Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 


Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 


idea of atonement.  
 
 
 


• Contraception and 
family planning. 


 • The nature and 
purpose of marriage 


. • Same-sex marriage 
and cohabitation. 


Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 


facts do you know about each? Can you link the 


ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 


question? 


 


Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  


RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 


confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 


exam- I’m ready to go!  


 


Using techniques that worked well for you previously 


– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 


YELLOW. 


 
 
 
 


See knowledge organiser and associated 
work booklet  







 • Divorce, including 
reasons for divorce, and 


remarrying. • Ethical 
arguments related to 


divorce, including those 
based on the sanctity of 


marriage vows and 
compassion.  


 
 
 


 


15th 
APRIL: 
EASTER 


Marriage 
Theme 


 


Families and gender 
equality  


• The nature of families, 
including:  


• the role of parents and 
children 


 • extended families and 
the nuclear family 
. • The purpose of 


families, including: • 
procreation • stability 
and the protection of 
children • educating 


children in a faith 
 • Contemporary family 


issues including 
• same-sex parents  


• polygamy. 
 • The roles of men and 


women. 
 • Gender equality 


. • Gender prejudice and 
discrimination, including 


examples. 


 


1. Which word best describes a sexual relationship 


between a man and a woman? 


A homosexual B heterosexual C metrosexual D 
transsexual 


2. What is meant by the term divorce? 


A Separation B Ending a relationship C Living 
together   D Legal ending of a marriage.  


3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society to sex before marriage. In your 


answer you should refer to the main religious 


tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 


religious traditions (4 marks) 


4. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society about contraception. In your 


answer you should refer to the main religious 


tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 


religious traditions. (4 marks)  


5. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society to remarriage. In your answer you 


should refer to the main religious tradition of 


Great Britain and one or more other religious 


traditions.  (4 marks) 


6. Explain two religious beliefs about the role of 


parents in a religious relationship. Refer to 


scripture or sacred writings in your answer.  (5 


marks) 


7. ‘Religious believers should never be sexist’  (12 


marks) 


‘Marriage ceremonies are out of date nowadays’ (12 mark 
22nd  April Islam: Belief 


and 
Teaching 


The six articles of faith in 
Sunni Islam and five roots 


of Usul ad-Din in Shi’a 
Islam, Tawhid (the 


Oneness of God), Qur’an 
 The nature of God: 


 Angels, their nature and 
role, including Jibril and 
Mika’il. • Predestination 
and human freedom and 
its relationship to the Day 
of Judgement. • Akhirah 
(life after death), human 


Create a Venn diagram between Sunni and Shia Islam i.e. 
the 5 pillars of Islam and the 6 articles of faith (Sunni) and 
the 5 roots of Shia Islam and the first 6 of the 10 
obligations of Shia Islam. 
 
Work through your book and revision guide and create a 
word search online or cross word that you can complete 
before your exam as a revision activity. 
 
Create a mind map on the afterlife. Include, what 
happens at death, judgement day, heaven and hell. Add 
to this with angels, predestination, prophets etc. 
 







responsibility and 
accountability, 


resurrection, heaven and 
hell 


 


Revision cards.  
 
A3 revision  
 
Revision Activities: 


1. Tawhid: Create a min-map with Tawhid in the 


centre. Draw an arrow with each of the following on 


each arrow: Supremacy of God’s will; Nature of God; Angels; 


Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill; Evil 


and Suffering;  The First Cause Argument and the Design 


Argument. At the end of each arrow, explain how each 


of these link to Tawhid and the oneness of God. (I.e. 


how might they reinforce the idea that there is only one God and 


how they impact people’s belief and actions).This helps us see 


the bigger picture of how all Islamic belief (and Christian belief 


in the Christianity section) link together and helps us write in 


depth for our 12 markers). 


 


2. Create a cross-word (you can do this easily 


online) or a Kahoot quiz with the key words from 


this unit. Get a peer to complete it and then mark it. 


 


3. Either in written form or as a video explain how 


Muslims can still believe in freewill and 


predestination. (This activity helps you to explain (and 


articulate) the different ideas and the problems around 


predestination and freewill. This is particularly useful for the 


twelve marker). 
 


4. Create a table: How God shows His 


transcendence and how God shows His immanence. 


 


5. Quote Flash cards: Create Flash Cards on 
Supremacy of God’s will; Each of the natures of God; Angels; 


Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill etc. 


on the back write at least one religious quote on the back. Once 


you have done this, have a look to see if there are 


any quotes that could relate to more than one 


topic and highlight it. (This will be useful for revision as 


you can learn one quote for more than one thing. The Tawhid 


quote is particularly important as EVERYTHING links back to 


Tawhid so more often than not you will have a quote for the 5 


marker if you relate the question focus to Tawhid. 


 


6. Create a Venn Diagram of the similarities and 


differences in Shia and Sunni Islam. 


 


Quick questions:  


1 Mark 


What does the term Tawhid mean? (1) 


 


What does Adalat mean? (See 5 roots of Shia Islam 


or nature of God terms). (1) 


 


What is the Shahadah? (1) 


 


What does Risalah mean? (1) 


 







What does Akhirah mean? (1) 


 


What do we mean by the term prophethood? (1) 


 


2 Marks 


Name two beliefs of Sunni Islam. (2) 


 


Name two angels other than Jibril and Mika’il. (2) 


 


Name two prophets other than Prophet Muhammad 


pbuh. (2) 


 


Extended questions 


4 Marks 


Explain two ways in belief in judgement day affects a 


Muslim life. (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which belief in prophets affects 


Muslim life. (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which belief in Tawhid affects 


Muslim life (4) 


 


5 Marks (NB: Must refer directly to scripture for the 5th 


mark). 
Explain two Islamic beliefs about prophets. Refer to 


scripture. (5) 


 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about the nature of God. 


(5) 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about Holy Books. (5) 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about the supremacy of 


God’s will. (5) (For the scripture part of this you may have to 


think outside the box a bit). It’s a tricky one but a legitimate 


question that could come up on your final exam). 
 


12 Marks 


‘Tawhid is the most important belief in Islam’ What 


do you think? (12) 


 


“The Jibril and Mika’il are the most important 


angels? What do you think?” (12) 


 


Predestination means that God controls our actions’. 


What do you think? (12) 
 


 


29th April Islam: Belief 
and 


Teaching 


Risalah (Prophethood) 
including the role and 
importance of Adam, 


Ibrahim and Muhammad 
The holy books: • Qur’an: 
revelation and authority  
The Torah, the Psalms, 


the Gospel, the Scrolls of 
Abraham and their 


See above  
See knowledge organiser and associated 


tasks  







authority.  The imamate 
in Shi'a Islam: its role and 


significance 
 


6th May Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 


 


Review and 
practise 


“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 


the afterlife influence Christians today  “ (4) 


 


“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 


the resurrection influence Christians today  “ (4) 


 


“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 


the crucifixion influence Christians today  “ (4) 


“The stories of the incarnation prove that  Jesus was 


the Son of God” Evaluate this statement (12)  


 


13th May Exam 
Monday  


 


  


 


 
Things to remember: 


  Each “unit” will have a 1,2,4,5 and 12 mark question – you must  answer them all 


 You will have 4 units – Christianity / Islam / War / Marriage  


 The 5 and 12 mark questions ALWAYS require you to reference where the ideas are from 


 ..quotes or at least reference to the quotes are required 


 Stick to the question…use the wording of the question in your answer if that helps 


 If you are running short of time try to make sure your /12 answer is complete  








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Business 
For the topic headings please refer to the Knowledge organisers 


Week 
beginning 


Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 


4th March 
 


Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Nature of Business 
 


Nature of Business 
activity 


 
Producing goods and 


services 
 


Enterprise skills 
 


Business Planning 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


11th 
March 


 
 
 
 
 


Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Nature of Business 
 


Business Objectives & 
Stakeholders 


 
Business Ownership 


 
Business Growth 


 
Location 


 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 


18th 
March 


Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Business Influences 


Technology 
 


Ethical influences 
 


Environmental influences 
 


Economic influences 
 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 


25th 
March 


Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Business Influences 


Economic influences the 
business cycle 


 
Legislation 


 
Globalisation 


 
EU 


 
 
 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 







01th April Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Marketing 


Marketing Ethics 
 


Understanding consumers 
 


Marketing research 
 


Marketing Mix- Price 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 


08th April Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Marketing 


Market mix- product 
 


Market mix- product life cycle 
 


Market mix place 
 


Market mix promotion 
 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 


15th April Knowledge 
organiser: 


 
 


Finance 


Sources of finance 
 


Revenue and costs 
 


Break even 
 


Cash flow 
 


Profit and loss 
 
 
 


Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 


includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 


 
 


 


 


Please note: Knowledge organisers have been emailed to all students. If you cannot find 


them then please get in touch and we will be happy to email them to you direct.  








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Faith and Ethics FULL COURSE  
Week 


beginning 
Topics for 
revision 


Re-visit work Suggested activities 


   Sample Questions / mark schemes 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-


studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-
8062/assessment-resources  


 
Command Words 


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-


a/teach/command-words  
 


Keywords –remember we are only studying 
Islam & Christianity  


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-


a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary  
 


Very brief summaries for the Themes exam  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-


studies/gcse/religious-studies-
a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues  


 
Kerboodle text book: Remember you all 
have access to these text books online: 


www.kerboodle.com   
Username: initialsurname e.g: jedge  
Password: same as username unless 


changed 
Institution code: pa1    


  
 
 
You can purchase this at the school supplies  



http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues

http://www.kerboodle.com/





 
11th 


March 
Islam: Belief 
and Teaching 


The six articles of faith in 
Sunni Islam and five 


roots of Usul ad-Din in 
Shi’a Islam, Tawhid (the 
Oneness of God), Qur’an 


 The nature of God: 
 Angels, their nature and 
role, including Jibril and 
Mika’il. • Predestination 
and human freedom and 


its relationship to the 
Day of Judgement. • 


Akhirah (life after 
death), human 


responsibility and 
accountability, 


resurrection, heaven 
and hell 


 
Risalah (Prophethood) 
including the role and 
importance of Adam, 


Ibrahim and Muhammad 
 The holy books: • 


Qur’an: revelation and 
authority  


The Torah, the Psalms, 
the Gospel, the Scrolls of 


Abraham and their 
authority.  The imamate 


in Shi'a Islam: its role 
and significance 


Create a Venn diagram between Sunni and Shia Islam i.e. 
the 5 pillars of Islam and the 6 articles of faith (Sunni) and 
the 5 roots of Shia Islam and the first 6 of the 10 
obligations of Shia Islam. 
 
Work through your book and revision guide and create a 
word search online or cross word that you can complete 
before your exam as a revision activity. 
 
Create a mind map on the afterlife. Include, what 
happens at death, judgement day, heaven and hell. Add 
to this with angels, predestination, prophets etc. 
 


Revision cards.  
 
A3 revision  
 
Revision Activities: 


1. Tawhid: Create a min-map with Tawhid in the 


centre. Draw an arrow with each of the following on 


each arrow: Supremacy of God’s will; Nature of God; Angels; 


Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill; Evil 


and Suffering;  The First Cause Argument and the Design 


Argument. At the end of each arrow, explain how each 


of these link to Tawhid and the oneness of God. (I.e. 


how might they reinforce the idea that there is only one God and 


how they impact people’s belief and actions).This helps us see 


the bigger picture of how all Islamic belief (and Christian belief 


in the Christianity section) link together and helps us write in 


depth for our 12 markers). 


 


2. Create a cross-word (you can do this easily 


online) or a Kahoot quiz with the key words from 


this unit. Get a peer to complete it and then mark it. 


 


3. Either in written form or as a video explain how 


Muslims can still believe in freewill and 


predestination. (This activity helps you to explain (and 


articulate) the different ideas and the problems around 


predestination and freewill. This is particularly useful for the 


twelve marker). 
 


4. Create a table: How God shows His 


transcendence and how God shows His immanence. 


 


5. Quote Flash cards: Create Flash Cards on 
Supremacy of God’s will; Each of the natures of God; Angels; 


Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill etc. 


on the back write at least one religious quote on the back. Once 


you have done this, have a look to see if there are 







any quotes that could relate to more than one 


topic and highlight it. (This will be useful for revision as 


you can learn one quote for more than one thing. The Tawhid 


quote is particularly important as EVERYTHING links back to 


Tawhid so more often than not you will have a quote for the 5 


marker if you relate the question focus to Tawhid. 


 


6. Create a Venn Diagram of the similarities and 


differences in Shia and Sunni Islam. 


 


Quick questions:  


1 Mark 


What does the term Tawhid mean? (1) 


 


What does Adalat mean? (See 5 roots of Shia Islam 


or nature of God terms). (1) 


 


What is the Shahadah? (1) 


 


What does Risalah mean? (1) 


 


What does Akhirah mean? (1) 


 


What do we mean by the term prophethood? (1) 


 


2 Marks 


Name two beliefs of Sunni Islam. (2) 


 


Name two angels other than Jibril and Mika’il. (2) 


 


Name two prophets other than Prophet Muhammad 


pbuh. (2) 


 


Extended questions 


4 Marks 


Explain two ways in belief in judgement day affects a 


Muslim life. (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which belief in prophets affects 


Muslim life. (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which belief in Tawhid affects 


Muslim life (4) 


 


5 Marks (NB: Must refer directly to scripture for the 5th 


mark). 
Explain two Islamic beliefs about prophets. Refer to 


scripture. (5) 


 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about the nature of God. 


(5) 


 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about Holy Books. (5) 


 


Explain two Islamic beliefs about the supremacy of 


God’s will. (5) (For the scripture part of this you may have to 







think outside the box a bit). It’s a tricky one but a legitimate 


question that could come up on your final exam). 
 


12 Marks 


‘Tawhid is the most important belief in Islam’ What 


do you think? (12) 


 


“The Jibril and Mika’il are the most important 


angels? What do you think?” (12) 


 


Predestination means that God controls our actions’. 


What do you think? (12) 
 


 
18th 


March 
War and & 


Peace 


The meaning and 
significance of:  


• peace 
 • justice  


• forgiveness  
• reconciliation 


. • Violence, including 
violent protest.  


• Terrorism. 
 • Reasons for war, 


including greed, self-
defence and retaliation. 
 • The just war theory, 


including the criteria for 
a just war. • Holy war.  


• Pacifism. Religion and 
belief in 21st century  


• Religion and belief as a 
cause of war and 


violence in the 
contemporary world. 
 • Nuclear weapons, 


including nuclear 
deterrence. 


 • The use of weapons of 
mass destruction. 


 • Religion and peace-
making in the 


contemporary world 
including the work of 


individuals influenced by 
religious teaching 


. • Religious responses 
to the victims of war 
including the work of 


one present day 
religious organisation. 


Past paper questions, mind maps and revision cards. 


 


Pair up: find a friend and write up a revision 


summary on a section- but make mistakes it-e.g. 


incorrect vocab etc. and ask your friend to find the 


mistake!  


 


Use colour- make notes on each section but use 


different colour for each part e.g. all notes on Just 


war in blue etc. 


 


Buy some cheap GIANT paper (lining paper is a 


good idea) and use these to make giant mind maps on 


each section – put these around your bedroom so you 


see them all the time!  


 


Facts that won’t stick in your head! – write them on a 


post it note and stick them to your mirror etc.  


 


Revision cards- summarise a section on the side- ask 


parents etc. to test you 


 


Revision cards- write questions on one side and the 


answers on the other- ask someone to test you 


 


2 mark: 


 Name two reasons why someone may be a pacifist 


(2) 


 


Name two reasons why a war may start (2) 


 


Name two types of WMD (2) 


 


Name two reasons a Christian may choose to go to 


war (2) 


 


4 mark: 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the use of violence 


to resolve conflict (4) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 







British society  on the use of  WMD (4) 


 


5 mark : 


Explain two religious beliefs about achieving Justice 


in society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in 


your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Forgiveness in 


society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer (5) 


 


12 mark:   


“Holy War is never right” 


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


“Violence should never be used” 


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


“There is always a better alternative than violence to 


resolve a conflict”  


Evaluate this statement (12) 


 


“A religious believer has a responsibility to help the 
victims of war” Evaluate this statement (12) 


25th 
March 


Religion and 
Life Issues 


The origins and value of 
the universe  


• The origins of the 
universe, including: • 


religious teachings about 
the origins of the 


universe, and different 
interpretations of these 


 • the relationship 
between scientific views, 


such as the Big Bang 
theory, and religious 


views. 
 • The value of the world 
and the duty of human 


beings to protect it, 
including religious 


teaching about 
stewardship, dominion, 
responsibility, awe and 


wonder. 
 • The use and abuse of 


the environment, 
including the use of 
natural resources, 


pollution. 
 • The use and abuse of 


animals, including: • 
animal experimentation 
• the use of animals for 


food.  


Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 


facts do you know about each? Can you link the 


ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 


question? 


 


Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  


RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 


confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 


exam- I’m ready to go!  


 


Using techniques that worked well for you previously 


– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 


YELLOW. 
1. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society about climate change. In your 


answer you must refer to one or more religious 


traditions. (4 marks) 


2. Give two reasons a religious believer might 


support abortion (2 marks) 


3. Give two reasons a religious believer might 


support conservation. (2 marks)  


4. Explain two religious beliefs about Euthanasia. 


Refer to sacred writings or another source of 


religious belief and teaching in your answer. (5 


marks)  


5. Explain two religious beliefs about the origins of 


the universe. Refer to sacred writings or another 


source of religious belief and teaching in your 


answer. (5 marks) 







• The origins of life, 
including: • religious 
teachings about the 


origins of human life, 
and different 


interpretations of these 
• the relationship 


between scientific views, 
such as evolution, and 


religious views.  
• The concepts of 


sanctity of life and the 
quality of life. 


 • Abortion, including 
situations when the 


mother's life is at risk.  
• Ethical arguments 
related to abortion, 


including those based on 
the sanctity of life and 


quality of life 
. • Euthanasia. 


 • Beliefs about death 
and an afterlife, and 


their impact on beliefs 
about the value of 


human life 


6. ‘Euthanasia is always wrong and should remain 


illegal’ (12 marks) 


Evaluate this statement. 
In your answer you:  


 should give reasoned arguments in support of 
this statement 


 should give reasoned arguments to support a 
different point of view  


 should refer to religious arguments  


 may refer to non-religious arguments  


 should reach a justified conclusion. 
7. Give two effects of pollution on the natural world 


(2 marks)  


 


 







1st Arpil 
  


Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 


The nature of God  
The problem of evil and 


suffering  
The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 


and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 
beliefs about the 
afterlife and their 


importance, including: 
resurrection and life 


after death; judgement, 
heaven and hell. Jesus 


Christ and salvation 
The incarnation and 


Jesus as the Son of God  
The crucifixion, 


resurrection and 
ascension  


Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 
Spirit The role of Christ 


in salvation including the 
idea of atonement 


Revision cards  


 


Mind maps  


 


Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 


 


Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 


God 


 


Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 


the creation of the world  


 


Create matching cards of the keywords and 


definitions. 


 


Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 


 


Define Transcendent (1) 


 


Name two causes of suffering (2) 


 


Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 


universe  (4) 


 


Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 


omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 


to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 


God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer. (5) 


 


“God created the world as described in Genesis” 


Evaluate this statement (12)   


 


Mind maps  


 


Revision cards 


 


Test your friends  


 


Remember the importance of not just WHAT 


Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 


IMPACTS them  


  


Quick questions: 


What does Incarnation mean? (1) 







 


Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 


 


Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 


Christian’s life (4) 


 


Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 


Christian (4) 


 


Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 


resurrection. (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 


to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


Explain two Christian teachings about God the 


creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 


answer (5)  


 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 


Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 


(5) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 


scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 


 


‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12)       


8th April : 
Easter  


Marriage 
Theme /  


Sex, marriage and 
divorce • Human 


sexuality including: 
heterosexual and 


homosexual 
relationships. 


 • Sexual relationships 
before and outside of 


marriage.  
• Contraception and 


family planning. 
 • The nature and 


purpose of marriage 


 


 
1. Which word best describes a sexual relationship 


between a man and a woman? 


A homosexual B heterosexual C metrosexual D 
transsexual 


2. What is meant by the term divorce? 


A Separation B Ending a relationship C Living 
together   D Legal ending of a marriage.  


3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society to sex before marriage. In your 


answer you should refer to the main religious 







. • Same-sex marriage 
and cohabitation. 


 • Divorce, including 
reasons for divorce, and 


remarrying. • Ethical 
arguments related to 


divorce, including those 
based on the sanctity of 


marriage vows and 
compassion. Families 
and gender equality  


• The nature of families, 
including:  


• the role of parents and 
children 


 • extended families and 
the nuclear family 
. • The purpose of 


families, including: • 
procreation • stability 
and the protection of 
children • educating 


children in a faith 
 • Contemporary family 


issues including 
• same-sex parents  


• polygamy. 
 • The roles of men and 


women. 
 • Gender equality 


. • Gender prejudice and 
discrimination, including 


examples. 


tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 


religious traditions (4 marks) 


4. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society about contraception. In your 


answer you should refer to the main religious 


tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 


religious traditions. (4 marks)  


5. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 


British society to remarriage. In your answer you 


should refer to the main religious tradition of 


Great Britain and one or more other religious 


traditions.  (4 marks) 


6. Explain two religious beliefs about the role of 


parents in a religious relationship. Refer to 


scripture or sacred writings in your answer.  (5 


marks) 


7. ‘Religious believers should never be sexist’  (12 


marks) 


‘Marriage ceremonies are out of date nowadays’ (12 
mark 


15th 
APRIL: 
EASTER 


 
Existence of 


God & 
revelation 


Philosophical arguments 
for and against the 
existence of God  


• The Design argument, 
including its strengths 


and weaknesses.  
• The First Cause 


argument, including its 
strengths and 
weaknesses. 


 • The argument from 
miracles, including its 


strengths and 
weaknesses, and one 


example of a miracle. • 
Evil and suffering as an 
argument against the 


existence of God. 
 • Arguments based on 


science against the 
existence of God. 


 The nature of the divine 
and revelation  


 
Quick Questions:  


 


What does Omnipotent mean? (1) 


 


Define general revelation (1) 


 


Define special revelation(1) 


 


Define Enlightenment (1) 


 


Give two types of special revelation (2) 


 


Give two examples of visions (2) 


 


Explain contrasting views on Enlightenment (4) 


 


Explain two religious beliefs about visions (4) 


 


“Science disproves God’s existence” Evaluate this 


statement (12) 


“”Miracles prove God’s existence” Evaluate this 


statement (12) 







• Special revelation as a 
source of knowledge 


about the divine (God, 
gods or ultimate reality) 
including visions and one 


example of a vision.  
• Enlightenment as a 
source of knowledge 


about the divine 
. • General revelation: 


nature and scripture as a 
way of understanding 


the divine 
. • Different ideas about 


the divine that come 
from these sources: • 


omnipotent and 
omniscient • personal 


and impersonal • 
immanent and 


transcendent. • The 
value of general and 


special revelation and 
enlightenment as 


sources of knowledge 
about the divine, 


including: 
 • the problems of 


different ideas about the 
divine arising from these 


experiences  
• alternative 


explanations for the 
experiences, and the 
possibility that the 


people who claimed to 
have them were lying or 


mistaken. 


 


  


Explain two beliefs about God that we receive from 


revelations (4) 


 


Explain two contrasting beliefs on the reality of 


revelations (4)   


 


22nd  
April 


Christianity: 
Practices /  


 


Worship and festivals  
Different forms of 
worship and their 


significance Liturgical, 
non-liturgical and 


informal, including the 
use of the Bible  
Private worship.  
 Prayer and its 


significance, including 
the Lord’s Prayer, set 
prayers and informal 


prayer.  
 The role and meaning of 


the sacraments:  
The sacrament of 
baptism and its 
significance for 


Christians infant and 


See the knowledge organiser and associated task 


booklet 


 
1. What is meant by liturgical worship? 


A Free worship  B set pattern C worship in 
private D prayers and hymns 


2. What is the prayer called that Jesus taught his 


disciples? 


A Our Father B Christian Prayer C Jesus Prayer D 
the Lord’s Prayer 


3. Give two alternative names for the term 


‘Eucharist’. (2 marks) 


4. Give two reasons why Holy Week is important to 


Christians. (2 marks) 


5. Explain two contrasting Christian views about the 


importance of pilgrimage. (4 marks) 


6. Explain two contrasting ways Christians play a 


role in the local community.  







believers' baptism; 
different beliefs about 


infant baptism  
The sacrament of Holy 
Communion/Eucharist 
and its significance for 


Christians, including 
different ways in which 


it is celebrated and 
different interpretations 


of its meaning.  
 The role and 
importance of 
pilgrimage and 


celebrations including:  
Two contrasting 


examples of Christian 
pilgrimage: Lourdes and 


Iona  
The celebrations of 


Christmas and Easter, 
including their 
importance for 


Christians in Great 
Britain today 


.  The role of the Church 
in the local community, 


including food banks and 
street pastors.  The 


place of mission, 
evangelism and Church 


growth. 
 The importance of the 


worldwide Church 
including: working for 


reconciliation 
How Christian churches 
respond to persecution  
The work of one of the 


following: Catholic 
Agency For Overseas 


Development (CAFOD), 
Christian Aid, Tearfund. 


7. Explain two ways in which Christians think 


worship is important. Refer to Christian teachings 


in your answer (5 marks) 


8. Explain two ways in which Christians celebrate 


Easter. Refer to Christian teachings in your 


answer (5 marks) 


9. Explain two ways in which pilgrimage is important 


to Christians. Refer to Christian teachings in your 


answer (5 marks) 


10. Explain two ways in which Christians respond to 


the word poverty. Refer to Christian teachings in 


your answer. (5 marks) 


11. ‘No child should be Baptised’ (12 marks) 


12. ‘Charities should focus more on helping the poor 


in Britain’ (12 marks) 


13. ‘Pilgrimages are a waste of money’ (12 marks) 


 


29rd April Islam: 
practices / 


Five Pillars of Sunni 
Islam and the Ten 


Obligatory Acts of Shi’a 
Islam  


 Shahadah 
 • Salah and its 


significance:  Sawm: the 
role and significance of 


fasting during the month 
of Ramadan  Zakah: the 
role and significance of 


giving alms including 
origins, how and why it 


See the knowledge organiser and associated task 


booklet 


 
1. The best way for Muslims to understand God is to 


practise Salah.’ 


Evaluate this statement. 
In your answer you should: 


 refer to Muslim teaching  


 give reasoned arguments to support this 
statement  


 give reasoned arguments to support a different 
point of view  


 reach a justified conclusion. 







is given, benefits of 
receipt, 


 Khums in Shi’a Islam 
. Hajj: the role and 
significance of the 


pilgrimage.   Festivals 
and commemorations 


and their importance for 
Muslims in Great Britain 


today, including the 
origins and meanings of 


Id-ul-Adha, Id-ul-Fitr, 
Ashura. 


12 marks 


 
2. Explain two Muslim teachings about Prayer. Refer 


to sacred writings or another source of Christian 


belief and teaching in your answer. (5 marks) 


3. Explain two rituals performed during Salah (4 


marks) 


4. Explain two contrasting understandings of 


leadership in Islam (4 marks) 


5. ‘Completing the hajj is the most important duty 


for a Muslim.’  


Evaluate this statement. In your answer you 
should: 


  refer to Muslim teaching  


 give reasoned arguments to support this 
statement  


 give reasoned arguments to support a different 
point of view  


 reach a justified conclusion. 
6. Explain two ways in which the celebration of the 


festival of Id-ul-Adha is important to Muslims. 


Refer to sacred writing or another source of 


Muslim belief and teaching in your answer. (5 


marks)  


7. Give two things that a Muslim would do on Hajj (2 


marks) 


8. Give two reasons a Muslim may choose to take 


part in Sawm (2 marks)  


6th May  Christianity 
and Islam: 
Beliefs and 
Practices  


 


 At this point the exam will be one week 


away and the first paper will be on 


Christianity and Islam. Revisit these during 


this week.  


13th 
May 


 
Exam 1  
On the 


13th 
 


Exam 2 
On the 


20th 


Religion and 
Life. 


Relationships 
and Families, 


Religion 
Peace and 


Conflict, The 
existence of 


God and 
Revelation.  


 At this point you will have completed exam 
1 (the religions paper). You are now to 
prepare for the thematic paper (20th May)  
Revisit all the themes during this week. (not 
religious units)  


  
 


Things to remember: 


  Each “unit” will have a 1,2,4,5 and 12 mark question – you must  answer them all 


 You will have 4 units per paper  


 The 5 and 12 mark questions ALWAYS require you to reference where the ideas are from quotes or at least  


  reference to the quotes are required 


 Stick to the question…use the wording of the question in your answer  


 If you are running short of time try to make sure your /12 answer is complete  








2019 GCSE ART & DESIGN – Important Dates & Deadlines 


Week Beginning:   


Monday 7th 
January 


 You will receive your GCSE Art & Design examination 
paper this week. 


 At this stage, you can still work on any unfinished 
coursework (this week only).  


Monday 21st 
January 


 HAND IN ALL COURSEWORK TO YOUR TEACHER – 
your sole focus is now the examination. 


 By this date you should have 100% decided on an 
appropriate examination question. 


 You should undertake initial research – collecting visual 
reference from the internet/books or take your own 
photographs. You should begin to produce a selection of 
observational drawings. 


MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF/USE THE 


COMPUTERS IN YOUR OWN TIME/AT HOME! 


Monday 28th 
January 


 Continue to work on AO3: Initial research, producing 
observational drawings, collecting visual reference from 
the internet/books and/or own photography. 


Monday 4th 
February 


 Use the suggestions on the examination paper and find 
your own artistic reference. 


 Print off any artists that make connections with your own 
work. 


MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF/USE 
THE COMPUTERS IN YOUR OWN TIME/AT HOME! 


Monday 11th 
February 


 Continue to work on AO1: Artistic Reference, collecting 
appropriate artistic reference to support your own ideas. 


 Remember, marks are awarded for written work – make 
sure to write about why the artist(s) is relevant to your 
work and how they have inspired your own ideas. Give 
your personal opinions on the artists’ work using key words 
and artistic terminology.  


 Check all spellings and word process written work 
wherever possible to improve presentation. 


Monday 18th – 
Friday 22nd 
February 


FEBRUARY HALF TERM 
 Use this time as an opportunity to take your own 


photographs, collect more research, complete more artistic 
reference, complete your observational drawings. 


 Consider your next step: how will you develop your ideas? 
(AO2) 







 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 25th 
February – 
Thursday 7th 
March 
 


YEAR 11 MOCKS: 25th February – 7th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Art & Design lessons 


during your mocks – remember, your Art & Design exam is 
not a mock – it’s the real exam!! 


 Begin to develop your ideas (AO2). Discuss your ideas 
with your teacher and consider selecting areas of your 
observational drawings to develop, using your chosen 
artists as reference. 


 Consider a variety of compositions/arrangements and 
experiment with materials: will your final outcome be in 
pencil, paint, mixed media, textiles, ceramics…? 


Art & Design Year 11 Mock Exam:  
FRIDAY 1st MARCH 2019  


Use this three hour period as a focus on organising your 
ideas & develop ideas through to an outcome. 


YEAR 11 MOCKS: 25th February – 7th March  
 You should begin to finalise your ideas following your Mock 


exams – speak to your teacher and ensure you are 100% 
confident in what you are going to produce in the final 
exam. 


 Consider: the scale of your work/how big it will be, what 
materials you will use, how long it will take you to 
complete. Will you have enough time? 


Monday 25th 
March – 
Wednesday 3rd 
April  


** GCSE ART & DESIGN EXAMS 
START ** 


Details of exact dates/times to be provided to Year 11 
teaching groups by your teacher. 


ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 
YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 


Monday 8th – 
Monday 22nd 
April 


EASTER HOLIDAYS 
OPPORTUNITY TO REVISIT & COMPLETE ANY 


OUTSTANDING COURSEWORK 


Monday 6th May ALL COURSEWORK TO BE SUBMITTED 
FOR FINAL ASSESSMENT 


 








2019 GCSE GRAPHIC DESIGN – Important Dates & 


Deadlines 


 


Week Beginning:   


Monday 8th 
January 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        


 After already receiving your GCSE Graphic Design 
examination paper. 
1.  Read through the EXAM paper carefully. 
2. Consider each question- use the internet to look at the 


designers that the exam board suggest. 
3. Make any notes/ ideas that you can think of. 
4. Choose ONE question and begin initial research- find 


appropriate images for your project. 
 


Monday 14th 
January 
 
 
 


 By this date you should have 100% decided on an 
appropriate examination question. 


 You should undertake initial research – collecting visual 
reference from the internet/books or take your own 
photographs. You could also begin to produce a selection 
of drawings/ tracings. 


 MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF 


Monday 21st 
January 
 


 Continue to collect research, producing tracings, collecting 
& take own photographs. 


Monday 28th 
February 
 
 


 Start initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at your 
research for ideas to use. 


 Practice developing different techniques using Photoshop. 


 Seek advice from your teacher about progress so far. 
 


Monday 4th 
February 
 
 


 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 


 Continue to collect appropriate artistic reference/ work by 
other designers to support your own ideas. 


 Remember- make sure to write about an example(s) of 
your research  
 


Monday 11th 
February 
 


 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 
 


Monday 18th  HALF TERM HOLIDAY 
Monday 25th 
February 
 
                                                                                          


YEAR 11 MOCKS: 26th February – 5th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Graphics lessons during 


your mocks. 







 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 


 Discuss your ideas with your teacher and consider trying 
out different compositions and colour schemes. 
 


Monday 4th 
March 
 
 


YEAR 11 MOCKS: 27th February – 6th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Art & Design lessons 


during your mocks. 


 You should begin to finalise your ideas this week – speak 
to your teacher and ensure you are 100% confident about 
the designs you will produce during the 10 hour exam. 


  


Monday 11th 
March 


FINAL WEEK BEFORE GRAPHICS EXAM 


Details of dates/times to be provided by your teacher. 
Total exam time=10 hours 
The first session will be 2 hours followed by 8 single hour 
lessons. 
All preparation work must be handed over at the start of the 
exam- you will not be allowed to add any more photographs & 
research when the exam begins. 


Monday 18th 
March 


GCSE GRAPHIC DESIGN EXAM START  
All preparatory work, photographs/research/initial 


designs to be handed in 
Monday 25th 
March 


** EXAM ONGOING** 
ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 


YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 
 


Monday 1st – 
Friday 12th April 


** EXAM ONGOING** 
ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 


YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 
 


Monday 8th April EASTER HOLIDAYS 
OPPORTUNITY TO REVISIT & COMPLETE ANY 


OUTSTANDING COURSEWORK 
 


Tuesday 23rd 
April 


All GCSE work folders prepared for final 
moderation 
Component 1 (coursework 40%) 
Component 2 (exam 40%) 


 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Dance 
Week 


beginning 
Topics for 
revision 


Re-visit work Suggested activities 


11th March 
 
 


written paper, 


focus on 


‘Technical 


skills, 


choreographic 


process and 


improving 


performance’ 


 


Priority: 


Ensure 


choreographic 


work is 


completed for 


final 


examination on 


29/3/19. 


Priority: preparation 


of practical work for 


the exam. Creating 


and rehearsing, 


choreography 


coursework  


 


 Theory: Physical, 


Technical and 


expressive skills 


needed within 


performance 


 


 


Priority Complete A4 programme notes for 


choreography coursework. Miss Haygarth has emailed 


you Example programme notes as a guide. 


 Mind map the physical, technical, expressive and 


mental skills necessary for effective performance: 


Terms (correct spellings), definition and example 


of how each skill can be improved.  


 Create a separate mind map of examples of 


physical and expressive skills seen within the 


professional works pg’s (56 and 57 of GCSE dance 


revision guide). 


 Use GCSE dance revision booklet for guidance in 


answering the following questions (copy of booklet 


can also be found in reference drive, dance, GCSE 


new spec Revision. 


 


Sample questions 


1. Name 3 physical skills and give the definition for each 


skill identified (6 marks) 


2. How have you demonstrated each of the above skills in 


your group performance (3 marks) 


3. Name 3 expressive skills and give the definition for 


each skill identified (6 marks) 


4. How have you demonstrated each of the above skills in 


your group performance (3 marks) 


5. Choreography is the process of making dance. Explain 


two ways a choreographer can improve his or her work 


during this process (4 marks) 


6. Describe effective strategies for an effective 


process and preparation for performance (6 marks) 


 


18th March written paper, 


focus on ‘Safe 


practice and 


improving 


performance’ 


 


Dance show week 


(20th March) 


Focus should be on 


final preparation of 


practical work for 


the final filmed exam 


on (29/3/19) 


Safe Practice 


 


 Regular rehearsal of all practical pieces with a 


particular focus on improvements identified in 


mock moderation. 


 Revision of safe practice using GCSE Dance 


Revision booklet. 


 Use GCSE dance revision booklet for guidance in 


answering the following questions. 


 


Explain how you demonstrate safe practice in the 


performance in a duo/trio? (2 marks) 


Explain how you demonstrated safe practice in the 


set phrase Breath? (2 marks) 







25th March 
 
 
 


Improving 


performance: 


the rehearsal 


process 


choreographic 


process and 


key 


choreography 


vocabulary 


 


 


Focus should be on 


final preparation of 


practical work for 


the exam (29/03/19) 


 


Revision of strategies 


for improving 


performance and 


impact of strategies 


on own work. 


Revision of the 


choreographic 


process/vocabulary. 


Rehearsal of all practical pieces daily with a 


particular focus on improvements identified in 


internal moderation on 7/3/19 


 


Revision of the rehearsal process, choreographic 


process and key choreography vocabulary. 


 


Explain why we use choreographic devices? (2 marks) 


What strategies have you used to improve your 


performance? (4 marks) 


Give examples of improvements you have made to your 


choreography (4 marks) 


 


 


1st April Using stimuli, 


Motif writing 


and 


development 


Creating from a 


stimuli, What is a 


motif, motif writing 


and the importance of 


a motif 


Creating from a stimuli, What is a motif, motif writing 


and the importance of a motif. See GCSE Dance revision 


booklet for guidance and answer the following questions. 


 


Explain how you would use a stimulus to create 


choreography for a group dance, see GCSE revision 


booklet for stimulus. (3 marks) 


Describe a motif you would choreograph based on the 


stimulus. You must reference Action, Space, and 


Dynamics. (3 marks) 


Describe how you would develop a motif using action 


developments. (3 marks) 


8th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


Choreographic 


devices/ form 


and structure 


 Why are 


choreographic 


devices important? 


 List choreographic 


devices and their 


definitions. 


 Which devices are 


also important in 


structuring dance? 


 Dance 


structures/form 


Create a mind map on highlights and climaxes seen within 


each of the professional works pg’s 53 and 54. 


Explain how you would use a particular choreographic 


device in a piece called conversations. (3 marks) 


 


List 3 choreographic devices you have used within your 


choreography and discuss how they support your chosen 


theme? (6 marks) 


 


Explain what each of the following structures are: 


Binary 


Ternary 


Rondo 


Episodic 


Cyclical 


Narrative 


Abstract 


Check your answers using the GCSE Dance revision 


booklet. 







15th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 


C2 written 


paper, 


professional 


works 


 A Linha Curva 


 Within Her Eyes 


 Artificial things 


 


 Key starting points 


and stimulus 


 Theme (what is 


the dance about?) 


 Accurate 


description of 


movement 


components 


(A,S,D,R) 


 


 Watch the professional works via the link that Miss 


Haygarth has sent. 


 Use anthology section of the GCSE Dance booklet 


for support. 


Sample questions 


1. Describe two features of the lighting in each 


professional work? (6 marks) 


2. Other than lighting describe a features of set design 


in each professional work (6 marks) 


3. Describe the accompaniment in each professional work 


(6 marks) 


4. Name the type of staging used in each professional 


work (6 mark)  


5. Identify a dance idea, subject matter or concept used 


in each professional work (6 marks) 


6. Name a stimulus/starting point for each professional 


work (6 marks) 


7. Describe a costume from Within her eyes and a 


contrasting costume from E of E (4 marks) 


8. Identify the type of accompaniment used in each 


professional work (6 marks) 


 


 
22nd April 
 
 
 


C2 written 


paper, 


movement 


components of 


professional 


works 


 E of E 


 Shadows 


 Infra 


 


 Key starting points 


and stimulus 


 Theme (what is 


the dance about?) 


 Accurate 


description of 


movement 


components 


(A,S,D,R) 


 


 Watch the professional works via the link that Miss 


Haygarth has sent. 


 Use anthology section of the GCSE Dance booklet 


for support. 


 


Features of production – movement components: 


List 2 dynamics used for each professional work and 


explain how they contribute to the audiences 


understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 


List 2 actions used for each professional work and 


explain how they contribute to the audiences 


understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 


List 2 ways Space is used in each professional work and 


explain how they contribute to the audiences 


understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 


List 2 relationships used in each professional work and 


explain how they contribute to the audiences 


understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 


 


Sample questions: 


Describe a sequence of movement from A Linha Curva 


(ASDR) and explain how it contributes the audiences 


understanding of the piece. (6 marks) 


Can you answer the above questions for each 


professional work? 







 
29th May 
 
 
 


C2 written 


paper, aural 


setting of 


professional 


works 


 Significance of 


accompaniment in 


professional 


works 


 Structure of the 


dance (Episodic), 


number and 


order of sections 


(including names 


of each section), 


relationship to 


music.  


 


Features of production – aural Setting: 


Describe the accompaniment for each professional work 


and explain how it contributes the audiences 


understanding of the piece. 


Describe the instruments used for each professional 


work. 


Describe the silence/sound effects/vocal effects for 


each professional work and explain how they contribute 


to the audiences understanding of the piece. 


Sample questions: 


Discuss how the accompaniment contributes to the work 


Infra (6 marks) 


Can you answer the above questions for each 


professional work? 


 
6th May 


C2 written 


paper, 


Costume of 


professional 


works 


 Significance of 


costume in 


professional 


works 


Features of production – Costume: 


Describe the Costume for each professional work and 


explain how it contributes the audiences understanding 


of the piece. 


Sample questions: 


Discuss how the costume contributes to the work Infra 


(6 marks) 


Can you answer the above questions for each 


professional work? 


13th May Online revision 


programme for 


the C2 written 


examination. 


written paper, 


embedding 


knowledge  


 Embedding 


knowledge, 8 


dance actions, 6 


types of space, 6 


pairs of 


dynamics, 


relationships, 


choreographic 


devices, 


choreographic 


processes, 


performance 


environments, 


structure. 


 Anthology Dance 


styles and their 


features pg 55 


GCSE Dance 


revision booklet 


 


Sample questions: 


List 3 dance styles seen within the professional works. 


What are the features of each style? (6 marks) 


Discuss where each dance style can be seen within the 


professional works. (3 marks) 


Explain how your use of choreographic process 


contributed to the overall effectiveness of your 


choreography (6 marks) 


Explain how your use of choreographic devices supported 


your choreographic intent? (6 marks) 







20th May C2 written 


paper, physical 


setting of 


professional 


works 


 Significance of 


lighting, set and 


staging in 


professional 


works 


Features of production – Physical Setting: 


Describe the lighting for each professional work and 


explain how it contributes the audiences understanding 


of the piece. 


Describe the stage environment used for each 


professional work. 


Describe the set design for each professional work and 


explain how it contributes to the audiences 


understanding of the piece. 


 


Sample questions: 


Discuss how the set design contributes to the work 


shadows (6 marks) 


Discuss how the lighting contributes to the work 


shadows (6 marks) 


Can you answer the above questions for each 


professional work? 


27th May  
HALF 
TERM 


C2: written 


paper, 


embedding 


knowledge 


 embedding 


knowledge – 


extended 


answers 


GCSE Dance Revision –  6 mark and 12 mark questions 


pg’s 58-66. 


 


 


 








Year 10 GCSE Revision  - Physical Education 
Paper 2 – Health and Performance 


Topic  Areas for Revision Key questions 


Health and 
Performance 
1.1 Physical, 
emotional and 
social health, 
fitness and well-
being 
 


 
Benefits of exercise on physical health: 
Cardiovascular fitness 
Body Composition 
Muscular Strength and Muscular Endurance 
Increased ability to fight off illness 
Reduced risk of some serious illness (Heart 
Attack, Stroke, Type II Diabetes and some 
cancers) 
 
Effects of physical activity on emotional 
health 
Feeling good 
Relieving stress and tension 
Increasing self-esteem and confidence 
For enjoyment 
For emotional/psychological challenge 
For aesthetic appreciation 
 
Effects on physical activity on social health 
Co-operation 
Developing friendships and social mixing 
Gaining a good attitude to competing 
 
The impact of fitness on well-being 
 
Promoting personal health through Personal 
Exercise Programme 
 
 
Lifestyle Choices 
Diet 
Activity Level 
Work/Rest/Sleep balance 
Recreational drugs 
Smoking and Nicotine 
Alcohol 
 
Positive and negative impacts of lifestyle 
choices 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think of specific sports and give 
3 clear examples of how 
physical/emotional and social 
health can be effects by being 
physical active.  
 
 
Think of different reasons why 
an 11 year old boy would be 
taken by his parents to a 
football training session once a 
week. 
Now think of the reasons why a 
65 year old woman would join a 
ball dancing group one a week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identify the different legal and 
illegal recreational drugs. Name 
4 for each 
 
 
 
 
 
 







The effects of smoking 
Shortness of breath/reduced lung capacity 
Heart Disease 
Increased blood pressure 
Bronchitis and lung disease 
High risk of death during medical operations 
E-cigarettes 
 
The effects of alcohol 
Affects the way your brain works, changing 
your behaviour and making it harder for you to 
think clearly 
Damage to heart and circulatory system -
potentially causes stokes or high blood 
pressure 
Liver damage (cirrhosis) 
Inflammation caused be toxic substances from 
pancreas 
Risk of developing some cancers 
Weakens your immune system 
 
 
 


 
Explain how the negative 
effects of smoking would 
adversely affect the 
performance of a cross country 
runner. 
 
 
 
Create a small picture 
illustrating each of the effects 
negative of alcohol on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


1.2 The 
consequences of a 
sedentary lifestyle 


A Sedentary lifestyle 
Issues to do with weight 
Depression 
Coronary heart disease 
High blood pressure 
Diabetes 
Increased risk of osteoporosis 
Loss of muscle tone and poor posture 
Impact on components of fitness 
 
Trends in physical health issues 
 
 


 
 
Research the current health 
trends in the UK on 4 of these 
issues to do with a sedentary 
lifestyle. Summarise your 
findings. 


1.3 Energy use, 
diet and hydration 


A balanced diet 
Macronutrients, carbohydrate loading and 
protein intake 
 
Micronutrients, water and fibre 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Explain the benefits of 
carbohydrate loading to the 
long-distance cyclist.  
Would the same benefits be 
available to a 200m sprinter? 
 
Define Dehydration. 
 
Why should protein ideally be 
consumed after exercise? 







 
Factors affecting optimum weight 
Overfat 
Overweight 
Optimum weight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Variation in optimum weight 
 
 
 
 
 
Energy balance for maintain a healthy weight 
Metabolic rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hydration 
 
 
 


 
 
Explain the difference between 
overfat, overweight and 
optimum weight.  
 
Justify why different sports 
performers will have different 
optimum weights.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain metabolic rate to 
someone at home. Are they can 
to understand your explanation 
and then explain it back to you? 
 
 
 
 
How does the colour of your 
urine indicate your level of 
hydration? 
 


Sports Psychology 
2.1 Classification 
of skills  


Classification of a range of sporting skills 
Open and Closed 
Basic Complex 
Low and High Organisational skills 
 
Massed  
Distributed  
Fixed  
Variable 
 


 
Write 3 examples of each of the 
skill classification in sport. 
 
 
In your opinion, which do you 
think is the best method of 
practice for sports performers? 
Does it change depending on 
the sport you take part in? 


2.2 The use of 
goal setting and 
SMART goals to 
improve and/ or 


Goal Setting 
 
SMART Goals 
Specific 
Measure 


 
 
Create 3 different SMART 
Targets. 
 







optimise 
performance 


Achievable 
Realistic 
Time- Bound 
 
Setting and reviewing targets 
 
 


What is the key difference 
between Achievable and 
Realistic? 
 
 


2.3 Guidance and 
feedback on 
performance 


Types of Guidance 
Visual  
Verbal  
Manual 
Mechanical 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of different 
types of guidance 
 
 
 
Feedback to optimise performance 
Intrinsic 
Extrinsic 
Concurrent 
Terminal 
 
Interpretation and analysis of feedback data 
 
 
 
Mental preparation for performance 
 


 
 
Think of the four different types 
of guidance. 
 
Justify the type of your 
guidance you would most use 
when coaching: 
 
-A 5-year-old to swim 
-A 14 year old to perform a ‘set 
shot’ in basketball 
-An elite tennis player to alter 
his serve 
 
 
 
 
 
Draw a table – define each 
feedback type and outline the 
possible advantages and 
disadvantages for using each 
one. 
 
 
 
 
Think of your sport – explain 
how you mentally prepare 
yourself before a competition 
or for a specific part of the 
game. 
 


3.1 Engagement 
patterns of 
different social 
groups in physical 
activity and sport 


What affects who plays sport? 
Gender 
Age 
Socio-economic group 
Ethnicity 
Disability 


 
Research available sports for 
people with disabilities in 
Bolton 







Influence of other people 
 
Interpreting and analysing data in graphs 
 
 


3.2 
Commercialisation 
of physical activity 
and sport 


Commercialisation, the media and sport 
Fashion 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of 
commercialisation 
 
 
Interpretation and analysis of graphical 
representation 
 
 


 
Assess the positive and negative 
impacts on a local football team 
accepting sponsorship from a 
betting company. 


3.3 Ethical and 
social-cultural 
issues in physical 
activity 
 


Sportsmanship and Gamesmanship 
 
 


Try to find video clips of sports 
performers displaying 
sportsmanship and 
gamesmanship. Be able to 
justify your decisions. 


 








YEAR 11 REVISION SUGGESTIONS - DRAMA 


Everyone revises in different ways and by now you should know which areas of the course you need 


to work on the most – this is a general guide but speak to your teacher if you are not sure of your 


area of focus. 


WEEK TOPIC ACTIVITIES 


1            SECTION A – 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 


Re-visit the notes you made in y10 to refresh your understanding of the 
roles and responsibilities of theatre makers. 
 
Make a mind map of the roles and responsibilities of theatre makers to 
help you visualise. 
 
Use these websites for wider reading and further knowledge and 
understanding: 
http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-
works-in-a-theatre 
 
http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.ht
m 


2 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 


Watch the full version of a live recording of Blood Brothers. 
We use the Theatre Ink version : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y 
but there are other versions on the internet. 
 
Read some of the exemplar answers that you have been given to 
remind yourself of the structure and necessary detail for each question. 


3 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 


Watch the clip of the moment that you are reviewing at least 3 times to 
remind yourself of the key moments that you need to write about. 
 
Write out the key quotes that you need to use in your essay and stick 
them around the house. 
 
Read the exemplar essay that you have been given to remind yourself 
of the structure and necessary detail. 
 
Complete a timed essay from the example questions that you have 
been given for 1 actor. 


4 SECTION A - 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 


Re-visit the notes you made in y10 to refresh your understanding of the 
different styles of staging that there are. 
 
Draw out each of the following stages and list the pros and cons for 
each: 
END ON     TRAVERSE       PROSCENIUM ARCH   PROMENADE 
THEATRE IN THE ROUND. 
 
Use this website to help you: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1
.shtml 


5 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 


Read the text in one sitting. 
 
Use this website to revise the topics, themes and characters then take 
the tests that are attached. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloo
dbrothers/ 



http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-works-in-a-theatre

http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-works-in-a-theatre

http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.htm

http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloodbrothers/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloodbrothers/





6 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 


Read through past review essays and make a list of the targets that 
you have been set 
 
Complete a timed essay from the example questions that you have 
been given about 2 actors. 


7 SECTION A - 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 


Create a quiz of 10 questions linked to roles and responsibilities or 
theatre shapes and exchange with another student. 
 
Complete the quiz and check your answers. 
 
Draw out a map of stage positions for an end on stage with: 
DSL, DSR, USL, USR, CS. 


8 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 


Complete a timed set of questions from the resource bank available 
and submit to your teacher for marking. 
 
Highlight in different colours where you have used subject specific 
terminology and where you have directly addressed the questions. 


9 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 


Write your 3 most common targets for the theatre review at the top of 
your paper then complete a timed essay for a question you have not 
yet done. 
 
Colour code your 3 targets then highlight where you have met them 
within the essay. If you don’t feel that you have then add in where you 
could have met the targets. 


10 COMBINED 
SECTIONS 


Complete full, timed mock papers and submit to your teacher for 
marking – re-do any that you are not satisfied with. 


 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Maths Foundation 


Week 
beginning 


Topics for 
revision 


Re-visit work 


4th March 
 
 
 


Ratio 
 Write a ratio in its simplest form 


 Divide a quantity in a given ratio 


 Solve problems using ratios 


11th March BIDMAS and 
Calculator Use 


 Understand multiplying and dividing, and that one is the inverse of the 
other 


 Use inverse operations 


 Understand the use of brackets in calculations 


 Understand the hierarchy of operations (BIDMAS) 


 Solve word problems 


 Understand and find reciprocals 


 Understand and use 1 over a number is the inverse of multiplying by that 
number 


 Simple and complex calculations, including involving time or money 


 Use the following functions 


 +, -, x, ÷ 


 x² and  √x 


 x³ and  ³√x 


 memory functions 


 brackets 


 Understand that rounding too early can causes inaccuracy 


18th March 
 
 
 


Algebra, 
Simplifying 


 Simplify by collecting like terms 


 Multiply out a single bracket 


 Factorise a single bracket by taking out a common factor 


 Write expressions involving squares or cubes 


 Use algebraic expressions to solve problems 


25th March Linear Equations 
and Formula  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


 Set up simple equations for a problem 


 Rearrange simple equations 


 Solve simple equations 


 Solve equations with the unknown on either side 


 Solve equations with the unknown on both sides 


 Solve equations that include brackets 


 Solve equations with negatives, including negative answers 


 Solve equations involving fractions 


 Derive formulae 


 Substitute numbers (positive or negative) into a formula, including 
formulae with x² or x³ terms 







 Change the subject of a simple formula 


1st April 
 
 
 


Inequalities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Measures 


 Use inequality signs correctly (<,>,≤,≥) 


 Solve a simple linear inequality with one variable 


 Show the solution to a linear inequality on a number line 


 


 


 Know conversion factors between different metric units 


 Convert between metric units 


 Convert between imperial units (conversion factors will be given in 
questions) 


 Know imperial/metric equivalents as follows 


 1 kg   =   2.2 pounds 


 1 litre  =  1¾  pints 


 4.5 litres  =  1 gallon 


 8 km  =  5 miles 


 30 cm  =  1 foot 


 Convert between imperial and metric measures using the above 
conversion factors 


 Convert between metric measurements of area 


 Convert between metric measurements of volume 


 Convert between different metric units of speed, eg. metres per 
second and km per hour 


 Convert between metric units of volume and metric units of capacity, 
eg. 1 cm³  =  1 ml 


8th April 
 
 
Easter 
 
 
 


Sequences  
 Understand odd and even numbers 


 Generate number sequences from diagrams 


 Describe the rule for a number sequence (eg. subtract 3) 


 Find a particular term in a sequence, or explain why a particular number 
is not in a sequence 


 Find the nth term expression for a sequence 


 Use the nth term expression to find a particular number in the sequence 
(eg. the 20th term) 


15th April 
 
Easter 
 
 
 
 


Co-ordinates and 
Graphs 


 Use axes and coordinates, both positive and negative 


 Understand and plot points in four quadrants 


 Find the coordinates of a point 


 Plot a point given the coordinates 


 Find the coordinates of the mid-point of a line 


 Calculate the length of a line using coordinates 


 Draw, label and add a scale to axes 


 Understand that an equation of the form y = mx + c corresponds to a 
straight-line graph 







 Plot straight line graphs from their equations 


 Plot and draw a graph of an equation in the form 


 y = mx + c 


 Find the gradient of a straight line graph  


22nd   April 
 
 
 
 


Angles 
 Understand acute, obtuse, reflex and right angles 


 Angles round a point add up to 360° 


 Angles on a straight line add up to 180° 


 Know the properties of scalene, isosceles, equilateral and right-angled 
triangles 


 Angles in a triangle add up to 180° 


 Vertically opposite angles are equal 


 Be able to mark parallel lines on a diagram 


 Be able to identify perpendicular lines on a diagram 


 Be able to use letters to name lines, eg. XY or AB 


 Be able to use letters to name angles, eg. angle ACD 


 Corresponding angles (in parallel lines) 


 Alternate angles (in parallel lines) 


 Calculate angles and give reasons 


 Use the angles a quadrilateral add up to 360° to find missing angles 


 Use the angles in a triangle add up to 180° to find missing angles 


 Understand that the exterior angle of a triangle of a triangle is equal to 
the sum of the interior angles at the other two vertices 


29th April 
 


Polygons 
 Calculate the sum of interior angles in a polygon 


 Understand the polygon names; pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon 
and decagon 


 Use the angle sum of an irregular polygon in a problem 


 Calculate and use the sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon 


 Understand and use fact that the exterior angles of a polygon add up to 
360° 


 Understand and use the fact that an interior and exterior angle at one 
vertex of a polygon add up to 180° 


 Be able to calculate the exterior angle of a regular polygon 


 Be able to calculate the interior angle of a regular polygon 


 Be able to deduce the number of sides of a regular polygon, given one of 
its angles 


 Understand tessellations of regular and irregular polygons 


 Tessellate combinations of polygons 


 Explain why some shapes tessellate and some do not 


6th May Congruence and 
Similarity  


 


 Understand what congruent means 


 Identify shapes that are congruent 







Perimeter and 
Area with Circles 


 Understand what similar means 


 Understand that two shapes that are similar have the same angles 


 Measure shapes to find perimeter or area 


 Find the perimeter of a rectangle or triangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a rectangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a triangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a parallelogram 


 Use a formula to find the area of a trapezium 


 Calculate the perimeter and area of compound shapes made from 
triangles, rectangles and other shapes 


 Find the surface area of shapes such as prisms or pyramids by using the 
formulae for triangles, rectangles and other shapes 


 Find circumference of a circle using C = πd or C = 2πr 


 Find the area of a circle using A = πr² 


 Use π = 3.142 or the π button on a calculator 


 Find the perimeter and area of semcircles and quarter circles 


 Find the surface area of a cylinder 


13th May Pythagoras and 
Loci 


 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in triangles 


 Construct a given triangle 


 Construct an equilateral triangle 


 Understand that SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS triangles are unique but 
ASS ones are not 


 Construct a perpendicular bisector of a line 


 Construct a perpendicular from a point to a line 


 Construct a perpendicular from a point on a line 


 Bisect an angle 


 Construct angles of 60°, 90°, 30° and 45° 


 Construct parallel lines 


 Draw circles and arcs of a given radius 


 Construct a regular hexagon inside a circle 


 Construct diagrams involving any of the above 


 Construct diagrams from given information 


20th   May  
 


Transformations  Rotations 


 Rotate a 2D shape around the origin or other point 


 Understand that a rotation is defined by an angle, direction and a centre 
of rotation 


 Find the centre of rotation 


 Understand that a rotation produces a shape congruent to the original 


 Reflections 


 Understand and describe reflections 







 Identify the mirror line for a reflection, and find its equation 


 Understand that a reflection produces a shape congruent to the original 


 Translations 


 Understand and use translations 


 Understand that translations are defined by a distance and a direction 
using a vector 


 Translate a shape by a given vector 


 Understand that a translation produces a shape congruent to the original 


 Enlargements 


 Understand that an enlargement is defined by a centre of enlargement 
and a scale factor 


 Understand that angles remain the same in an enlargement 


 Enlarge a shape by a scale factor, using (0, 0) or any other point as the 
centre 


 Find the centre of a given enlargement 


 Identify the scale factor of a given enlargement 


 General transformations 


 Describe a transformation  


  


Suggested activities: 
- Look through your exercise books to find any information on the topic. 
- Make revision notes/mind map/prompt cards on all you know about the topic. 
- Find any information you have about the topic from your revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths 


website and any other resources your teacher has guided you to. 
- Do some practice questions from revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths website. 
- Look back through mock papers or other exam papers you have. Find any questions you have done on 


the topic. Did you get them correct? If not try to correct them. Do you understand the method you used? 


Exam Dates 
 


      Tuesday 21st  May Paper 1 Non Calculator 
      Thursday 6th June Paper 2  Calculator 
      Tuesday 11th June Paper 3 Calculator 
 


 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Textiles - 2018 
Week 


beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 


   General revision: 
Maximise You Marks 
Basic Revision guide 
textiles4u.All+Revision+Topics 
Past papers – drive/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-
technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes 
textiles-true-false quiz 


 
 
11th March 
 
 


Fibres 
Natural ; Cotton/wool/silk 
Synthetic/manmade: 
polyester/nylon 
Regenerated; Viscose/ lyocell 
 
Fibre combinations 


Have a working knowledge of the basic 
composition, physical and aesthetic 
characteristics of the fibres mentioned. 
 
Understand the need to combine fibres, to 
include polyester/cotton and combinations 
including elastomerics; 
 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fibresrev 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fibres 
 
Read labels in products look at the fibre content and then the performance 
required for the product. 
bitesize fibres test/quiz 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 


 
 
18th March 
 


Woven: Plain/twill/satin 
 
 
Knitted: 
Single jersey 
 
 
Non-woven: Felt/needle 
punched/heat set 


Understand the construction, using a 
diagram, ensure correct labelling of warp, 
weft, selvedge. 
 
 
Know the properties, function and end use. 
 
 
 
 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
textiles4u.Fabric+Construction 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev 
GCSE bitesize video clip on weaving 
Read labels in products look at the fibre content and then the performance 
required for the product. 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabrics - choosing the right material 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles/KS4 
Deconstruct samples of fabrics 



file://///tmac.local/Network/Reference/Design%20&%20Technology/Textiles/KS4/Maximise%20You%20Marks

file://///tmac.local/Network/Reference/Design%20&%20Technology/Textiles/KS4/Revision

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/All+Revision+Topics

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes

http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=textiles-true-false

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fibresrev1.shtml

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fibres?responseToken=057f23e4392157bc856f68a8434ce04df

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q76946304

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Construction

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zcy76sg

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev6.shtml





25th March 
 


 Modern fibres and fabric: e.g. 
microfibers. 


 


Technical fabrics: micro-
encapsulated, gortex 


 
Smart  fabrics;  


 


 


 


Finishes  
 


 


Be aware of technological advances in 
textiles materials and their use in a wide 
range of industries; Assess and evaluate 
the working properties  
 


 Learn one from each section. 


 
 


 


To know 2 mechanical and 2 chemical 
finshes.(e.g. stain resistance, water 
resistance, flame retardancy, crease 
resistance) applied to fabrics in order to 
improve their performance;  


Understand the effects of these fabric 
finishes, comfort, safety, maintenance, 
manufacturing costs and retail price;  
Know of at least one modern ‘Smart’ finish 
to fabrics (e.g. thermochromatic printing); 


Know of emerging technologies: nano 
materials and integrated electronics within 
textiles designs.  


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles/KS4 
bbc.co.uk - video clips - technical fabrics 
what-is-gore-tex 
 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabrics smart 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Smart+Materials 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev4. 
bbc.co.uk - video clips - smart fabrics 
first-dress-graphene-unveiled-in-manchester-wonder-material 
 
 
 
 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Finishes 
gcsebitesize/design/graphics/mechanismfinishprintrev3.shtml 
 


1st April 
 


Product labelling and 
maintenance, suitability for 
purpose 
 Statutory legislation 
 
 
 


Know the maintenance needs of textile 
products.  


Textile labelling, symbols and requirements. 


 including statutory legislation; 
Know  the factors which  make the product 
suitability/ fitness for purpose, i.e. 
wearability, warmth, comfort, absorbency, 
durability, after care, safety, flammability, 
stain resistance, aesthetic qualities.  


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Labelling 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenance 


8th April 
 
 
 
 
 


 Dyeing and printing  
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Know and understand: 
Commercial: Screen printing, block printing, 
roller printing,   
Hand method; tie-dye, batik. 
Be able to list the process, draw the method 
and label, list the equipment used. 
 
 
 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Printing+onto+Fabric 
product-construction-decoration-techniques-quiz 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/productiontech - printing 
bbc.co.uk -  video clips - screen printing 
 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z6rtsbk

http://www.gore-tex.co.uk/en-gb/technology/what-is-gore-tex

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev5.shtml

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Smart+Materials

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev4.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z8kpv4j

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jan/25/first-dress-graphene-unveiled-in-manchester-wonder-material

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Finishes

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/graphics/mechanismfinishprintrev3.shtml

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Labelling

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev2.shtml

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Printing+onto+Fabric

http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=product-construction-decoration-techniques-true-false

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/productiontechniquesrev2.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zgsjmp3





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 


 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
 
 
The prep sheet issued 1st March: 
Research the theme, produce a mood and an inspiration board 
 
 


15th April 
 


Decoration and enhancement  


Know how to use a variety of a surface decorative techniques in order to improve the aesthetic qualities of textiles, fabrics and products. E.g. applique, 
embroidery, sequins 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 


 
Decorating+Fabrics+2 
gcsebitesize -techniques7.shtml 
Information about embroidery and fabric decoration 
 
Research the theme, produce a mood and an inspiration board 
 
Components 
Manufactured Components Select, use and evaluate the function, suitability and safety of manufactured components in design and make tasks; identify and 
have a knowledge of components including fastenings (to include zips, buttons and Velcro), threads, trimmings, interfacing, motifs, labels and electronic 
components; be aware of the technological 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 


 
Components 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


22nd April 



https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Decorating+Fabrics+2

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/art/practicalities/mediaandtechniques7.shtml

https://embroiderersguild.com/

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Components





 


 
 
 
 


 Product design 


Product analysis  


 


Evaluation Techniques  


Understand the influence of trend forecasts when designing textiles products; 


Analyse past and present textile designs and products in order to evaluate shape, style, aesthetics, choice of materials and components, construction 
techniques, decorative techniques, fitness for purpose, marketability. 
 


 


Design criteria; use disassembly to make critical judgements about the design, manufacture and performance of existing products;  


List design criteria that influence textile product design. 


Understand the purpose and value of a design specification. - write a  
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
History of fashion project in year 10. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/history-of-fashion-1840-1900/ 
http://www.fashionintime.org/ 
 
 
 


Social, Cultural, Moral, Health and Safety and Environment Issues  


Responsibility of: 


 Designers 


 Manufacturers 


 Retailers 


 Consumers 


 Fair trade 


 Impact of technology 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Environmental+Issues 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev1.shtml 
Borrow class DVD to watch at home. 
 



http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/history-of-fashion-1840-1900/

http://www.fashionintime.org/

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Environmental+Issues

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev1.shtml





29th April 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Health and Safety issues of both 
consumers and the work force. 
 


Processes and manufacture  


Equipment  
One – off/mass/batch/just in time 
/subassembly  - manufacturing systems 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Health+and+Safety 
gcsebitesize - health & safety 
Test quiz on H & S 
 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
production-methods-systems - quiz 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Industrial+Manufacturing 
jeans manufacture 
systems 
mass/batch/one-off 
 
The prep sheet issued  1st March produce a manufacturing specification 


 
 
 
 
3rd May 
 


 Computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacture and ICT. 


 
Understand the difference between the two, 
where and how they can be used, and the 
benefits: 


 Cost 


 Speed 


 Labour reduction 


 Improvement of quality  


 Improvement of information 


 Storage space reduced 
 


Quality Assurance & Quality control 
To understand the difference between QA 
and QC. 
To be able to review products for their 
critical quality control point (CQCP) 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
CAD CAM 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAD 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAM 
 
Quiz for systems , processes & CAD CAM 
The prep sheet issued 1st March practice your drawings of your 
designs ideas in timed exam conditions. (30 Mins)  
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Quality 
Quality assurance 


 


 
10 th May 


 Past paper revision Ndrive/ref/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
aqa -textiles-past-papers and mark schemes 


17th May  Past paper revision Concept map notes from lesson. 



https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Health+and+Safety

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev3.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q59593501

http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=textile-production-methods-systems

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Industrial+Manufacturing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0wE3H3WTBc

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev2.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev3.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev5.shtml

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAD

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAM

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q99775316

https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Quality

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/analysisevaluationrev3.shtml

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes





Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Ndrive/ref/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
aqa -textiles-past-papers and mark schemes 


24th May Exam     


 



http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes






Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Maths Higher 


Week 
beginning 


Topics for 
revision 


Re-visit work 


4th March 
 
 


Expressions, 
Equations and 
Formulae 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interior and 
exterior angles of 
polygons 


 Derive formulae 


 Substitute numbers (positive or negative) into a formula, including 
formulae with x² or x³ terms 


 Change the subject of a simple formula 


 Change the subject of a formula where the subject appears on both 
sides of the formula 


 Change the subject of a formula that includes a power of the subject 


 Simplify by collecting like terms 


 Multiply out a single bracket 


 Factorise a single bracket by taking out a common factor 


 Expand two brackets 


 Factorise quadratics into two brackets  


 Factorise quadratics using the difference of two squares, eg.4y²-
25=(2y+5)(2y-5) 


 Simplify algebraic expressions by cancelling, adding, subtracting and 
multiplying 


 Set up simple equations for a problem 


 Rearrange simple equations 


 Solve simple equations 


 Solve equations with the unknown on either side 


 Solve equations with the unknown on both sides 


 Solve equations that include brackets 


 Solve equations with negatives, including negative answers 


 Solve equations involving fractions 


 


 Calculate the sum of interior angles in a polygon 


 Understand the polygon names; hexagon, heptagon, octagon and 
decagon 


 Use the angle sum of an irregular polygon in a problem 


 Calculate and use the sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon 


 Understand and use fact that the exterior angles of a polygon add up to 
360° 


 Understand and use the fact that the interior and exterior angles at one 
vertex of a polygon add up to 180° 


 Be able to calculate the exterior angle of a regular polygon 


 Be able to calculate the interior angle of a regular polygon 


 Be able to deduce the number of sides of a regular polygon, given one of 
its angles 


 Understand tessellations of regular and irregular polygons 







 Tessellate combinations of polygons 


Explain why some shapes tessellate and some do not 


11th March 
 


Circle Theorems 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Types of average 
and range 


 Prove and use each of the circle theorems: 


 Tangent is perpendicular to the radius at the point the tangent 
meets the circle 


 Two tangents from a point are equal in length 


 Angle subtended from an arc at the centre is twice the angle at 
the circumference 


 Angle in a semicircle is a right angle 


 Angles in the same segment are equal 


 Opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral add up to 180° 


 Alternate segment theorem 


 Perpendicular from the centre to a chord bisects the chord 


 


Calculate the following 


 Mean 


 Mode 


 Modal class 


 Median 


 Interval containing the median 


 Range 


 Estimate the mean of grouped data using mid-points of intervals 


 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range for grouped data 


 Estimate the mean for grouped data 


 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a cumulative 
frequency graph 


 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a box plot 


18th March 
 
 


Index Laws 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 Know all the square numbers from 2² = 4 up to 15² = 225 


 Know all the cube numbers from 2³ = 8 up to 5³ = 125 and also 10³ = 
1000 


 Use index notation for squares and cubes, eg. 5³ 


 Use index notation for powers of 10, eg. 106 


 Understand indices in calculations 


 Multiply and divide by adding or subtracting indices 


 Calculate using index laws when indices are fractions or negative 


 Understand that for any number n, nº = 1 


 Understand that n-1 = 1 / n 


 Understand that n½ = √n 


 Understand that n⅓ = 3√n 


 







Standard Form 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Converting 
measurements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compound 
measures 
 


 Understand numbers written in standard form 


 Write large or small numbers in standard form 


 Convert between standard form and normal form 


 Understand and use standard form on a calculator 


 


 Know conversion factors between different metric units 


 Convert between metric units 


 Convert between imperial units, given the conversion factor 


 Know rough imperial/metric equivalents as follows 


 1 kg   =   2.2 pounds 


 1 litre  =  1¾  pints 


 4.5 litres  =  1 gallon 


 8 km  =  5 miles 


 30 cm  =  1 foot 


 Convert between imperial and metric measures using the above 
conversion factors 


 Convert between metric measurements of area 


 Convert between metric measurements of volume 


 Convert between different metric units of speed, eg. metres per second 
and km per hour 


 Convert between metric units of volume and metric units of capacity, eg. 
1 cm³  =  1 ml 


 


 Understand and use compound measures, including speed and density 


25th March 
 


Fractions, 
Decimals and 
Percentages 


 Find equivalent fractions 


 Simplify a fraction to its simplest form 


 Convert between improper fractions and mixed numbers 


 Add and subtract fractions 


 Know fraction to decimal conversions for simple fractions 


 Convert between fractions and decimals 


 Understand that all recurring decimals are exact fractions, and that some 
exact fractions are recurring decimals 


 Convert between recurring decimals and fractions 


 Know how to convert from recurring decimal to fraction using a proof 


 Understand percentages 


 Convert between fractions, decimals and percentages 


 Find a fraction of a quantity 


 Find a percentage of a quantity 


 Use decimals to find quantities 







 Use a multiplier to increase of decrease a quantity (eg. use x 1.05 to 
increase by 5%, or 0.88 to decrease by 12%)) 


 Use percentages to calculate and use 


o VAT 


o Simple interest 


o Income tax 


o Compound interest 


o Depreciation 


o Prices after an increase or decrease 


o Percentage profit and loss 


 Find the original amount, given the new amount and the percentage 
change 


 Calculate repeated proportional change 


 Use a multiplier raised to a power to calculate repeated proportional 
change 


 Use a multiplier to increase or decrease by a percentage 


 Find one number as a fraction of another number 


 Find one number as a percentage of another number 


 Multiply using percentages as operators 


1st  April 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Pythagoras’ 
Theorem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trigonometry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surds 


 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in triangles 


 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in 3D problems 


 Understand the language associated with 3D shapes, including diagonals 
of a cuboid 


 Use Pythagoras’ theorem to calculate the length of a diagonal of a 
cuboid 


 


 Understand and remember trigonometric relationships in right angled 
triangles 


 Use trigonometry in 2D problems 


 Use trigonometry in 3D problems 


 Use trigonometry to find the angle between a line and a plane 


 Find angle of elevation and angle of depression 


 Use the sine rule to solve 2D and 3D problems 


 Use the cosine rule to solve 2D and 3D problems 


 Calculate the area of a triangle using the formulae A = ½ ab sinC 


 


 Use surds (roots) calculations without a calculator, leaving the surd in 
the answer 


 Give an answer to a Pythagoras question as √17 


 Manipulate surds in calculations, eg. (3 - √3)² 


 Rationalise a denominator, ie. manipulate so that there is no longer a 
surd on the bottom of the fraction 







 Ratio 
 
 
 
 
 


Direct and 
indirect 
proportion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Angles on 
intersecting lines, 
in triangles and 
quadrilaterals, 
and on parallel 
lines 


 Write a ratio in its simplest form 


 Divide a quantity in a given ratio 


 Solve problems using ratios 


 


 Calculate an unknown quantity where quantities are in direct proportion 


 Calculate an unknown quantity where quantities are in inverse proportion 


 Set up equations to solve word problems involving direct proportion 


 Set up equations to solve word problems involving indirect proportion 


 Understand and use graphs of equations involving direct and indirect 
proportion 


 


 Angles round a point add up to 360° 


 Angles on a straight line add up to 180° 


 Perpendicular lines 


 Know the properties of scalene, isosceles, equilateral and right-angled 
triangles 


 Angles in a triangle add up to 180° 


 Angle properties of intersecting lines, and vertically opposite angles are 
equal 


 Be able to mark parallel lines on a diagram 


 Corresponding angles in parallel lines 


 Alternate angles in parallel lines 


 Calculate angles and give reasons 


 Explain why the angle sum of a quadrilateral is 360° 


 Understand a proof that the angle sum of a triangle is 180° 


 Understand the proof that the exterior angle of a triangle of a triangle is 
equal to the sum of the interior angles at the other two vertices 


 Calculate angles in more complex problems 


8th April  
 
Easter 
 
 
 


Graphs 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Gradients of 
parallel and 
perpendicular 
lines 


 Draw, label and add a scale to axes 


 Understand that an equation of the form y = mx + c corresponds to a 
straight line graph 


 Plot straight line graphs from their equations 


 Plot and draw a graph of an equation in the form y = mx + c 


 Find the gradient of a straight line graph  


 Find the gradient of a straight line graph from its equation 


 Understand that a graph of an equation in the form  
y = mx + c has gradient of m and a y intercept of c 
(ie. crosses the y axis at c) 


 Understand how the gradient of a real life graph relates to the 
relationship between the two variables 


 Understand how the gradients of parallel lines are related 







 


 


 


 


 


 


Simultaneous 
equations (one 
linear and one 
quadratic) 


 


 


Other graphs 


 


 


 


 


Graphs of loci 


 


 


 


Graphs from 
quadratic and 
other functions 


 Understand how the gradients of perpendicular lines are related 


 Understand that if the gradient of a graph in the form y = mx + c is m, 


then the gradient of a line perpendicular to it will be 
1


m
—  


 Generate equations of a line parallel or perpendicular to a straight line 
graph 


 Show the solution to several inequalities with two variables on a graph 


 Find the intersection of a linear and a quadratic graph to find 
(approximate) solutions to simultaneous equations 


 Solve simultaneous equations (one linear, one quadratic in one variable) 
by elimination 


 Solve simultaneous equations where one equation is of the form x² + y²  
= r² 


 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of cubic functions 


 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = 1/x 


 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = kx for integer values of x 


 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = sin x and y = cos x from -360° to 
+360° 


 Draw or plot other mathematical functions 


 Recognise or analyse other mathematical functions 


 Construct the graphs of simple loci including the circle,      x² + y²  = r² 


 Find the points of intersection of a circle and a straight line 


 Apply understanding of loci to construct graphs based on circles and 
perpendicular lines 


 Generate points for quadratic functions 


 Plot graphs of quadratic functions 


 Find (approximate) solutions to a quadratic equation from the graph of 
its function 


 Find (approximate) solutions to simultaneous equations, one quadratic 
and one linear from the intersections of their graphs 


15th April 
 
Easter 
 


Straight edge and 
compass 
constructions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 Construct a given triangle 


 Construct an equilateral triangle 


 Understand that SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS triangles are unique but ASS 
ones are not 


 Construct a perpendicular bisector of a line 


 Construct a perpendicular from a point to a line 


 Construct a perpendicular from a point on a line 


 Bisect an angle 


 Construct angles of 60°, 90°, 30° and 45° 


 Construct parallel lines 


 Draw circles and arcs of a given radius 


 Construct a regular hexagon inside a circle 







 
 
 
 
 
Bearings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solve quadratic 
equations 


 Construct diagrams involving any of the above 


 Construct diagrams from given information 


 


 Use 3 figure bearings to specify direction 


 Mark a point on a diagram, given a bearing and distance from another 
point 


 Measure or draw a bearing on a map or scale plan 


 Given a bearing of one point from another, find the bearing of the first 
point from the second 


 


 Solve quadratic equations by factorisation 


 Solve quadratic equations by completing the square 


 Solve quadratic equations using the quadratic formula 


22nd  April 
 
 
 
 


Charts and 
diagrams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interpreting 
graphs and 
diagrams 


Draw the following charts or diagrams 


 Bar chart 


 Dual bar chart 


 Pie chart 


 Histogram with equal class intervals 


 Frequency polygon 


 Frequency diagram for grouped discrete data 


 Scatter graph 


 Line graph 


 Frequency polygon for grouped data 


 Grouped frequency table for continuous data 


 Stem and leaf diagram 


 Two-sided stem and leaf diagram 


 Cumulative frequency table 


 Cumulative frequency graph 


 Box plots (from raw data, or when given the median and quartiles) 


 Histograms with unequal class intervals, using frequency density 


 


Understand and find information from 


 pie charts 


 stem and leaf diagrams 


 scatter graphs 


 frequency polygons 


 box plots 


 cumulative frequency diagrams 


 histograms 







 Find the median or other information from a histogram, for example the 
number of people in a particular group 


 Find information from line graphs, frequency polygons and frequency 
diagrams 


 Find information from pie charts 


 Find median, mode, range and interquartile range from stem and leaf 
diagrams 


 Estimate values and find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a 
cumulative frequency graph 


 Complete a frequency table from a histogram 


 Understand and define frequency density 


 Draw a line of best fit 


 Understand positve, negative and no correlation 


 Understand that correlation does not always imply one thing causes the 
other 


 Predict values using a line of best fit 


 Understand that “no correlation” does not necessarily mean no 
relationship between the values, just no linear relationship 


29th April 
 
 
 
 
 


Probability  
 Impossible, unlikely, even chance, likely and certain events 


 Mark events or probabilities on a 0 to 1 probability scale 


 Write probabilities as fractions, decimals or percentages 


 Find probabilities of events using dice, spinners, coins 


 Understand and use relative frequency as estimates of probability 


 Calculate an estimate of how many times an event will occur, given its 
probability and the number of trials 


 List the outcomes for one or two events 


 Use and draw diagrams to show all possibilities 


 Understand that the sum of all the mutually exclusive outcomes is 1 


 Know that if P is a probability of an outcome occurring, then 1 - P is the 
probability of the same outcome not occurring 


 Fill in a missing probability in a table 


 Know and use the fact that, for mutually exclusive events, P(A OR B) = 
P(A) + P(B) 


 Know that, for independent events, P(A AND B) = P(A) x P(B) 


 Understand the difference in calculation for selection of an object with or 
without replacement 


 Draw a probability tree diagram 


 Calculate probability of compound events from a tree diagram 


 Compare experimental data with theoretical probability 


 Understand that the same experiment repeated can have different 
results, and that increasing sample size increases accuracy 


 Compare results from different sample sizes 







 
 
 
 
 
 


Congruence and 
similarity 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Using 2D 
diagrams to 
represent 3D 
shapes 


 Understand that angles in similar shapes are the same 


 Prove the congruence of triangles using SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS and 
formal argument 


 Understand SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS in ruler and compass constructions 


 Understand similarity of triangles and other 2D shapes, 


 Use understanding of similar figures in problems 


 Prove formally that two triangles are similar 


 


 Use isometric grids 


 Draw nets and show how they fold to make a 3D solid shape 


 Understand and draw front and side elevations and plans of simple solids 


 Draw a sketch of a 3D solid shape given the front and side elevations 
and plan of the solid 


6th May 
 
 
 
 


Upper and lower 
bounds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solve linear 
inequalities 
 
 
 
Perimeter and 
area 


Find the upper and lower bound of a calculation, especially in the calculation 
of: 


 measurements 


 perimeter 


 area 


 volume 


 


 Give a final answer to a calculation to an appropriate degree of accuracy 
using upper and lower bounds 


 


 Solve a simple linear inequality with one variable 


 Show the solution to a linear inequality with one variable on a number 
line 


 


 Measure shapes to find perimeter or area 


 Find the perimeter of a rectangle or triangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a rectangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a triangle 


 Use a formula to find the area of a parallelogram 


 Use a formula to find the area of a trapezium 


 Calculate the perimeter and area of compound shapes made from 
triangles, rectangles and other shapes 


 Find the surface area of shapes such as prisms or pyramids by using the 
formulae for triangles, rectangles and other shapes 







13th May 
 


Circumference 
and area of a 
circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maps and scale 
drawings 
 
 
 
 
Comparing data 


 Find circumference of a circle using C = πd or C = 2πr 


 Find the area of a circle using A = πr² 


 Use π = 3.142 or the π button on a calculator 


 Find the perimeter and area of semcircles and quarter circles 


 Calculate the length of an arc 


 Calculate the area of a sector 


 Give answers in terms of π if required 


 Find the surface area of a cylinder 


 


 Use, interpret and construct maps and scale drawings 


 Draw lines and shapes to scale 


 Estimate lengths using a scale diagram 


 


 Compare two sets of data using shapes of distributions 


 Compare two sets of data using averages and spread, such as median, 
range and quartiles 


 Compare spread using box plots or cumulative frequency graphs 


 Compare two pie charts 


 Compare data from dual bar charts 


 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of different types of 
average 


20th May Measure and 
draw lines and 
angles 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Rounding and 
approximation 


 


 


 


 


 


Solve 
simultaneous 
equations with 
two unknowns 


 Measure and draw straight lines to the nearest mm 


 Measure and draw angles to the nearest degree 


 Make accurate drawings of triangles and other 2D shapes using ruler and 
protractor 


 Make an accurate scale drawing from a diagram 


 Use accurate drawing to solve bearings problems 


 


 Round to the nearest integer (whole number) 


 Round numbers to any given power of 10 


 Round to a number of decimal places 


 Round to a number of significant figures 


 Estimate the answer to a calculation by using rounding 


 


 Use elimination to solve simultaneous equations 


 Use substitution to solve simultaneous equations 


 Draw straight line graphs and find the solution from the intersection of 
the two graphs 


 Write simultaneous equations for a problem 


 







Suggested activities: 
- Look through your exercise books to find any information on the topic. 
- Make revision notes/mind map/prompt cards on all you know about the topic. 
- Find any information you have about the topic from your revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths 


website and any other resources your teacher has guided you to. 
- Do some practice questions from revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths website. 
- Look back through mock papers or other exam papers you have. Find any questions you have done on 


the topic. Did you get them correct? If not try to correct them. Do you understand the method you used? 


Exam Dates 
 


      Tuesday 21st  May Paper 1 Non Calculator 
      Thursday 6th June Paper 2  Calculator 
      Tuesday 11th June Paper 3 Calculator 
 
 


 


 








Year 10 GCSE Revision  - Physical Education 
Paper 1 – Fitness and Body Systems 


Topic  Areas for Revision Key questions 


1.1 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
musculoskeletal 
systems 


Functions of the Skeleton for Sport 
Protection of vital organs 
Muscle Attachment 
Joints for movement 
Storing Calcium and phosphorus 
Red and White blood cell production 
 
MRSPJS 
 
Classification of bones  
Long 
Short 
Flat Irregular 
 
The Structure of the skeletal System (including 
vertebral column) 
 
Joints 
Pivot 
Hinge 
Ball and Socket 
Condyloid 
 
Joints and Movement 
Flexion & Extension 
Adduction & Abduction 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Dorsi-Flexion & Plantar-flexion 
 
Ligaments and Tendons 
 
Muscles Types 
Voluntary 
Involuntary 
Cardiac 
 
Location and role of the main voluntary 
muscles 
 


 
How does each function of the 
skeletal system help a sports 
performer to keep performing in 
their sport? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does each bone type play a 
key role in sporting activities? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which types of movement are 
available at each joint? Think of 
sporting examples which show 
each type of movement in action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think of 3 examples of 
involuntary muscles 
 
 
Draw the diagram of the human 
body and label all the main 
voluntary muscles 







 
 
Antagonistic Pairs 
 
 
 
 
 
Fast and Slow Twitch muscle fibres 
Type I 
Type IIa 
Type IIx 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
Using examples (e.g. a bicep curl) 
explain how antagonistic pairs 
work together to create 
movement 
 
 
Think of two sportspeople who 
participate in very different 
sports, for example Usain Bolt 
and Mo Farah. Consider which 
you associate fast twitch fibres 
with and which would you 
associate slow twitch fibres 
with? Explain why? 
 
 


1.2 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
cardio-
respiratory 
system 


Important functions of the cardiovascular 
system 
 
 
The Heart 
The structure of the heart 
 
(Tri before you Bi) Tricuspid and Bicuspid  
 
How the hearts pumps blood 
 
 
 
 
 
Blood Pressure 
First Phase – systole 
Second Phase Diastole 
 
 
 
The Structure of Blood Vessels 
Arteries   (A = Away from the heart) 
Veins 
Capillaries 
 
Blood Distribution 
Vascular Shunting 
Vasoconstriction 


Describe three important 
functions of the cardiovascular 
system? 
 
Draw a picture of the heart and 
label it 
 
Draw a diagram showing how 
deoxygenate blood gets 
oxygenated again. Correctly label 
the blood vessels. 
 
 
Take a second to concentrate on 
your heartbeat. Can you identify 
the phases the heart is going 
through? Can you explain the 
terms systole and diastole? 
 
 
Can you name list the 
differences and similarities 
between veins and arteries? 
 
Use a sporting example to 
explain how vascular shunting 
tasks place (Use the terms 
Vasoconstriction and 
vasodilation in your answer) 







Vasodilation 
 
 
 
Red & White blood cells, platelets and plasma 
 
The Respiratory System 
 
 
 
Inhaled and exhaled air 
 
 
 
 
 
Vital Capacity and Tidal Volume 
 
 
 
Main Components of respiratory system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Structure of alveoli 
Gas exchange 
 
 
 
 
 
How the cardiovascular and respiratory systems 
work together 
Oxygen debt 
Your body at rest and at work 
The impact of exercise 
 


 
 
 
 
Why are the two main jobs of 
the respiratory system? 
 
 
 
 
Recall how much oxygen and 
carbon dioxide is in inhaled and 
exhaled air 
 
 
 
Explain the difference between 
vital capacity and tidal volume? 
 
 
Draw a diagram showing the 
main components of the 
respiratory system. Label each 
key component. 
 
 
 
Explain how oxygen is diffused 
from the alveoli into red blood 
cells in order to oxygenated 
blood 
 
 
 
Using a 400m sprint explain how 
oxygen debt occurs? 
 
Define V02 max and explain 
what happens to a performers 
VO2 max following a sustained 
period of regular exercise? 
 
 


1.3 Anaerobic 
and aerobic 
exercise 


Energy 
Aerobic respiration 
Anaerobic respiration 
Lactic Acid 


 
 







 
 
 
Energy Sources 
Fats 
Carbohydrates (Complex & Simple) 
Free Sugars 


Recall the equations for aerobic 
respiration and anaerobic 
respiration? 
 
 
Explain why a football player 
needs to balanced diet? Explain 
how different energy sources are 
needed for different types of 
physical activity? 
 


1.4 The Short 
and Long Term 
effects of 
exercise 


Effects on the muscles (Fatigue & Cramp) 
 
Effects on heart  
Heart Rate 
How heart rate varies 
Maximum heart rate 
Stroke volume 
Cardiac Output 
 
Effects on you breathing 
 
Interpreting graphs 


 
 
Read pages 40 -45 in the 
textbook. Summarise your 
knowledge by telling a 
friend/parents the key concepts 
in under 1 minute. 


2 Planes and 
axes of 
movements 


Planes 
Sagittal Planes 
Frontal Planes 
Transverse Planes 
 
Axes 
Frontal axis 
Vertical axis 
Sagittal axis 
 


 
 
 
Use sporting examples to explain 
the difference between the 
planes of movement and then 
the axes of movement?  


3.1 The 
relationship 
between health 
and fitness and 
the role that 
exercise plays in 
both 


Health, Exercise, Fitness & Performance 
 
The relationship between fitness and health 
 
 


 
Recall the correct definitions of 
health, exercise, fitness and 
performance? Can someone be 
fit but not healthy? 


3.2 The 
components of 
fitness, benefits 
for sport and 
how fitness is 
measured and 
improved 


The five components of fitness 
Cardiovascular fitness 
Muscular Strength 
Muscular Endurance 
Flexibility 
Body Composition (including BMI) 
 


 
 
Explain how each component of 
fitness is used in a different 
sporting example. 
 







Agility 
Balance 
Co-ordination 
Power 
Reaction time 
Speed 
 
Fitness tests 
Cooper 12-minute run test 
Harvard Step test 
Hand Grip Strength Test 
One Minute Press Up Test  
One Minute Sit Up test 
30m Sprint 
Vertical Jump/Sargent Jump Test 
Sit & Reach 
 


Link the correct components of 
fitness to the correct fitness test 
 
 
 
 
 
Could you describe how each 
test looks like and how it is 
completed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3.3 The 
principles of 
training and 
their application 
personal 
exercise 
/training 
programmes 


The principles of training 
Individual needs 
Specificity 
Progressive overload 
FITT 
 
Overtraining 
Reversibility 
Thresholds of training 
 


 
Explain how each principle of 
training is important to a training 
programme? 
 
Think of two very different 
sports performers, e.g. Antony 
Joshua and Jessica Ennis, how 
would they apply the principles 
of training to their training 
programmes? 


3.4 The long 
term effects of 
exercise 


 
Long term effects of aerobic and anaerobic 
training 
 
Effects and benefits for the musculo-skeletal 
system 
 
Effects and benefits for the cardio-respiratory 
system 


 


3.5 How to 
optimise 
training and 
prevent injury 


PARQ 
 
Preventing Injuries 
Warm up & Cool Down 
Protective Equipment and Clothing 
Checking Equipment and Facilities 
Playing to the rules of competition 


 
 
What is the difference between 
and overuse and an acute injury? 
 







 
 
 
 
Injuries that occur in physical activity and sport 
Concussion 
Fractures 
Dislocations 
Sprains 
Torn Cartilage 
Sort Tissue Injury 
 
RICE 
 
 
Performance Enhancing Drugs 
Anabolic Steroids 
Beta Blockers 
Diuretics 
Narcotics and Analgesics 
Peptide Hormones, including EPO 
Growth Hormones 
Stimulants 
Blood Doping 
 


Choose two sports and think of 
ways in which injuries are 
prevented in those sports? 
 
 
 
 
Explain how and why RICE would 
be used in relation to a sprain in 
football? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create a table. For each 
performance enhancing 
summarise the: 
 


1. Reasons for taking the 
drug 


2. Sports associated which 
each drug 


3. Side Effects for each drug 
 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Resistant Materials 
Week 


beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 


   General revision: 
• Use symbols next to key process or materials to help jog your 


memory.   
• Recopy notes in colours  
• Use mind maps or spider diagrams on key topics. 
• Write facts and notes on index cards and stick everywhere! On the 


wall, fridge TV or even you bed.  
• Use  colour-coded markers or highlighters to pick out key bits of 


information. 
• Put facts to your favourite tunes and change the lyrics of songs to 


things you need to remember. 
• Discuss information a with friend immediately after new learning to 


help it sink in – ring a friend or chat after class. 
• Study/do homework with friend(s) via telephone or get together in a 


group. 
• Repeat key phrases or thing you want to remember out loud lots of 


times to help it stick. 
• Record your self reading your revision guide and listen to the 


recording on your phone/ipod. 
• Use of different voices to study (like creating a script, or acting out a 


play) 
• Copy out key information over and over to make them neat and help 


you remember it. 
• Make notes during lesson as an aid to concentration. 
• Walk and talk – link in revision with exercising. 
• Move hands or feet for rhythm emphasis while studying 
• Make charts, grids, timelines, diagrams similar to visual learner 


strategies 
• Trace key words with finger, marker or you hand whilst reading Re-


enact situations while studying. 
• Practice exam questions. 
• Practice drawing skills. 
• Physical activities linked to theory learning 


Past papers – drive/designtechnology/resistantmaterials /pastexampapers 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-
technology-resistant-materials-4560/past-papers-and-mark-schemes 


 
 
11th 
March 


Materials 
Woods-hard, soft, manufactured 
Metals-ferrous, non-ferrous, 
alloys 


Recognise the working characteristics of the 
common forms of wood; know the difference 
between hardwoods and softwoods, and 
between natural timber and manufactured 
boards. 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 







 
 


Plastic-thermoset, thermo 
 


 
Recognise the working characteristics of the 
common forms of metals; understand the 
differences between ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals and how they are used; know that the 
properties of metals can be changed by heat 
treatments; know that metals can be 
combined to form alloys. 
 
Recognise the working characteristics of 
common forms of plastics; understand the 
difference between thermoplastics and 
thermosetting plastics and how this affects the 
way they are used. 
 
Understand that different materials can be 
combined to change their characteristics. 


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/mate
rialsmaterialsrev1.shtml 
 
http://www.technologystudent.com/ an introduction to 
materials/vaneers/natural woods/manmade boards/metals/alloys/plastics 
 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 2 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zkx4d2p watch class clip on an 
introduction to thermoplastics and thermo set. 
 
 


 
 
18th March 
 


Manufacturing processes 
Tools and equipment 
Components and fixings 


Understand the selection and usage of 
appropriate tools and equipment, for metal, 
plastics, wood, smart materials and composites.  
 
Have knowledge of permanent and non-
permanent methods of joining materials 
together.  
 


Should be familiar with the tools and 
equipment that are used for cutting, shaping, 
casting, moulding, forming and bending.  
 
 
 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/material
componentadhesiverev5.shtml 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 2 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/ injection moulding part1 and 2/blow 
moulding/rotational moulding/rivits/welding 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zv8fb9q watch class clip on casting 
metals 
 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/materialsmaterialsrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/materialsmaterialsrev1.shtml

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zkx4d2p

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zv8fb9q





25th March 
 


Scale of production (Batch, 
Mass, One-off, JIT) 


 


Manufacturing Processes 


 


CAD/CAM 


 


Understand how to select and specify 
appropriate materials, quantities, sizes, 
tolerances. 


 


Be able to produce a sequence of instructions 
that would allow a competent third party or 
machine to manufacture the product.  


 


Be able to identify critical points for quality 
control, and time scales in the manufacturing 
process; develop methods to aid accuracy 
and repetition in manufacture.  


Should be aware of and use as appropriate, 
manufacturing processes and techniques 
including CAD and CAM.  


Should have an industrial and commercial 
awareness and be familiar with the processes 
involved in manufacturing in quantity.  
 


Have knowledge of, marking out tools, 
equipment and processes including use of 
templates.  


 


Use measurement systems with accuracy and 
have an understanding of the need to work 
within tolerance.  


 


Understand the use of x, y, z co-ordinates in 
CAD and CAM systems.  


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 3 and 4 


 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/proc
esstechniquesrev2.shtml 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/proc
essindpracrev1.shtml 
 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/ batch/ continuous/one-off/ 
Tolerances/ quality control. 
 
Practice using the example manufacturing sheet on metal and plastic. 
 
 


1st April 
 


PPE and risk assessments 
Safety signs and symbols 
Work shop tools and 
equipment 
Smart Materials: Names and 
types, working properties, 
uses. 
 
 


Should be able to recognise the properties, 
working characteristics and combinations of 
smart materials and nanomaterials. 


 
Should be able to recognise that safety of the 
individual is essential; take responsibility to 
ensure that hazards are minimised and the 
working environment is safe to use;  


 
Understand the health and safety regulations 
when working with tools, equipment, 
components and materials including the use 
of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 5 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/ smart materials/ nano materials/ 
PPE/ Health and safety 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designh
ealthrev1.shtml 
 


8th April 
 


Joints 
Marking out/ Jigs 


Understand the incorporation of quality 
checks during the making of a product and  


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processtechniquesrev2.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processtechniquesrev2.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processindpracrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processindpracrev1.shtml

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designhealthrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designhealthrev1.shtml





 
 
 
 


Fixtures and fittings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


quality control procedures using devices to 
ensure the consistent production of products.  


 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 


Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 6 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/  screws and glues/ 
joints/manufacturing products using templates. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designa
nalysisevaluationrev7.shtml 
 
 
The prep sheet issued 1st March: 
Research the theme, produce a mood board and mind map ideas. 
 


15th April 
 


Ergonomics and anthropometric 
data 


 


Understand how to consider ergonomics and 
anthropometric data in relation to products 
that have been designed and manufactured.  


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/   
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 7 


 
 
 
 


22nd April Sustainability 
6 Rs 


Understand the sustainability and 
environmental issues associated with the 
designing and making of products;  


6 Rs: repair, reduce, recycle, reuse, rethink, 
refuse.  


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 


 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev6.shtml environmental issues/ 6rs and disposal 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/  product life cycle/ sustainability/ 6 r s/ 


what is a sustainably forest/ 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 8 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z24pyrd watch the clip on how smart 
materials are used in renewable energy  
 
 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev6.shtml%20environmental%20issues/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev6.shtml%20environmental%20issues/

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z24pyrd





29nd April Maintenance 


Basic electrical systems 


Basic mechanisms 


 


Understand the legal requirements concerning 
consumer rights and codes of practice relating to 
safety into account when designing products. 


 


Be aware of the financial and human costs 
involved in designing and making products. 


Have knowledge of basic mechanisms and 
electrical systems. 


 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 9 
 


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev3.shtml customer rights and legislation  
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev7.shtml designing for maintenance 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/  maintenance of products 


drills/kettles/cars maintenance checks 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zn9nvcw watch class clip on designing 
and manufacturing motor bikes 
 
 


 
3rd may 
 
 
 


Product analysis 
Technology push and market 
pull 
 
 
 
 
 


Understand how to use product analysis 
techniques to make critical judgements about 
the design and manufacture of resistant 
materials products produced in school or 
commercially 


Take into consideration form, function, shape, 
colour, materials, texture, component parts, 
decoration and aesthetic appeal to evaluate 
suitability for purpose;  


Consider designer, manufacturer and user in the 
development of products for industrial 
manufacture. 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designs
ocialrev1.shtml technology push and market pull/ what is market pull 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designa
nalysisevaluationrev1.shtml product analysis and design. 
 


http://www.technologystudent.com/   what is technology push market pull 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 10 
 


10th May 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


  
 


Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
Complete the revision booklet, and practice drawing the manufacturing 
questions from the examples give, practical a wood/metal and plastic 
product. 
 
 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev3.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev3.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev7.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev7.shtml

http://www.technologystudent.com/

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zn9nvcw

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designanalysisevaluationrev1.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designanalysisevaluationrev1.shtml

http://www.technologystudent.com/





 


 
 
 
 
17th May 
 


 Past paper revision aqa –resistant materials-past-papers and mark schemes 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/past papers 
 
 


 
24th May 


 EXAM  


 



http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes






Year 11 GCSE Revision  - ENGLISH Language and Literature  
Week 


beginning 
Topics for 
revision 


Revision Suggested activities 


11th 
March 


Language 
Paper 1 - 
Reading 


Creative Texts 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Reading Creative 
Texts Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for these questions, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 


Practise questions 1-4 of the practice papers 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 1 q2 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I9bb183Mxg 
Paper 1 q3 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6LSOycZLow 
Paper 1 q4 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7dIPlQgEDs 


 


18th 
March 


Language 
Paper 1 - 


Writing Prose 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Writing Prose 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for creative writing, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 


Practise question 5 of the practice papers 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 1 q5 How to get full marks: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s 
P 1 q5 Narrative: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7AdZvH5mU&index=2&list=PLQovVw7yuGiLpjd_evXNsnifsSLJbh4au 


 
25th 


March 
Literature 
Paper 1 -  


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Macbeth / Romeo & 
Juliet Knowledge 
Organiser  


Practise the Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet - his YouTube channel is: 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I9bb183Mxg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6LSOycZLow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7dIPlQgEDs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7AdZvH5mU&index=2&list=PLQovVw7yuGiLpjd_evXNsnifsSLJbh4au





Macbeth / 
Romeo & 


Juliet 


 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Macbeth / 
Romeo & Juliet and 
the model answers 
given to you in class 


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 
 
 


1st April Literature 
Paper 1 -  


A Christmas 
Carol / Jekyll 


& Hyde 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Christmas Carol / 
Jekyll & Hyde 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for A Christmas Carol 
/ Jekyll & Hyde and 
the model answers 
given to you in class 


Practise the A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & Hyde questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & Hyde - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 
 
 


8th April  Language 
Paper 2 - 


Reading Non-
Fiction 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Reading Non-Fiction 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for these questions, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 


Practise questions 1-4 of the practice papers 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 2 q2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we30LAtGziw 
Paper 2 q3 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y0cdp5aPNU 
Paper 2 q4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XkAz4ZJgPo 



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we30LAtGziw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y0cdp5aPNU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XkAz4ZJgPo





15th April Language 
Paper 2 - 


Writing Non-
Fiction 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Writing Non-Fiction 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for non-fiction 
writing, and the 
model answers given 
to you in class 


Practise question 5 of the practice papers 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 2 q5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9
_B 


 


22nd April Literature 
Paper 2 - An 


Inspector 
Calls 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Inspector Calls 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Inspector Calls 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 


Practise the Inspector Calls questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on Inspector Calls - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 


29th April Literature 
Paper 2 - 


Anthology 
Poetry 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Power & Conflict 
Poetry Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 


 Read through your 
previous feedback 


Practise the Anthology Poetry questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
For each poem, plan which poem you would use to compare with that poem, and why. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on each poem - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9_B

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9_B

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w





for Anthology Poetry 
comparison and the 
model answers given 
to you in class 


6th May  Literature 
Paper 2 - 
Unseen 
Poetry 


 Memorise the 
information on the 
Unseen Poetry 
Knowledge 
Organiser  


 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Unseen Poetry 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 


Practise the Unseen Poetry questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on unseen poetry - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 


13th May  Literature 
Paper 1 - 
Macbeth/ 
Romeo & 


Juliet AND A 
Christmas 


Carol/Jekyll & 
Hyde 


 Above tasks on 
Macbeth / Romeo & 
Juliet  
 


 Above tasks on A 
Christmas 
Carol/Jekyll & Hyde 


EXAM Wed 15th May: 
Literature Paper 1 - Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet AND A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & 
Hyde 


 


20th May  Literature 
Paper 2 - 
Inspector 
Calls AND 
Anthology 


Poetry AND 
Unseen 
Poetry 


 Above tasks on 
Inspector Calls  


 


 Above tasks on 
Anthology Poetry  


 


 Above tasks on 
Unseen Poetry 


EXAM Thu 23rd May: 
Literature Paper 2 - Inspector Calls AND Anthology Poetry AND Unseen Poetry 



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w





27th May  Language 
Paper 1 -  
Reading 


Creative Texts 
AND Writing 


Prose 


 Above tasks on 
Reading Creative 
Texts 
 


 Above tasks on 
Writing Prose 


 


HALF TERM WEEK - NO EXAMS THIS WEEK 


3rd June  Language 
Paper 2 - 


Reading Non-
Fiction AND 


Writing Non-
Fiction 


 Above tasks on 
Reading Non-Fiction 


 


 Above tasks on 
Writing Non-Fiction 


EXAM Tue 4th June: 
Language Paper 1 - Reading Creative Texts AND Writing Prose 
EXAM Fri 7th June: 
Language Paper 2 - Reading Non-Fiction AND Writing Non-Fiction 


 








 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 








Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Food Technology 
Week 


beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 


11th March Understand the functional 
properties of food  
 


 


functional properties of: starch, sugar, protein 
and fat; examine the use of: starch to thicken, 
gel; sugar to flavour, colour, aerate and 
caramelize; protein to aerate and coagulate; 
fats to shorten, emulsify;  


 


understand how different functional properties 
of foods/ingredients affect finished products 
and achieve desired outcomes through 
product appraisal, investigations and food 
preparation;  


 
understand: gelatinisation: sauce making, 
elasticity: bread making, shortening: pastry 
making, aeration: raising agents, cake 
making, emulsification: salad dressings, 
coagulation: setting of egg mixtures, 
flavouring: sweetening agents in desserts/ 
flavouring and herbs and spices in savoury 
products e.g. pasta, colouring: fats used in 
pastry making, setting: gelatine in mousses, 
fermentation: bread production;  
 
understand the terms: binding, bulking, 
coating, enrobing, enriching, finishing 
techniques, glazing, palatability, plasticity, 
sealing, shaping, tenderizing;  


 


Use the functions sheet as emailed. 
Pages 2-21 in the digital text book cover this section 105-139 functions. 
Read the section in the food preparation and nutrition booklet – digital 
version email to you with password and user name. 


www.illuminate.digital/aqafood 


access the test questions on the section in the booklet and watch the videos 
to increase your understanding and knowledge. 


Access past papers on the AQA website for typical questions. 


Raising agents Food Preparation and nutrition 104-159 


 


Making in practical sessions record skills, equipment and ingredients. 


 
18th March 
 


Understand the nutritional 
properties of food  


 


nutritional properties of ingredients/ food 
products understanding of the nutritional 
characteristics of the main nutrients: proteins, 
fats, carbohydrates – sugars and starches, 
vitamins and minerals – Vitamins A, B, C and 
D, Calcium, Iron;  
 
have knowledge of nutritional advice. Interpret 
and apply current nutritional/healthy eating 
guidelines, e.g. apply the recommendations of 
the ‘Eat well plate’, 5 a day, high fibre (NSP);  
 
be able to apply the nutritional advice when 
analysing existing food products. Understand 


https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf 
access the eatwell guide to show the balance of required diet to remain 
healthy. 
Food preparation and nutrition digital Text book 105-139 & 22-35 
 
Balanced diet 38-57 & 70-78 
https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-
most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medi
um=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbH
C4tECFbcK0woduloIgg 
 
https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-
allergy 



http://www.illuminate.digital/aqafood

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf

https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg

https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg

https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg

https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg

https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy

https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy





that diets with deficiencies or excesses of 
particular nutrients may lead to health related 
problems;  
 
investigate nutritional and dietary needs of 
different target groups: including vegetarians, 
diabetics, coeliacs, calorie controlled, those 
with nut allergies and lactose intolerance;  


 


http://www.foodreactions.org/intolerance/lactose/ 
 
Pages 56, 218-219 Food Preparation and nutrition - coeliacs  
Pages 60 Food Preparation and nutrition BMR 


25th March 
 
 


The effects of combining 
different ingredients and the 
interaction of foods during 
preparation and cooking  
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The importance of appropriate 
proportions on the structure, 
shape and volume of mixtures  


 


select and combine foods/ingredients to 
achieve different textures, finishes, shapes, 
size and appearance;  


 


understand how the following food structures 
are formed: solutions, suspensions, 
emulsions, and gels. Through practical 
activities, develop different types of salad 
dressings, sauces and cold desserts; 


  


investigate, through product development, the 
use of different ingredients/quantities/methods 
of making;  
 


demonstrate how accurate measurement, 
ratio and proportioning affect preparation, 
making and shaping of products to designated 
criteria to achieve acceptable outcomes;  


 


investigate the adaptation of amounts in 
mixtures: cakes, pastry, sauces, bread, 
biscuits;  


Food Preparation and Nutrition 


 Pages 78- 155 
 
 Revision on bitesize 
 
Research recipes for mixtures for cakes, pastry, sauces, breads and biscuits 
 
Practical sessions – investigation and experimentation – preparation for 
sessions 
 
 


1rd April The effects of acids and 
alkalis  
  


understand factors that enable food 
products to be developed to designated 
criteria: i.e. colour, texture, storage and 
product profile;  
 
evaluate products and assess how the 
working characteristics of acids and alkalis 
have affected the final product  
 
Acids – the effect of vinegar on the texture 
of meringue; retention of colour in fruit 
salad, e.g. lemon juice, souring of milk, e.g. 
yogurt.  


Practical sessions 



http://www.foodreactions.org/intolerance/lactose/





Alkali – the effect of corn flour on the 
texture of meringue; bicarbonate of soda in 
gingerbread;  
 


8th April 
 
EASTER 
 


Understand the use of standard 
components in food processing  
 


 


 


 


 


 


Demonstrate competence in a 
range of practical food 
skills/methods/processes to 
produce quality outcomes  


 


understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of standard components in 
food production; 


 


explore the use of standard components: 
frozen/ chilled pastry, decorations (ready-
made icing, marzipan etc), pizza bases, 
ready-made fillings/ sauces/cake mixes/bread 
mixes;  
 


match materials and processes to produce 
products with good organoleptic qualities that 
are finished/presented to a high standard;  


apply a range of processing techniques to 
produce food products;  


present food products with the consideration 
of the importance of: colour, texture, flavour, 
shape, temperature and time, user’s needs, 
finishing techniques; through the making of 
products and meals, demonstrate a wide 
variety of cooking skills/ processes including:  


 


fruit/vegetable preparation: peeling, slicing, 
grating, chopping; meat/fish/eggs/dairy 
products and alternative proteins 
(myco-protein, tofu, TVP), through a range of 
appropriate cooking processes; cake/biscuit 
making: whisking, rubbing-in, melting, 
creaming; sauce making: roux, all-in-one, 
blended; pastry making: short crust, rough 
puff; layering: cold desserts, cheesecake, 
trifle, tiramisu; bread making; finishing 
techniques: glazing, icings, coatings, 
garnishes, piping, caramelisation.  


 


Use the information from practical planning sheets identifying skills and 
processes. 


 


15th April 
EASTER 


 
 
 


Design and market 
influences Identify and use 


stages in the development of a 


food product prototype  


 


knowledge and understanding of the working 
characteristics of food together with 
processing techniques in order to design and 
make a food product.  


evaluation of existing food products apply 
knowledge of nutrition, functions of 


Food Preparation and nutrition  


 Pages 292 – analyse 


 Pages 250-4 – sensory analysis 
 


http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 
 
use theory from your controlled assessment folder 



http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/





ingredients and consumer preferences to 
identify how existing products/menu ideas are 
selected to achieve a balanced and varied 
diet which meets health, dietary, socio 
economic and cultural/religious needs of 
different groups within our society.  
 


use product analysis, compare a range of 
existing packaged products to determine how 
the types, proportions and functions of 
ingredients have contributed to a product’s 
overall characteristics and its ability to meet a 
specific need;  


 


identify physical, nutritional and sensory 
characteristics in existing products in order to 
develop design criteria and generate their own 
ideas;  


 


 draw up a product specification 


 Design ideas   


 Lists of ingredients 


 Methods written on your planning sheets 


 Research section 


 Client opinions 
 


23rd April 
 


Product prototype development  


 


identify ways in which a product could be 
developed; carry out modification and 
reformulation by changing the type, ratio 
and proportions of ingredients to meet 
nutritional/sensory aspects of the 
specification; work with small quantities to 
identify the impact of the functions of 
ingredients on an outcome; use 
investigations and testing to trial different 
shapes, sizes, finishes to achieve a high 
quality outcome which meets the 
specification; consider different storage 
methods (chilling, freezing, re-heating) 
wherever appropriate to identify the impact 
on the sensory, structural and aesthetic 
properties of an outcome; demonstrate how 
availability of ingredients, equipment and 
processes can alter or determine an end 
product; use a range of sensory testing 
methods to carry out rigorous sensory 
analysis at each stage of development 
(product profile tests, ranking and rating 
tests, difference tests).  


Food Preparation and nutrition 


 Page 226 food labelling 


 Pages 188-92 & 196-7 Food safety principles 
 


http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 
 
use practical planning sheets and work completed for your controlled 
assessment folder 
 


 


29th April 
 


Labelling, packaging, product 
information and codes of 
practice  


use current labelling requirements to read, 
understand and use information on packaging 
and food labels and apply these to their own 
products;  


Pages 220-236 Food preparation and nutrition 
 


http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 



http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/

http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/





   
 
 
 


 


 


understand that legislation governs the 
statutory and non-statutory content and layout 
for food labels;  


 


understand and demonstrate the 
requirements for conveying product 
information to the consumer including, where 
necessary, information about 
accompaniments;  


 


use nutritional software to analyse the 
nutritional content of the final prototype;  


 
understand the reasons why food may be 
packaged in different forms to extend shelf 
life; 


 
https://www.gov.uk/food-labelling-and-packaging/overview 
 
http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http://www.food.gov.uk/multime
dia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf 
 
 


6th May Technological Developments  
 


Understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of Genetically Modified Foods 
to food producers and consumers; 


  


Explore, understand and assess the impact of 
the use of modified starches and functional 
foods to food producers and consumers.  


 
Have an awareness of how new technologies 
are used to produce new foods and 
ingredients, including nano foods and be 
aware of consumer concerns around these 
developments, including the views of the 
European Union.  
 
 


Page 284 Food preparation and nutrition page 259 GM Foods 
 
http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-
modified-food/en/ 
 
 


 
13th May 
 
 


Social, economic, cultural and 
environmental considerations  
 
 
 
 
 
 


Consider packaging materials used within 
food production and their impact on cost and 
the environment;  


 


Understand how multi-cultural factors have 
influenced food production;  


 


Consider the use of scarce resources, 
transport costs, sustainability, quality, 
religious and cultural preferences, genetically 
modified foods, organic and free range foods, 
Fairtrade, Farm Assured, on food production 
and the environment;  


Pages 255-273 Food Preparation and nutrition – sustainability and the 
environment 
 
Pages 237-246 & 211-220 Food Preparation and nutrition - multicultural and 
religion effecting food choices 
 
http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/ 
 
http://www.assurance.redtractor.org.uk/ 



https://www.gov.uk/food-labelling-and-packaging/overview

http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http:/www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf

http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http:/www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf

http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-modified-food/en/

http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-modified-food/en/

http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/

http://www.assurance.redtractor.org.uk/





Assess the implication of food issues in 
product development, e.g. food miles, 
availability of seasonal foods. 


 
20th May 
 
 


Processes and manufacture  


 


 


 


 


The use, need and effect of 
additives  


 


know and understand that food products are 
developed and made safe to eat by combining 
different ingredients and by using a range of 
different processing methods and equipment.  
 
Understand the use of natural and artificial 
additives in food products: Preservatives, e.g. 
vinegar, concentrated lemon juice, salt, sugar 
Colourings, e.g. caramel, tartrazine, 
Flavourings, e.g. herbs and spices, vanilla, 
monosodium glutamate, Emulsifiers, e.g. 
lecithin;  


 


Pages 274-283 Food Preparation and nutrition – Processing 
Pages 284, 286-8 – Additives 
Page 288 - preservatives 
 


 
27th May 
 
 
 
 


The impact and effect of using a 
range of different equipment to 
produce food items of quality 
and consistency  
 


 


Demonstrate safe and hygienic use of a range 
of hand, mechanical and electrical equipment 
to ensure quality, e.g. cutters for uniformity of 
biscuits, temperature probe, e.g. cooking of 
high risk foods, consistency of outcome, e.g. 
food processor for slicing vegetables reduce 
time and effort: e.g. hand blender for soup, 
dough hook for bread;  


 


Apply knowledge and understanding to select 
the most appropriate equipment and healthier 
cooking methods for food outcomes: e.g. 
steamers for vegetables, microwave for 
retention of vitamins;  


 
Match equipment to desired outcomes within 
the preparation of ingredients and the 
production of different mixtures such as 
cakes, pastries, breads, sauces, decorations, 
purees, etc; 


Information gained from practical sessions 


 
 


Storage of Food and Food 
Products  


 


Understand the need for different types of 
equipment and temperatures for the storage 
of food including chilling (0–5˚C), freezing (-
18˚C), re-heating (72˚C) and ambient 
conditions (room temperature);  


 


Food Preparation and nutrition 


 Page 226 food labelling 


 Pages 188-92 & 196-7 Food safety principles 


 Pages 78, 158, 160 – high risk foods 


 Pages 171-81 Food Preparation and nutrition – bacteria 







Explain and understand the importance of 
critical storage temperatures;  


 


Use and understand different ways of 
monitoring temperature: e.g. the purpose and 
use of temperature probes, thermometers;  


 


Understand the reasons for changes which 
occur in ingredients and foods during their 
preparation and storage, e.g. investigate the 
effects of chilling and freezing on different 
foods;  


 


Understand the need for and apply 
appropriate hygiene and safety procedures: to 
ensure safe food handling techniques at all 
stages from raw material to product/outcome;  


 


Consider food safety and hygiene when 
purchasing, storing, preparing, cooking and 
serving food: cross contamination, use by 
date, best before date, high risk food, cross 
contamination, danger zone;  


 


Understand the risks posed by physical, 
chemical and biological contamination, e.g. 
symptoms of food poisoning;  


 
Have an awareness of the reasons why food 
may be packaged in different forms to extend 
shelf life, including the use of new 
technologies such as nanotechnology;  


 


 Page 174 cross contamination 
 


 


 
3rd June 
 
 


Manufacturing/Large Scale 
Production Requirements  


 


Understand different commercial methods of 
food production including: one off, batch, 
mass, continuous flow;  


 


Show an understanding of how CAD and 
CAM can be used within food manufacturing;  


 


Explore/examine how quality control checks 
are used to produce consistent food products;  


 
Examine how control checks can prevent 
problems in food production.  


 


Pages 292 Food Preparation and nutrition - control 







 
10th June 


 Exam   


 








GCSE History – Revision Plan 2017/18 


Week commencing What should I cover? (Students should use their chosen revision method to produce learning resources on the following topics) What should I practice? 


18th February (half term week) Treaty of Versailles – Impact of WW1, Aims of the Big Three, Terms of the TOV, Reactions to the TOV and strengths and weaknesses of the TOV. Write an account of how the Versailles settlement was affected 
by the fact that World War One was mainly fought in France. (8 


marks) 
 


25th February League of Nations – Aims, Structure, USA not joining, Successes and failures, Locarno Treaties, Kellog-Brian Pact, Manchurian Crisis and Abyssinia Crisis. ‘The main reason for the League of Nations failure was due to 
the Americans not joining.’ How far do you agree with this 


statement? Explain your answer. (16 marks+4 marks for SPAG) 


4th March Hitler’s foreign policy – Aims, Rearmament, Saar, Rhineland, Anschluss, Sudetenland, Munich Conference, Appeasement, Czechoslovakia, Nazi-Soviet Pact and Poland. ‘Appeasement was the best way to deal with Hitler’s Germany 
in 1938.’ How far do you agree with this statement? Explain 


your answer. (16 marks+4 marks for SPAG) 


11th March Roaring 20’s USA 1919-1929 – USA and WW1, Isolationism and laws, Boom, Causes of boom, Tariffs, Mass production, Entertainment, Youth culture and Immigration. Describe how two Republican policies affected the economic 
boom in the 1920s (4 marks) 


18th March USA 1919-1929 – Red Scare, Sacco and Vanzetti, KKK, Rich and poor, Prohibition, Mafia, Strengths and weaknesses of economy, WSC and Events of WSC. In what ways did changes in society affect the role of women in 
the 1920s? (8 marks) 


25th March Depression and the New Deal USA 1929-1941 – Effects of WSC, Other causes of depression, Hoovers attempts to deal with depression, Bonus Army, 1932 election, 
Hundred Days, Banking crisis, Alphabet agencies, TVA, How effective was new deal, Opposition to it, Second New Deal and Impact of WW2. 


Describe two ways in which the Second World War improved 
the American economy. (4 marks) 


 1st April USA post-war – The American Dream, McCarthyism, Jim Crow Laws, Brown vs Board of Education, Little Rock, Montgomery bus boycott, Freedom Rides, Freedom 
marches, Black Power Movement, Civil Rights Act and Feminist movements. 


Describe two ways in which the Civil Rights Acts of the 1960s 
helped to end racial discrimination. (4 marks) 


10th April  Paper 1 mock All students will be given a mock exam to complete as 
homework 


15th April Health and the people - Approach to Medieval medicine - Natural/supernatural, Ideas of Hippocratic and Galenic methods and treatments, The medieval doctor - 
Training and beliefs about cause of illness, Hospitals, Surgery, Influence of religion on medicine, Towns and The Black Death. 


 
 
 


Explain the significance of the work of Hippocrates on the 
development of medicine. (8 marks) 


22nd  April Health and the people – Renaissance, Vesalius, Pare, Harvey, Quackery, Plague, Growth of hospitals, John Hunter, Inoculation, Edward Jenner Germ Theory, Pasteur, 
Koch, Ehrlich and Antiseptics. 


Compare surgery in the Renaissance with surgery in the Middle 
Ages. In what ways were they similar? Explain your answer with 


reference to both times. (8 marks) 


29th April  Health and the people – Public health in industrial Britain, Cholera, Public Health Acts, Fleming, Plastic surgery, X-rays, Transplants, Booth, Rowntree, Boer War, 
Liberal Social Reforms, Beveridge Report and the NHS. 


Compare government action in public health in the early 
twentieth century with its role in the mid-1800s. In what ways 
were they similar? Explain your answer with reference to both 


times. (8 marks) 


6th May The Normans – The Godwins and the Normans, Claimants for the throne, Battle of Stamford Bridge, William preparations for invasion, Battle of Hastings, Comparison 
of troops at Hastings, William as King, Pevensey Castle, Rebellion against William and the death of William I. 


Explain what was important about the actions taken by William 
to deal with rebellions. (8 marks) 


 


13th May The Normans – Feudal system, Domesday Book, Law and order, Life in a Norman village, Life as a Norman peasant and Life in a Norman town. Write and account of the ways in which the feudal system 
changed under the Normans. (8 marks) 


20th  May The Normans – How religious were people in Norman times, How did the Norman influence the Church, Life as a monk and How did the Normans change education. The main change that happened under the Normans were the 
building of castles 


Explain your answer using your study of Pevensey Castle to help 
you. (16 marks) 


 


27th May (half term week) Paper 1 Recap, Paper 1 Mock – go back over all your paper 1 notes, test yourself, what do you need to work on? All students given a Paper 1 mock exam to complete 


3rd  June Paper 2 recap activities and past paper questions for the rest of this week 
Paper 1 exam Monday 3rd   June 


 


7th June Paper 2 recap activities and past paper questions 
Paper 2 exam Friday 6th June 


 


 








Y11 GCSE Music Dates from the end of February: 


 


Week of - Work 


25th February Run Performance pieces as part of mocks (Fri 1st Mar) 


4th   March Composition 2 – last stage (help available 3pm 7th) 


11th March Composition 2 – last stage  (help available 11/12/14 at 3pm) 


18th March Both compositions to be completed by Fri 22nd (Last help sessions 18/19/20) 


25th March Record Performances at 3pms after school. Printing of compositions in class 


1st April Composition logs (important for marks) 


8th April Easter 1 


15th April Easter 2 


22nd April Practice Qs on Set Works (All performance recordings in by Fri 26th) 


29th April Practice Qs on Set Works 


6th May Past Paper Qs 


13th May Past Paper Qs (NB GCSE exams start this week) 


20th May Past Paper Qs (when you don’t have other gcses) 


27th May Half Term Revision 


EXAM Tues 4th June - 90 minute Listening & Set Works Exam (pm) 
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MFL REVISION ACTIVITIES 
SAM| GCSE LANGUAGES | 25 Feb 2019  


 


 


Memrise is changing to DECKS – you will still be able to access the 


courses we have assigned but you will no longer be able to use the 


app. It is online only from March. 
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SUGGESTED REVISION TIMETABLE 
WEEK BEGINNING TOPICS FOR REVISION ACTIVITIES 


4TH MAR Theme 1 


 Family, Friends & 
Relationships 


 Technology 


Learn speaking questions on Theme 1 – Family 
& Friends; Technology  
 
AQA workbook questions on leisure 
Complete roleplay / Photocard & writing 
question on topic – Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 
writing books  
 
www.kerboodle.com p42-47 Revision/Test 
 


11th MAR Theme 2 


 House 


 Town 


 Local Environment 


 Town v 
Countryside 


 Problems in  town 


 Social Issues 
 


Learn speaking questions on Theme 2 
 
AQA workbook questions on Local, national, 
international areas of interest, Social Issues 
 
Complete roleplay, photocard & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p108-113 Revision/Test 
 


18th MAR 
 
 


Theme 3  


 School 


 Uniform 


 Rules 


 Bullying 


 Option Choices 


 Future Study Plans 


 Jobs 


Learn speaking questions on Theme 3 
 
AQA workbook questions on School / Post 16 
and Jobs 
 
Complete roleplay & writing question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p170-175Revision/Test 
 


25th MAR Theme 1 


 Customs & 
Festivals 


 Christmas 


 Target Language 
Festival 


 Music Events 


 Sporting Events 


 Free Time 


Learn speaking questions on Theme 1 
 
AQA workbook questions on Theme 1 
Complete roleplay, photo card & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p76-81 Revision/Test 
 
 


1st APRIL Theme 2 


 Global Issues – 
Environment 


 Holidays 
 


Learn speaking questions on Theme 2 
 
AQA workbook questions on Environment / 
Global Issues & Holidays 
Complete roleplay, photo card & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
www.kerboodle.com p138-143 Revision/Test 



http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/
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8h APRIL GENERAL REVISION 
 


Learn speaking questions on all Themes 
AQA work books – writing and revision 
Practice papers – Kerboodle 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 


15th APRIL GENERAL REVISION 
 


Learn speaking questions on all Themes 
AQA work books – writing and revision 
Practice papers – Kerboodle 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 


22nd APRIL SPEAKING Complete role plays, photocards and 
revise, revise, revise speaking questions 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 
- videos 


29th APRIL ORAL EXAM WEEK  - 
FRENCH 


Spanish - AQA workbook 
Sample papers Listening & Reading 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 
 


6th MAY ORAL EXAM WEEK  - 
SPANISH 


French -AQA workbook 
Sample papers Listening & Reading 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 


13th MAY  
FRENCH LSITENING & 
READING TUES 14TH 
MAY 
 
FRENCH WRITING FRI 
17TH MAY 
 


GENERAL REVISION 
 
AQA workbook  
 
REVISE Key structures, verb endings, time 
phrases – French 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 


20th MAY GENERAL REVISION 
SPANISH LISTENING & 
READING WEDS 22nd  


AQA workbook  
Revise vocabulary 
Practise translations 


27th MAY GENERAL REVISION  REVISE Key structures, verb endings, time 
phrases 


3rd JUNE SPANISH WRITING 
EXAM WEDS 5TH JUNE 
 


REVISE / REVISE / REVISE 


 


 


 



http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/

http://www.kerboodle.com/
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Week by week 


revision guide 


 


Final GCSE 


exams 








Year 11 GCSE Art & Design Exam Proposed Timetable: 2019 


 


MOCK #2 EXAMS: Monday 25th February – Tuesday 5th March 2019  


 


Group Date Lessons Hours Total Hours 
11C/Ar1 (ELG) Mon 25th March (WK2) 1, 2, 3 3  


3 11D/Ar1 (GLS) Tues 26th March (WK2) 3, 4, 5 3 


11B/Ar1 (ELG) Tues 26th March (WK2) 3, 4, 5 3 


 


11C/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 27th March (WK2) 4 & 5 2  
5 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 27th March (WK2) 1 & 2 2 


11D/Ar1 (GLS) Thurs 28th March (WK2)  3 & 4 2 


 


11C/Ar1 (ELG) Friday 29th (WK 2) 1 & 2 2  
7 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Friday 29th (WK 2) 3 & 4 2 


11D/Ar1 (GLS) Tues 2nd April (WK 1)  4 & 5 2 


 


11C/Ar1 (ELG) Mon 1st April (WK 1) 3, 4, 5 3  
10 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 3rd April (WK 1) 1, 2, 3 3 


11D/Ar1 (GLS) Weds 3rd April (WK 1)  3, 4, 5 3 


 


Component 2: Exam – to be completed before Easter holidays. 


Easter Holidays: Monday 8th April – Monday 22nd April 2019 


 


Then…two weeks in school (Tues 23rd April – Monday 6th May) until hand-in deadline for 


GCSE Art & Design coursework. 


 








Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – BIOLOGY (PAPER 1) 


Biology only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


BIOLOGY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (Biology) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer 
responses 


11th 
March 
 


B1 Cell 
Biology 


Cell Structure – Eukaryotes and 
Prokaryotes 
Animal and plant cells 
Cell Specialisation 
Cell Differentiation 
Microscopy 
Cell Division – mitosis 
Stem cells 
Transport in cells – Diffusion 
Osmosis 
Active transport 


Required practical activity 1: use a 
light microscope to observe, draw 
and label a selection of plant and 
animal cells. A magnification scale 
must be included. 


 
Required practical activity 3: 
investigate the effect of a range of 
concentrations of salt or sugar 
solutions on the mass of plant tissue 
  


The results in show the percentage 
change in mass of the potato cylinders. 
Explain why the percentage change 
results are positive and negative. 
 
Evaluate the use of stem cells from 
embryos or from adult bone marrow for 


treating human diseases. 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 
 


Biology only content Culturing microorganisms Required practical activity 2: investigate 
the effect of antiseptics or antibiotics on 
bacterial growth using agar plates and 
measuring zones of inhibition. 
Calculate the zone of inhibition using πr². 
Calculate the number of organisms in a 
particular time in standard form (HT) 
 


 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





18th 
March 
+ 
25th 
March 


B2 
organisation 


Cells, tissues and organs 
 
Human digestive system 
Enzymes and their role in the digestive 
system. 
Food tests 
Protease, carbohydrase, lipase and 
amylase. 
The effect of pH and temperature on 
enzyme activity 
Heart and blood vessels 
Heart and Lung structure- ventricles, 
atrium, vena cava, pulmonary artery, 
pulmonary vein and aorta, role of blood 
capillaries around the alveoli. 
Blood vessels- veins, arteries and 
capillaries 
Blood – red blood cells, white blood 
cells, platelets and plasma 
 
Coronary heart disease 
Use of stents, statins for blocked 
arteries 
Faulty valves 
Heart transplants 
 
Non communicable diseases 
Risk factors including diet, alcohol and 
smoking  
Cancer 
Benign and malignant tumours  
 
Plant tissues  
Stomata  
Xylem vessels – transpiration 
Phloem - translocation 


Required practical activity 4: use 
qualitative reagents to test for a range of 
carbohydrates, lipids and proteins.  
To include: Benedict’s test for sugars; 
iodine test for starch; and Biuret reagent 
for protein. 
Required practical activity 5: investigate 
the effect of pH on the rate of reaction of 
amylase enzyme. 
 
 
Explain how the human circulatory 
system is adapted to: 
supply oxygen to the tissues; 
remove waste products from tissues.  
 
Explain how and why the three different 
blood vessels differ in structure and 
function 
 
Describe how you would use the 
apparatus to find the best temperature 
for removing stains from clothing. You 
should include how you would make the 
investigation a fair test. (enzyme 
question) 
 
Describe how the student could 
investigate the effect of pH on the 
breakdown of starch by amylase. 


 
Evaluate the advantages and 
disadvantages of treating cardiovascular 
diseases by drugs, mechanical devices or 
transplants. 
 
Marram grass are found in sand dunes 
Explain how having sunken stomata will 
affect gaseous exchange in the plant, and 
why this could be an advantage to the 
plant 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 


Biology content only No extra content  


 


1st April B3 Infection 
and disease 


Communicable diseases 
Pathogen 
Modes of transport of pathogens 
Ways to prevent spread 
Viruses  
Measles, HIV and tobacco mosaic virus 
(TMV) 


Explain what testing must be done 
before a new drug can be used to treat 
people. 
 
Explain how the HPV vaccine could 
reduce the incidence of cancer. 
 







Bacteria 
Salmonella and gonorrhoea 
Fungi 
Rose black spot 
Protist 
Malaria 
Human defence system 
Skin, nose, trachea, bronchi and 
stomach. 
White blood cells- phagocytosis 
Production of antitoxins, antibodies 
Vaccinations  
Inactive form of pathogen, inserted into 
humans to trigger antibody production 
antibiotics and painkillers 
Specificity of antibiotics and that they 
don’t kill viruses. 
Painkillers only affect the symptoms not 
the pathogens 
development of drugs 
clinical trials 
 


 
Tobacco Mosaic Virus affects plants. 
Plants infected with TMV are often 
smaller than healthy plants. Explain why. 
 
Explain how the body defends itself 
against infection by salmonella once it 
has been ingested via contaminated food 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 


Biology only content (HT) Monoclonal antibodies – production 
and uses  
 


 


Biology only Plant disease – detection and 
identification. 
Plant defences 


 


 


8th April B4 
Bioenergetics 


Photosynthesis 


 
Calculate the rate of photosynthesis 
 
(HT only) factors that limits 
photosynthesis. 
 
(HT only) Explain graphs of 
photosynthesis rate involving two or 
three factors and decide which is the 
limiting factor. 
 
(HT only) calculate the inverse square 
law and light intensity in the context of 
photosynthesis. 
 
(HT only) Limiting factors are important 
in the economics of enhancing the 
conditions in greenhouses to gain the 
maximum rate of photosynthesis while 
still maintaining profit 
 
Uses of glucose from photosynthesis 


Required practical activity 6: investigate 
the effect of light intensity on the rate of 
photosynthesis using an aquatic 
organism such as pondweed. 


 
Suggest factors that may limit the rate of 
photosynthesis 
 
Compare anaerobic respiration in a yeast 
cell with anaerobic respiration in a 
muscle cell. 
 
Describe four way that plant uses 
glucose. 
 
Explain oxygen debt 
 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 







Storage, respiration, proteins and 
cellulose. 
 
Respiration 
Aerobic respiration 


 
Anaerobic Respiration 


 
Anaerobic respiration in plants 


 
Response to exercise 
 
(HT only) Blood flowing through the 
muscles transports the lactic acid to the 
liver where it is converted back into 
glucose.   
 
Metabolism   
Importance of sugars, amino acids, fatty 
acids and glycerol in the synthesis and 
breakdown of carbohydrates, proteins 
and lipids. 
 


Biology only content No extra content  


 


Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – BIOLOGY (PAPER 2) 


Biology only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


Biology) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (Biology) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer 
answer responses 


15th April 
+ 
22nd April 


B5 
Homeostasis 


Nervous system


 
Reflex arc - automatic and rapid 
 
Endocrine system 


Role of : pituitary gland, pancreas, thyroid, 
adrenal gland,  ovary,  testes. 


Controlling blood glucose 


Insulin and glucogen  


Required practical activity 7: 
plan and carry out an 
investigation into the effect of 
a factor on human reaction 
time. 


 
 
Explain how hormonal and 
non-hormonal methods of 
contraception prevent 
pregnancy occurring 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





Type I diabetes 


Type 2 diabetes 
(HT only) If the blood glucose concentration is 
too low, the pancreas produces the hormone 
glucagon that causes glycogen to be converted 
into glucose and released into the blood. 
 
(HT only) explain how glucagon interacts with 
insulin in a negative feedback cycle to control 
blood glucose (sugar) levels in the body. 
 
Hormones and human reproduction 
Menstrual cycle (FSH) and (LH) 
Puberty 
Oestrogen 
Testosterone 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to explain the 
interactions of FSH, oestrogen, LH and 
progesterone, in the control of the menstrual 
cycle. 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to extract and 
interpret data from graphs showing hormone 
levels during the menstrual cycle. 
 
Contraception 
Hormonal and non hormonal 


oral contraceptives that contain hormones to 
inhibit FSH production so that no eggs mature 


injection, implant or skin patch of slow release 
progesterone to inhibit the maturation and 
release of eggs for a number of months or years 


barrier methods such as condoms and 
diaphragms which prevent the sperm reaching an 
egg 


intrauterine devices which prevent the 
implantation of an embryo or release a hormone 


spermicidal agents which kill or disable sperm 
abstaining from intercourse when an egg may be 
in the oviduct 
surgical methods of male and female sterilisation 
 
(HT only) use of hormones to treat infertility 
FSH and LH and  IVF treatment 
 
(HT only) negative feedback -Thyroxine and 
adrenaline 


 
Explain what would happen to 
maintain blood glucose 
concentration  if someone ate 
some glucose tablets 
 
Explain how blood glucose 
levels are controlled in the 
body of someone who 
does not have diabetes. 
 
 
Compare how each type of 
diabetes is caused. 
Suggest how each type of 
diabetes can be treated. 
 
Explain why missing a dose of 
the mini-pill would reduce the 
success rate of the mini-pill. 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 


Biology only content The Brain - cerebral cortex, cerebellum and 
medulla  


Required practical activity 8: 
investigate the effect of light 







(HT only) explain some of the difficulties of 
investigating brain function and treating brain 
damage and disease. 
 
(HT only) Neuroscientists have been able to map 
the regions of the brain to particular functions 
by studying patients with brain damage, 
electrically stimulating different parts of the 
brain and using MRI scanning techniques 
 
The eye 


Role of  retina,  optic nerve,  sclera,  cornea, iris, 
ciliary muscles,  suspensory ligaments 
Focus  and Adaptation to dim light 
 
Control of body temperature 
Vasodilation and vasoconstriction 
(HT only) explain how these mechanisms lower 
or raise body temperature in a given context. 


 
Maintaining water and nitrogen balance in the 
body 
Function of the kidneys and the urinary system 
 
(HT only) The digestion of proteins from the diet 
results in excess amino acids which need to be 
excreted safely. In the liver these amino acids 
are deaminated to form ammonia. Ammonia is 
toxic and so it is immediately converted to urea 
for safe excretion 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to describe 
the effect of ADH on the permeability of the 
kidney tubules. 
 
(HT only) The water level in the body is 
controlled by the hormone ADH which acts on 
the kidney tubules. ADH is released by the 
pituitary gland when the blood is too 
concentrated and it causes more water to be 
reabsorbed back into the blood from the kidney 
tubules. This is controlled by negative feedback. 
 
Plant hormones 
Auxin – phototropism, geotropism 
 
(HT only) Gibberellins are important in initiating 
seed germination. 
(HT only) Ethene controls cell division and 
ripening of fruits. 
 
(HT only) use of plant hormones 
Auxin ethane and giberrelins 


or gravity on the growth of 
newly germinated seedlings. 
 


 







 


 


29th April 
+ 
6th May 


B6 
inheritance , 
variation 
and 
Evolution 


Sexual and asexual reproduction 
Meiosis 


Genetic inheritance 


Gamete,  chromosome,  gene, allele, dominant,  
recessive,  homozygous, heterozygous  genotype,  
phenotype. 
Construct punnett square and calculate genetic 
ratios  
(HT only) Students should be able to construct a 
genetic cross by Punnett square diagram and use 
it to make predictions using the theory of 
probability 
 
Inherited disorders 
Polydactyl and cystic fibrosis 
 
Sex determination XX and XY 
 
Variation Genetic, environmental or both 
 
Evolution natural selection 
Selective breeding  resistant crops, better 
produce 
Genetic engineering – insulin  
(HT only) describe the main steps in the process 
of genetic engineering. 
 
Evidence of evolution –fossils and antibiotic 
resistant bacteria 
 
Classification of living organisms – Linnaean 
system  
 


Explain how a cat has been 
produced using selective 
breeding 
 
 
 
In parts of Africa, aeroplanes 
have been used to spray 
insecticide on crops, to kill 
the worms. Explain the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of spraying insecticide on the 
corn crops. 
 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 


Biology only content Advantages and disadvantages of sexual and 
asexual reproduction 
DNA structure 
 
(HT only) • recall a simple description of protein 
synthesis 


• explain simply how the structure of DNA 
affects the protein made 


• describe how genetic variants may influence 
phenotype: a) in coding DNA by altering the 
activity of a protein: and b) in non-coding DNA 
by altering how genes are expressed. 
 
(HT only) In the complementary strands a C is 
always linked to a G on the opposite strand and 
a T to an A. 
 


Explain how a mutation could 
cause an enzyme not to work 
 
Explain how several different 
species of camel could have 
evolved from a common 
ancestor over 45 million years. 







(HT only) Students are not expected to know or 
understand the structure of mRNA, tRNA, or the 
detailed structure of amino acids or proteins. 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to explain 
how a change in DNA structure may result in a 
change in the protein synthesised by a gene. 
 
(HT only) Proteins are synthesised on ribosomes, 
according to a template. Carrier molecules bring 
specific amino acids to add to the growing 
protein chain in the correct order. 
 
(HT only) When the protein chain is complete it 
folds up to form a unique shape. This unique 
shape enables the proteins to do their job as 
enzymes, hormones or forming structures in the 
body such as collagen. 
 
(HT only) Mutations occur continuously. Most do 
not alter the protein, or only alter it slightly so 
that its appearance or function is not changed. 
 
(HT only) A few mutations code for an altered 
protein with a different shape. An enzyme may 
no longer fit the substrate binding site or a 
structural protein may lose its strength. 
 
(HT only) Not all parts of DNA code for proteins. 
Non-coding parts of DNA can switch genes on 
and off, so variations in these areas of DNA may 
affect how genes are expressed. 
 
Cloning –tissue culture, cuttings, embryo 
transplants adult cell cloning  
 
Theory of evolution 
Charles Darwin  - natural selection 
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
 
Speciation Wallace and Darwin  
Describe the steps that give rise to a new species  
Genetics – Gregor Mendel  
 


 


13th May B7 Ecology Adaptation interdependence and competition 
Biotic and abiotic factors 
Adaptations of organisms 
 
Organisation of an ecosystem 
Food chains and food webs 
 
How materials are recycled 
Carbon cycle 


Required practical activity 9: 
measure the population size of 
a common species in a habitat. 
Use sampling techniques to 
investigate the effect of a 
factor on the distribution of 
this species. 
 







Biodiversity 
 
Waste management- pollution in the air land and 
water 
Land use 
Deforestation 
Global warming 
Maintaining biodiversity 
 


Some animals are adapted to 
survive in very cold conditions 
such as the Arctic. 
Explain how the adaptations of 
Arctic animals help them to 
survive in cold conditions. 
 
Explain how carbon is recycled 
into the growth of new leaves 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 


Biology only content (Biology only) Decomposition  
Temperature, water and availability of oxygen 
affect the rate of decay of biological material. 
 


(HT only and Biology) impact of  environmental 
change 
 
(Biology only) Trophic levels in an ecosystem 
Pyramids of biomass 
Transfer of biomass 
Calculate the efficiency of biomass transfers 
between trophic levels by percentages or 
fractions of mass. 
 
(Biology only) Food production 
Factors affecting food security 
Environmental, cost, sustainability, conflict, pests 
and pathogens. 
Farming techniques 
Sustainable fisheries 
Role of biotechnology 
 


Required practical activity 10: 
investigate the effect of 
temperature on the rate of 
decay of fresh milk by 
measuring pH change. 
 
‘The higher the temperature 
the faster the growth of 
mould’ 
Describe how you would test 
the hypothesis 
 
The bacteria are decomposers. 
Bacteria change organic matter 
into carbon dioxide and 
inorganic mineral ions. 
Describe how the bacteria do 
this. 
 
Explain how intensive farming 
of pigs increases the efficiency 
of food production 
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2019 GCSE ART & DESIGN – Important Dates & Deadlines 



Week Beginning:   



Monday 7th 
January 



 You will receive your GCSE Art & Design examination 
paper this week. 



 At this stage, you can still work on any unfinished 
coursework (this week only).  



Monday 21st 
January 



 HAND IN ALL COURSEWORK TO YOUR TEACHER – 
your sole focus is now the examination. 



 By this date you should have 100% decided on an 
appropriate examination question. 



 You should undertake initial research – collecting visual 
reference from the internet/books or take your own 
photographs. You should begin to produce a selection of 
observational drawings. 



MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF/USE THE 



COMPUTERS IN YOUR OWN TIME/AT HOME! 



Monday 28th 
January 



 Continue to work on AO3: Initial research, producing 
observational drawings, collecting visual reference from 
the internet/books and/or own photography. 



Monday 4th 
February 



 Use the suggestions on the examination paper and find 
your own artistic reference. 



 Print off any artists that make connections with your own 
work. 



MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF/USE 
THE COMPUTERS IN YOUR OWN TIME/AT HOME! 



Monday 11th 
February 



 Continue to work on AO1: Artistic Reference, collecting 
appropriate artistic reference to support your own ideas. 



 Remember, marks are awarded for written work – make 
sure to write about why the artist(s) is relevant to your 
work and how they have inspired your own ideas. Give 
your personal opinions on the artists’ work using key words 
and artistic terminology.  



 Check all spellings and word process written work 
wherever possible to improve presentation. 



Monday 18th – 
Friday 22nd 
February 



FEBRUARY HALF TERM 
 Use this time as an opportunity to take your own 



photographs, collect more research, complete more artistic 
reference, complete your observational drawings. 



 Consider your next step: how will you develop your ideas? 
(AO2) 











 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 25th 
February – 
Thursday 7th 
March 
 



YEAR 11 MOCKS: 25th February – 7th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Art & Design lessons 



during your mocks – remember, your Art & Design exam is 
not a mock – it’s the real exam!! 



 Begin to develop your ideas (AO2). Discuss your ideas 
with your teacher and consider selecting areas of your 
observational drawings to develop, using your chosen 
artists as reference. 



 Consider a variety of compositions/arrangements and 
experiment with materials: will your final outcome be in 
pencil, paint, mixed media, textiles, ceramics…? 



Art & Design Year 11 Mock Exam:  
FRIDAY 1st MARCH 2019  



Use this three hour period as a focus on organising your 
ideas & develop ideas through to an outcome. 



YEAR 11 MOCKS: 25th February – 7th March  
 You should begin to finalise your ideas following your Mock 



exams – speak to your teacher and ensure you are 100% 
confident in what you are going to produce in the final 
exam. 



 Consider: the scale of your work/how big it will be, what 
materials you will use, how long it will take you to 
complete. Will you have enough time? 



Monday 25th 
March – 
Wednesday 3rd 
April  



** GCSE ART & DESIGN EXAMS 
START ** 



Details of exact dates/times to be provided to Year 11 
teaching groups by your teacher. 



ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 
YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 



Monday 8th – 
Monday 22nd 
April 



EASTER HOLIDAYS 
OPPORTUNITY TO REVISIT & COMPLETE ANY 



OUTSTANDING COURSEWORK 



Monday 6th May ALL COURSEWORK TO BE SUBMITTED 
FOR FINAL ASSESSMENT 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - ENGLISH Language and Literature  
Week 



beginning 
Topics for 
revision 



Revision Suggested activities 



11th 
March 



Language 
Paper 1 - 
Reading 



Creative Texts 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Reading Creative 
Texts Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for these questions, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 



Practise questions 1-4 of the practice papers 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 1 q2 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I9bb183Mxg 
Paper 1 q3 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6LSOycZLow 
Paper 1 q4 How to get full marks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7dIPlQgEDs 



 



18th 
March 



Language 
Paper 1 - 



Writing Prose 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Writing Prose 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for creative writing, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 



Practise question 5 of the practice papers 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 1 q5 How to get full marks: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s 
P 1 q5 Narrative: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7AdZvH5mU&index=2&list=PLQovVw7yuGiLpjd_evXNsnifsSLJbh4au 



 
25th 



March 
Literature 
Paper 1 -  



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Macbeth / Romeo & 
Juliet Knowledge 
Organiser  



Practise the Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet - his YouTube channel is: 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I9bb183Mxg


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6LSOycZLow


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7dIPlQgEDs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cULjQSOxBCg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=10&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0g87Yvgro8&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=11&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zF5P53JZ6Eg&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cCpRqVH9lWi9PmDvUxaetJz&index=9&t=0s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7AdZvH5mU&index=2&list=PLQovVw7yuGiLpjd_evXNsnifsSLJbh4au








Macbeth / 
Romeo & 



Juliet 



 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Macbeth / 
Romeo & Juliet and 
the model answers 
given to you in class 



https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 
 
 



1st April Literature 
Paper 1 -  



A Christmas 
Carol / Jekyll 



& Hyde 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Christmas Carol / 
Jekyll & Hyde 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for A Christmas Carol 
/ Jekyll & Hyde and 
the model answers 
given to you in class 



Practise the A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & Hyde questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & Hyde - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 
 
 



8th April  Language 
Paper 2 - 



Reading Non-
Fiction 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Reading Non-Fiction 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for these questions, 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 



Practise questions 1-4 of the practice papers 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 2 q2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we30LAtGziw 
Paper 2 q3 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y0cdp5aPNU 
Paper 2 q4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XkAz4ZJgPo 





https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we30LAtGziw


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y0cdp5aPNU


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XkAz4ZJgPo








15th April Language 
Paper 2 - 



Writing Non-
Fiction 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Writing Non-Fiction 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for non-fiction 
writing, and the 
model answers given 
to you in class 



Practise question 5 of the practice papers 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback 
Ask for more practice papers if you have completed all of them. 
 
Paper 2 q5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9
_B 



 



22nd April Literature 
Paper 2 - An 



Inspector 
Calls 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Inspector Calls 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Inspector Calls 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 



Practise the Inspector Calls questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on Inspector Calls - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 



29th April Literature 
Paper 2 - 



Anthology 
Poetry 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Power & Conflict 
Poetry Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Memorise your key 
quotes (and how you 
will analyse them) 



 Read through your 
previous feedback 



Practise the Anthology Poetry questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
For each poem, plan which poem you would use to compare with that poem, and why. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on each poem - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9_B


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13xwCL5NtDM&index=3&list=PLQovVw7yuGiI2AG1sYMy64zueBxYXw9_B


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w


https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w








for Anthology Poetry 
comparison and the 
model answers given 
to you in class 



6th May  Literature 
Paper 2 - 
Unseen 
Poetry 



 Memorise the 
information on the 
Unseen Poetry 
Knowledge 
Organiser  



 Read through your 
previous feedback 
for Unseen Poetry 
and the model 
answers given to you 
in class 



Practise the Unseen Poetry questions in the revision booklet. 
Try to stick to the timings and follow the rules on the Knowledge Organiser. 
Hand in to your teacher for feedback. 
 
Watch Mr Bruff’s videos on unseen poetry - his YouTube channel is: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w 



13th May  Literature 
Paper 1 - 
Macbeth/ 
Romeo & 



Juliet AND A 
Christmas 



Carol/Jekyll & 
Hyde 



 Above tasks on 
Macbeth / Romeo & 
Juliet  
 



 Above tasks on A 
Christmas 
Carol/Jekyll & Hyde 



EXAM Wed 15th May: 
Literature Paper 1 - Macbeth / Romeo & Juliet AND A Christmas Carol / Jekyll & 
Hyde 



 



20th May  Literature 
Paper 2 - 
Inspector 
Calls AND 
Anthology 



Poetry AND 
Unseen 
Poetry 



 Above tasks on 
Inspector Calls  



 



 Above tasks on 
Anthology Poetry  



 



 Above tasks on 
Unseen Poetry 



EXAM Thu 23rd May: 
Literature Paper 2 - Inspector Calls AND Anthology Poetry AND Unseen Poetry 





https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz-7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w








27th May  Language 
Paper 1 -  
Reading 



Creative Texts 
AND Writing 



Prose 



 Above tasks on 
Reading Creative 
Texts 
 



 Above tasks on 
Writing Prose 



 



HALF TERM WEEK - NO EXAMS THIS WEEK 



3rd June  Language 
Paper 2 - 



Reading Non-
Fiction AND 



Writing Non-
Fiction 



 Above tasks on 
Reading Non-Fiction 



 



 Above tasks on 
Writing Non-Fiction 



EXAM Tue 4th June: 
Language Paper 1 - Reading Creative Texts AND Writing Prose 
EXAM Fri 7th June: 
Language Paper 2 - Reading Non-Fiction AND Writing Non-Fiction 



 













 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 











 



 



 



 



 



 



 











 



 



 



 



 













GCSE History – Revision Plan 2017/18 



Week commencing What should I cover? (Students should use their chosen revision method to produce learning resources on the following topics) What should I practice? 



18th February (half term week) Treaty of Versailles – Impact of WW1, Aims of the Big Three, Terms of the TOV, Reactions to the TOV and strengths and weaknesses of the TOV. Write an account of how the Versailles settlement was affected 
by the fact that World War One was mainly fought in France. (8 



marks) 
 



25th February League of Nations – Aims, Structure, USA not joining, Successes and failures, Locarno Treaties, Kellog-Brian Pact, Manchurian Crisis and Abyssinia Crisis. ‘The main reason for the League of Nations failure was due to 
the Americans not joining.’ How far do you agree with this 



statement? Explain your answer. (16 marks+4 marks for SPAG) 



4th March Hitler’s foreign policy – Aims, Rearmament, Saar, Rhineland, Anschluss, Sudetenland, Munich Conference, Appeasement, Czechoslovakia, Nazi-Soviet Pact and Poland. ‘Appeasement was the best way to deal with Hitler’s Germany 
in 1938.’ How far do you agree with this statement? Explain 



your answer. (16 marks+4 marks for SPAG) 



11th March Roaring 20’s USA 1919-1929 – USA and WW1, Isolationism and laws, Boom, Causes of boom, Tariffs, Mass production, Entertainment, Youth culture and Immigration. Describe how two Republican policies affected the economic 
boom in the 1920s (4 marks) 



18th March USA 1919-1929 – Red Scare, Sacco and Vanzetti, KKK, Rich and poor, Prohibition, Mafia, Strengths and weaknesses of economy, WSC and Events of WSC. In what ways did changes in society affect the role of women in 
the 1920s? (8 marks) 



25th March Depression and the New Deal USA 1929-1941 – Effects of WSC, Other causes of depression, Hoovers attempts to deal with depression, Bonus Army, 1932 election, 
Hundred Days, Banking crisis, Alphabet agencies, TVA, How effective was new deal, Opposition to it, Second New Deal and Impact of WW2. 



Describe two ways in which the Second World War improved 
the American economy. (4 marks) 



 1st April USA post-war – The American Dream, McCarthyism, Jim Crow Laws, Brown vs Board of Education, Little Rock, Montgomery bus boycott, Freedom Rides, Freedom 
marches, Black Power Movement, Civil Rights Act and Feminist movements. 



Describe two ways in which the Civil Rights Acts of the 1960s 
helped to end racial discrimination. (4 marks) 



10th April  Paper 1 mock All students will be given a mock exam to complete as 
homework 



15th April Health and the people - Approach to Medieval medicine - Natural/supernatural, Ideas of Hippocratic and Galenic methods and treatments, The medieval doctor - 
Training and beliefs about cause of illness, Hospitals, Surgery, Influence of religion on medicine, Towns and The Black Death. 



 
 
 



Explain the significance of the work of Hippocrates on the 
development of medicine. (8 marks) 



22nd  April Health and the people – Renaissance, Vesalius, Pare, Harvey, Quackery, Plague, Growth of hospitals, John Hunter, Inoculation, Edward Jenner Germ Theory, Pasteur, 
Koch, Ehrlich and Antiseptics. 



Compare surgery in the Renaissance with surgery in the Middle 
Ages. In what ways were they similar? Explain your answer with 



reference to both times. (8 marks) 



29th April  Health and the people – Public health in industrial Britain, Cholera, Public Health Acts, Fleming, Plastic surgery, X-rays, Transplants, Booth, Rowntree, Boer War, 
Liberal Social Reforms, Beveridge Report and the NHS. 



Compare government action in public health in the early 
twentieth century with its role in the mid-1800s. In what ways 
were they similar? Explain your answer with reference to both 



times. (8 marks) 



6th May The Normans – The Godwins and the Normans, Claimants for the throne, Battle of Stamford Bridge, William preparations for invasion, Battle of Hastings, Comparison 
of troops at Hastings, William as King, Pevensey Castle, Rebellion against William and the death of William I. 



Explain what was important about the actions taken by William 
to deal with rebellions. (8 marks) 



 



13th May The Normans – Feudal system, Domesday Book, Law and order, Life in a Norman village, Life as a Norman peasant and Life in a Norman town. Write and account of the ways in which the feudal system 
changed under the Normans. (8 marks) 



20th  May The Normans – How religious were people in Norman times, How did the Norman influence the Church, Life as a monk and How did the Normans change education. The main change that happened under the Normans were the 
building of castles 



Explain your answer using your study of Pevensey Castle to help 
you. (16 marks) 



 



27th May (half term week) Paper 1 Recap, Paper 1 Mock – go back over all your paper 1 notes, test yourself, what do you need to work on? All students given a Paper 1 mock exam to complete 



3rd  June Paper 2 recap activities and past paper questions for the rest of this week 
Paper 1 exam Monday 3rd   June 



 



7th June Paper 2 recap activities and past paper questions 
Paper 2 exam Friday 6th June 



 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Food Technology 
Week 



beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 



11th March Understand the functional 
properties of food  
 



 



functional properties of: starch, sugar, protein 
and fat; examine the use of: starch to thicken, 
gel; sugar to flavour, colour, aerate and 
caramelize; protein to aerate and coagulate; 
fats to shorten, emulsify;  



 



understand how different functional properties 
of foods/ingredients affect finished products 
and achieve desired outcomes through 
product appraisal, investigations and food 
preparation;  



 
understand: gelatinisation: sauce making, 
elasticity: bread making, shortening: pastry 
making, aeration: raising agents, cake 
making, emulsification: salad dressings, 
coagulation: setting of egg mixtures, 
flavouring: sweetening agents in desserts/ 
flavouring and herbs and spices in savoury 
products e.g. pasta, colouring: fats used in 
pastry making, setting: gelatine in mousses, 
fermentation: bread production;  
 
understand the terms: binding, bulking, 
coating, enrobing, enriching, finishing 
techniques, glazing, palatability, plasticity, 
sealing, shaping, tenderizing;  



 



Use the functions sheet as emailed. 
Pages 2-21 in the digital text book cover this section 105-139 functions. 
Read the section in the food preparation and nutrition booklet – digital 
version email to you with password and user name. 



www.illuminate.digital/aqafood 



access the test questions on the section in the booklet and watch the videos 
to increase your understanding and knowledge. 



Access past papers on the AQA website for typical questions. 



Raising agents Food Preparation and nutrition 104-159 



 



Making in practical sessions record skills, equipment and ingredients. 



 
18th March 
 



Understand the nutritional 
properties of food  



 



nutritional properties of ingredients/ food 
products understanding of the nutritional 
characteristics of the main nutrients: proteins, 
fats, carbohydrates – sugars and starches, 
vitamins and minerals – Vitamins A, B, C and 
D, Calcium, Iron;  
 
have knowledge of nutritional advice. Interpret 
and apply current nutritional/healthy eating 
guidelines, e.g. apply the recommendations of 
the ‘Eat well plate’, 5 a day, high fibre (NSP);  
 
be able to apply the nutritional advice when 
analysing existing food products. Understand 



https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil
e/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf 
access the eatwell guide to show the balance of required diet to remain 
healthy. 
Food preparation and nutrition digital Text book 105-139 & 22-35 
 
Balanced diet 38-57 & 70-78 
https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-
most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medi
um=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbH
C4tECFbcK0woduloIgg 
 
https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-
allergy 





http://www.illuminate.digital/aqafood


https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf


https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/528193/Eatwell_guide_colour.pdf


https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg


https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg


https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg


https://www.vegsoc.org/join/make-the-most?utm_source=Paid%20search&utm_campaign=Membership&utm_medium=Google%20ads%20membership&utm_content=benefits&gclid=CJGhrbHC4tECFbcK0woduloIgg


https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy


https://www.allergyuk.org/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy/peanut-and-tree-nut-allergy








that diets with deficiencies or excesses of 
particular nutrients may lead to health related 
problems;  
 
investigate nutritional and dietary needs of 
different target groups: including vegetarians, 
diabetics, coeliacs, calorie controlled, those 
with nut allergies and lactose intolerance;  



 



http://www.foodreactions.org/intolerance/lactose/ 
 
Pages 56, 218-219 Food Preparation and nutrition - coeliacs  
Pages 60 Food Preparation and nutrition BMR 



25th March 
 
 



The effects of combining 
different ingredients and the 
interaction of foods during 
preparation and cooking  
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



The importance of appropriate 
proportions on the structure, 
shape and volume of mixtures  



 



select and combine foods/ingredients to 
achieve different textures, finishes, shapes, 
size and appearance;  



 



understand how the following food structures 
are formed: solutions, suspensions, 
emulsions, and gels. Through practical 
activities, develop different types of salad 
dressings, sauces and cold desserts; 



  



investigate, through product development, the 
use of different ingredients/quantities/methods 
of making;  
 



demonstrate how accurate measurement, 
ratio and proportioning affect preparation, 
making and shaping of products to designated 
criteria to achieve acceptable outcomes;  



 



investigate the adaptation of amounts in 
mixtures: cakes, pastry, sauces, bread, 
biscuits;  



Food Preparation and Nutrition 



 Pages 78- 155 
 
 Revision on bitesize 
 
Research recipes for mixtures for cakes, pastry, sauces, breads and biscuits 
 
Practical sessions – investigation and experimentation – preparation for 
sessions 
 
 



1rd April The effects of acids and 
alkalis  
  



understand factors that enable food 
products to be developed to designated 
criteria: i.e. colour, texture, storage and 
product profile;  
 
evaluate products and assess how the 
working characteristics of acids and alkalis 
have affected the final product  
 
Acids – the effect of vinegar on the texture 
of meringue; retention of colour in fruit 
salad, e.g. lemon juice, souring of milk, e.g. 
yogurt.  



Practical sessions 





http://www.foodreactions.org/intolerance/lactose/








Alkali – the effect of corn flour on the 
texture of meringue; bicarbonate of soda in 
gingerbread;  
 



8th April 
 
EASTER 
 



Understand the use of standard 
components in food processing  
 



 



 



 



 



 



Demonstrate competence in a 
range of practical food 
skills/methods/processes to 
produce quality outcomes  



 



understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of standard components in 
food production; 



 



explore the use of standard components: 
frozen/ chilled pastry, decorations (ready-
made icing, marzipan etc), pizza bases, 
ready-made fillings/ sauces/cake mixes/bread 
mixes;  
 



match materials and processes to produce 
products with good organoleptic qualities that 
are finished/presented to a high standard;  



apply a range of processing techniques to 
produce food products;  



present food products with the consideration 
of the importance of: colour, texture, flavour, 
shape, temperature and time, user’s needs, 
finishing techniques; through the making of 
products and meals, demonstrate a wide 
variety of cooking skills/ processes including:  



 



fruit/vegetable preparation: peeling, slicing, 
grating, chopping; meat/fish/eggs/dairy 
products and alternative proteins 
(myco-protein, tofu, TVP), through a range of 
appropriate cooking processes; cake/biscuit 
making: whisking, rubbing-in, melting, 
creaming; sauce making: roux, all-in-one, 
blended; pastry making: short crust, rough 
puff; layering: cold desserts, cheesecake, 
trifle, tiramisu; bread making; finishing 
techniques: glazing, icings, coatings, 
garnishes, piping, caramelisation.  



 



Use the information from practical planning sheets identifying skills and 
processes. 



 



15th April 
EASTER 



 
 
 



Design and market 
influences Identify and use 



stages in the development of a 



food product prototype  



 



knowledge and understanding of the working 
characteristics of food together with 
processing techniques in order to design and 
make a food product.  



evaluation of existing food products apply 
knowledge of nutrition, functions of 



Food Preparation and nutrition  



 Pages 292 – analyse 



 Pages 250-4 – sensory analysis 
 



http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 
 
use theory from your controlled assessment folder 





http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/








ingredients and consumer preferences to 
identify how existing products/menu ideas are 
selected to achieve a balanced and varied 
diet which meets health, dietary, socio 
economic and cultural/religious needs of 
different groups within our society.  
 



use product analysis, compare a range of 
existing packaged products to determine how 
the types, proportions and functions of 
ingredients have contributed to a product’s 
overall characteristics and its ability to meet a 
specific need;  



 



identify physical, nutritional and sensory 
characteristics in existing products in order to 
develop design criteria and generate their own 
ideas;  



 



 draw up a product specification 



 Design ideas   



 Lists of ingredients 



 Methods written on your planning sheets 



 Research section 



 Client opinions 
 



23rd April 
 



Product prototype development  



 



identify ways in which a product could be 
developed; carry out modification and 
reformulation by changing the type, ratio 
and proportions of ingredients to meet 
nutritional/sensory aspects of the 
specification; work with small quantities to 
identify the impact of the functions of 
ingredients on an outcome; use 
investigations and testing to trial different 
shapes, sizes, finishes to achieve a high 
quality outcome which meets the 
specification; consider different storage 
methods (chilling, freezing, re-heating) 
wherever appropriate to identify the impact 
on the sensory, structural and aesthetic 
properties of an outcome; demonstrate how 
availability of ingredients, equipment and 
processes can alter or determine an end 
product; use a range of sensory testing 
methods to carry out rigorous sensory 
analysis at each stage of development 
(product profile tests, ranking and rating 
tests, difference tests).  



Food Preparation and nutrition 



 Page 226 food labelling 



 Pages 188-92 & 196-7 Food safety principles 
 



http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 
 
use practical planning sheets and work completed for your controlled 
assessment folder 
 



 



29th April 
 



Labelling, packaging, product 
information and codes of 
practice  



use current labelling requirements to read, 
understand and use information on packaging 
and food labels and apply these to their own 
products;  



Pages 220-236 Food preparation and nutrition 
 



http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/ 





http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/


http://explorefood.foodafactoflife.org.uk/








   
 
 
 



 



 



understand that legislation governs the 
statutory and non-statutory content and layout 
for food labels;  



 



understand and demonstrate the 
requirements for conveying product 
information to the consumer including, where 
necessary, information about 
accompaniments;  



 



use nutritional software to analyse the 
nutritional content of the final prototype;  



 
understand the reasons why food may be 
packaged in different forms to extend shelf 
life; 



 
https://www.gov.uk/food-labelling-and-packaging/overview 
 
http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http://www.food.gov.uk/multime
dia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf 
 
 



6th May Technological Developments  
 



Understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of Genetically Modified Foods 
to food producers and consumers; 



  



Explore, understand and assess the impact of 
the use of modified starches and functional 
foods to food producers and consumers.  



 
Have an awareness of how new technologies 
are used to produce new foods and 
ingredients, including nano foods and be 
aware of consumer concerns around these 
developments, including the views of the 
European Union.  
 
 



Page 284 Food preparation and nutrition page 259 GM Foods 
 
http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-
modified-food/en/ 
 
 



 
13th May 
 
 



Social, economic, cultural and 
environmental considerations  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Consider packaging materials used within 
food production and their impact on cost and 
the environment;  



 



Understand how multi-cultural factors have 
influenced food production;  



 



Consider the use of scarce resources, 
transport costs, sustainability, quality, 
religious and cultural preferences, genetically 
modified foods, organic and free range foods, 
Fairtrade, Farm Assured, on food production 
and the environment;  



Pages 255-273 Food Preparation and nutrition – sustainability and the 
environment 
 
Pages 237-246 & 211-220 Food Preparation and nutrition - multicultural and 
religion effecting food choices 
 
http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/ 
 
http://www.assurance.redtractor.org.uk/ 





https://www.gov.uk/food-labelling-and-packaging/overview


http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http:/www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf


http://tna.europarchive.org/20120419000433/http:/www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/publication/foodtrafficlight1107.pdf


http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-modified-food/en/


http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/food-technology/faq-genetically-modified-food/en/


http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/


http://www.assurance.redtractor.org.uk/








Assess the implication of food issues in 
product development, e.g. food miles, 
availability of seasonal foods. 



 
20th May 
 
 



Processes and manufacture  



 



 



 



 



The use, need and effect of 
additives  



 



know and understand that food products are 
developed and made safe to eat by combining 
different ingredients and by using a range of 
different processing methods and equipment.  
 
Understand the use of natural and artificial 
additives in food products: Preservatives, e.g. 
vinegar, concentrated lemon juice, salt, sugar 
Colourings, e.g. caramel, tartrazine, 
Flavourings, e.g. herbs and spices, vanilla, 
monosodium glutamate, Emulsifiers, e.g. 
lecithin;  



 



Pages 274-283 Food Preparation and nutrition – Processing 
Pages 284, 286-8 – Additives 
Page 288 - preservatives 
 



 
27th May 
 
 
 
 



The impact and effect of using a 
range of different equipment to 
produce food items of quality 
and consistency  
 



 



Demonstrate safe and hygienic use of a range 
of hand, mechanical and electrical equipment 
to ensure quality, e.g. cutters for uniformity of 
biscuits, temperature probe, e.g. cooking of 
high risk foods, consistency of outcome, e.g. 
food processor for slicing vegetables reduce 
time and effort: e.g. hand blender for soup, 
dough hook for bread;  



 



Apply knowledge and understanding to select 
the most appropriate equipment and healthier 
cooking methods for food outcomes: e.g. 
steamers for vegetables, microwave for 
retention of vitamins;  



 
Match equipment to desired outcomes within 
the preparation of ingredients and the 
production of different mixtures such as 
cakes, pastries, breads, sauces, decorations, 
purees, etc; 



Information gained from practical sessions 



 
 



Storage of Food and Food 
Products  



 



Understand the need for different types of 
equipment and temperatures for the storage 
of food including chilling (0–5˚C), freezing (-
18˚C), re-heating (72˚C) and ambient 
conditions (room temperature);  



 



Food Preparation and nutrition 



 Page 226 food labelling 



 Pages 188-92 & 196-7 Food safety principles 



 Pages 78, 158, 160 – high risk foods 



 Pages 171-81 Food Preparation and nutrition – bacteria 











Explain and understand the importance of 
critical storage temperatures;  



 



Use and understand different ways of 
monitoring temperature: e.g. the purpose and 
use of temperature probes, thermometers;  



 



Understand the reasons for changes which 
occur in ingredients and foods during their 
preparation and storage, e.g. investigate the 
effects of chilling and freezing on different 
foods;  



 



Understand the need for and apply 
appropriate hygiene and safety procedures: to 
ensure safe food handling techniques at all 
stages from raw material to product/outcome;  



 



Consider food safety and hygiene when 
purchasing, storing, preparing, cooking and 
serving food: cross contamination, use by 
date, best before date, high risk food, cross 
contamination, danger zone;  



 



Understand the risks posed by physical, 
chemical and biological contamination, e.g. 
symptoms of food poisoning;  



 
Have an awareness of the reasons why food 
may be packaged in different forms to extend 
shelf life, including the use of new 
technologies such as nanotechnology;  



 



 Page 174 cross contamination 
 



 



 
3rd June 
 
 



Manufacturing/Large Scale 
Production Requirements  



 



Understand different commercial methods of 
food production including: one off, batch, 
mass, continuous flow;  



 



Show an understanding of how CAD and 
CAM can be used within food manufacturing;  



 



Explore/examine how quality control checks 
are used to produce consistent food products;  



 
Examine how control checks can prevent 
problems in food production.  



 



Pages 292 Food Preparation and nutrition - control 











 
10th June 



 Exam   



 













Year 11 GCSE Art & Design Exam Proposed Timetable: 2019 



 



MOCK #2 EXAMS: Monday 25th February – Tuesday 5th March 2019  



 



Group Date Lessons Hours Total Hours 
11C/Ar1 (ELG) Mon 25th March (WK2) 1, 2, 3 3  



3 11D/Ar1 (GLS) Tues 26th March (WK2) 3, 4, 5 3 



11B/Ar1 (ELG) Tues 26th March (WK2) 3, 4, 5 3 



 



11C/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 27th March (WK2) 4 & 5 2  
5 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 27th March (WK2) 1 & 2 2 



11D/Ar1 (GLS) Thurs 28th March (WK2)  3 & 4 2 



 



11C/Ar1 (ELG) Friday 29th (WK 2) 1 & 2 2  
7 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Friday 29th (WK 2) 3 & 4 2 



11D/Ar1 (GLS) Tues 2nd April (WK 1)  4 & 5 2 



 



11C/Ar1 (ELG) Mon 1st April (WK 1) 3, 4, 5 3  
10 11B/Ar1 (ELG) Weds 3rd April (WK 1) 1, 2, 3 3 



11D/Ar1 (GLS) Weds 3rd April (WK 1)  3, 4, 5 3 



 



Component 2: Exam – to be completed before Easter holidays. 



Easter Holidays: Monday 8th April – Monday 22nd April 2019 



 



Then…two weeks in school (Tues 23rd April – Monday 6th May) until hand-in deadline for 



GCSE Art & Design coursework. 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Faith and Ethics Short COURSE  
Week 



beginning 
Topics for 
revision 



Re-visit work Suggested activities 



   Sample Questions / mark schemes 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-



studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-
8062/assessment-resources  



 
Command Words 



http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-



a/teach/command-words  
 



Keywords –remember we are only studying 
Islam & Christianity  



http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-



a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary  
 



Very brief summaries for the Themes exam  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-



studies/gcse/religious-studies-
a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues  



 
Kerboodle text book: Remember you all 
have access to these text books online: 



www.kerboodle.com   
Username: initialsurname e.g: jedge  
Password: same as username unless 



changed 
Institution code: pa1    



  
 
 
 
 
 
 





http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.kerboodle.com/








 
You can purchase this at the school supplies  
 



11th 
March 



Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 



 
 



The nature of God  
The problem of evil and 



suffering  
The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 



and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 



beliefs about the afterlife 
and their importance, 
including: resurrection 



and life after death; 
judgement, heaven and 



hell. Jesus Christ and 
salvation 



The incarnation and Jesus 
as the Son of God  



The crucifixion, 
resurrection and 



ascension  
Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 



Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 



idea of atonement 



Revision cards  



 



Mind maps  



 



Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 



 



Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 



God 



 



Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 



the creation of the world  



 



Create matching cards of the keywords and 



definitions. 



 



Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 



 



Define Transcendent (1) 



 



Name two causes of suffering (2) 



 



Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 



universe  (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 



omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 



to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 



God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer. (5) 



 



“God created the world as described in Genesis” 



Evaluate this statement (12)   



 



Mind maps  



 



Revision cards 



 



Test your friends  



 



Remember the importance of not just WHAT 



Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 



IMPACTS them  











  



Quick questions: 



What does Incarnation mean? (1) 



 



Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 



 



Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 



Christian’s life (4) 



 



Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 



Christian (4) 



 



Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 



resurrection. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 



to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two Christian teachings about God the 



creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer (5)  



 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 



scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12)       



18th 
March 



War and & 
Peace 



The meaning and 
significance of:  



• peace 
 • justice  



• forgiveness  
• reconciliation 



. • Violence, including 
violent protest.  



• Terrorism. 
 • Reasons for war, 



including greed, self-
defence and retaliation. 
 • The just war theory, 



including the criteria for a 
just war. 



. 



 
Past paper questions, mind maps and revision cards. 



 



Pair up: find a friend and write up a revision 



summary on a section- but make mistakes it-e.g. 



incorrect vocab etc. and ask your friend to find the 



mistake!  



 



Use colour- make notes on each section but use 



different colour for each part e.g. all notes on Just 



war in blue etc. 



 



Buy some cheap GIANT paper (lining paper is a 



good idea) and use these to make giant mind maps on 



each section – put these around your bedroom so you 



see them all the time!  



 



Facts that won’t stick in your head! – write them on a 



post it note and stick them to your mirror etc.  



 



Revision cards- summarise a section on the side- ask 



parents etc. to test you 



 











Revision cards- write questions on one side and the 



answers on the other- ask someone to test you 



 



2 mark: 



 Name two reasons why someone may be a pacifist 



(2) 



 



Name two reasons why a war may start (2) 



 



Name two types of WMD (2) 



 



Name two reasons a Christian may choose to go to 



war (2) 



 



4 mark: 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the use of violence 



to resolve conflict (4) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society  on the use of  WMD (4) 



 



5 mark : 



Explain two religious beliefs about achieving Justice 



in society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in 



your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Forgiveness in 



society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer (5) 



 



12 mark:   



“Holy War is never right” 



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



“Violence should never be used” 



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



“There is always a better alternative than violence to 



resolve a conflict”  



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



A religious believer has a responsibility to help the 
victims of war” Evaluate this statement (12) 



25th 
March 



Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 



 
 
 
 



 
The nature of God  



The problem of evil and 
suffering  



The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 



and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 



beliefs about the afterlife 
and their importance, 
including: resurrection 



and life after death; 



Revision cards  



 



Mind maps  



 



Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 



 



Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 



God 



 



Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 



the creation of the world  



 











judgement, heaven and 
hell. Jesus Christ and 



salvation 
The incarnation and Jesus 



as the Son of God  
The crucifixion, 



resurrection and 
ascension  



Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 



Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 



idea of atonement 



Create matching cards of the keywords and 



definitions. 



 



Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 



 



Define Transcendent (1) 



 



Name two causes of suffering (2) 



 



Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 



universe  (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 



omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 



to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 



God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer. (5) 



 



“God created the world as described in Genesis” 



Evaluate this statement (12)   



 



Mind maps  



 



Revision cards 



 



Test your friends  



 



Remember the importance of not just WHAT 



Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 



IMPACTS them  



  



Quick questions: 



What does Incarnation mean? (1) 



Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 



 



Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 



Christian’s life (4) 



 



Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 



Christian (4) 



 



Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 



resurrection. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 











to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two Christian teachings about God the 



creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer (5)  



 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 



scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12) 
1st April  Marriage 



Theme 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sex, marriage and divorce 
• Human sexuality 



including: heterosexual 
and homosexual 



relationships. 
 • Sexual relationships 
before and outside of 



marriage 
 
 



  
 



Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 



facts do you know about each? Can you link the 



ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 



question? 



 



Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  



RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 



confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 



exam- I’m ready to go!  



 



Using techniques that worked well for you previously 



– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 



YELLOW. 



 



8th  April : 
EASTER 



Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Marriage 
Theme 



 



Different Christian beliefs 
about the afterlife and 



their importance, 
including: resurrection 



and life after death; 
judgement, heaven and 



hell. Jesus Christ and 
salvation 



The crucifixion, 
resurrection and 



ascension  
Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 



Spirit The role of Christ in 
salvation including the 



idea of atonement.  
 
 
 



• Contraception and 
family planning. 



 • The nature and 
purpose of marriage 



. • Same-sex marriage 
and cohabitation. 



Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 



facts do you know about each? Can you link the 



ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 



question? 



 



Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  



RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 



confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 



exam- I’m ready to go!  



 



Using techniques that worked well for you previously 



– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 



YELLOW. 



 
 
 
 



See knowledge organiser and associated 
work booklet  











 • Divorce, including 
reasons for divorce, and 



remarrying. • Ethical 
arguments related to 



divorce, including those 
based on the sanctity of 



marriage vows and 
compassion.  



 
 
 



 



15th 
APRIL: 
EASTER 



Marriage 
Theme 



 



Families and gender 
equality  



• The nature of families, 
including:  



• the role of parents and 
children 



 • extended families and 
the nuclear family 
. • The purpose of 



families, including: • 
procreation • stability 
and the protection of 
children • educating 



children in a faith 
 • Contemporary family 



issues including 
• same-sex parents  



• polygamy. 
 • The roles of men and 



women. 
 • Gender equality 



. • Gender prejudice and 
discrimination, including 



examples. 



 



1. Which word best describes a sexual relationship 



between a man and a woman? 



A homosexual B heterosexual C metrosexual D 
transsexual 



2. What is meant by the term divorce? 



A Separation B Ending a relationship C Living 
together   D Legal ending of a marriage.  



3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society to sex before marriage. In your 



answer you should refer to the main religious 



tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 



religious traditions (4 marks) 



4. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society about contraception. In your 



answer you should refer to the main religious 



tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 



religious traditions. (4 marks)  



5. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society to remarriage. In your answer you 



should refer to the main religious tradition of 



Great Britain and one or more other religious 



traditions.  (4 marks) 



6. Explain two religious beliefs about the role of 



parents in a religious relationship. Refer to 



scripture or sacred writings in your answer.  (5 



marks) 



7. ‘Religious believers should never be sexist’  (12 



marks) 



‘Marriage ceremonies are out of date nowadays’ (12 mark 
22nd  April Islam: Belief 



and 
Teaching 



The six articles of faith in 
Sunni Islam and five roots 



of Usul ad-Din in Shi’a 
Islam, Tawhid (the 



Oneness of God), Qur’an 
 The nature of God: 



 Angels, their nature and 
role, including Jibril and 
Mika’il. • Predestination 
and human freedom and 
its relationship to the Day 
of Judgement. • Akhirah 
(life after death), human 



Create a Venn diagram between Sunni and Shia Islam i.e. 
the 5 pillars of Islam and the 6 articles of faith (Sunni) and 
the 5 roots of Shia Islam and the first 6 of the 10 
obligations of Shia Islam. 
 
Work through your book and revision guide and create a 
word search online or cross word that you can complete 
before your exam as a revision activity. 
 
Create a mind map on the afterlife. Include, what 
happens at death, judgement day, heaven and hell. Add 
to this with angels, predestination, prophets etc. 
 











responsibility and 
accountability, 



resurrection, heaven and 
hell 



 



Revision cards.  
 
A3 revision  
 
Revision Activities: 



1. Tawhid: Create a min-map with Tawhid in the 



centre. Draw an arrow with each of the following on 



each arrow: Supremacy of God’s will; Nature of God; Angels; 



Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill; Evil 



and Suffering;  The First Cause Argument and the Design 



Argument. At the end of each arrow, explain how each 



of these link to Tawhid and the oneness of God. (I.e. 



how might they reinforce the idea that there is only one God and 



how they impact people’s belief and actions).This helps us see 



the bigger picture of how all Islamic belief (and Christian belief 



in the Christianity section) link together and helps us write in 



depth for our 12 markers). 



 



2. Create a cross-word (you can do this easily 



online) or a Kahoot quiz with the key words from 



this unit. Get a peer to complete it and then mark it. 



 



3. Either in written form or as a video explain how 



Muslims can still believe in freewill and 



predestination. (This activity helps you to explain (and 



articulate) the different ideas and the problems around 



predestination and freewill. This is particularly useful for the 



twelve marker). 
 



4. Create a table: How God shows His 



transcendence and how God shows His immanence. 



 



5. Quote Flash cards: Create Flash Cards on 
Supremacy of God’s will; Each of the natures of God; Angels; 



Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill etc. 



on the back write at least one religious quote on the back. Once 



you have done this, have a look to see if there are 



any quotes that could relate to more than one 



topic and highlight it. (This will be useful for revision as 



you can learn one quote for more than one thing. The Tawhid 



quote is particularly important as EVERYTHING links back to 



Tawhid so more often than not you will have a quote for the 5 



marker if you relate the question focus to Tawhid. 



 



6. Create a Venn Diagram of the similarities and 



differences in Shia and Sunni Islam. 



 



Quick questions:  



1 Mark 



What does the term Tawhid mean? (1) 



 



What does Adalat mean? (See 5 roots of Shia Islam 



or nature of God terms). (1) 



 



What is the Shahadah? (1) 



 



What does Risalah mean? (1) 



 











What does Akhirah mean? (1) 



 



What do we mean by the term prophethood? (1) 



 



2 Marks 



Name two beliefs of Sunni Islam. (2) 



 



Name two angels other than Jibril and Mika’il. (2) 



 



Name two prophets other than Prophet Muhammad 



pbuh. (2) 



 



Extended questions 



4 Marks 



Explain two ways in belief in judgement day affects a 



Muslim life. (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which belief in prophets affects 



Muslim life. (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which belief in Tawhid affects 



Muslim life (4) 



 



5 Marks (NB: Must refer directly to scripture for the 5th 



mark). 
Explain two Islamic beliefs about prophets. Refer to 



scripture. (5) 



 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about the nature of God. 



(5) 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about Holy Books. (5) 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about the supremacy of 



God’s will. (5) (For the scripture part of this you may have to 



think outside the box a bit). It’s a tricky one but a legitimate 



question that could come up on your final exam). 
 



12 Marks 



‘Tawhid is the most important belief in Islam’ What 



do you think? (12) 



 



“The Jibril and Mika’il are the most important 



angels? What do you think?” (12) 



 



Predestination means that God controls our actions’. 



What do you think? (12) 
 



 



29th April Islam: Belief 
and 



Teaching 



Risalah (Prophethood) 
including the role and 
importance of Adam, 



Ibrahim and Muhammad 
The holy books: • Qur’an: 
revelation and authority  
The Torah, the Psalms, 



the Gospel, the Scrolls of 
Abraham and their 



See above  
See knowledge organiser and associated 



tasks  











authority.  The imamate 
in Shi'a Islam: its role and 



significance 
 



6th May Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 



 



Review and 
practise 



“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 



the afterlife influence Christians today  “ (4) 



 



“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 



the resurrection influence Christians today  “ (4) 



 



“ Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 



the crucifixion influence Christians today  “ (4) 



“The stories of the incarnation prove that  Jesus was 



the Son of God” Evaluate this statement (12)  



 



13th May Exam 
Monday  



 



  



 



 
Things to remember: 



  Each “unit” will have a 1,2,4,5 and 12 mark question – you must  answer them all 



 You will have 4 units – Christianity / Islam / War / Marriage  



 The 5 and 12 mark questions ALWAYS require you to reference where the ideas are from 



 ..quotes or at least reference to the quotes are required 



 Stick to the question…use the wording of the question in your answer if that helps 



 If you are running short of time try to make sure your /12 answer is complete  













Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – PHYSICS (PAPER 1) 



Physics only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



PHYSICS) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (physics) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 



11th 
March 



P1 Energy Energy calculations – elastic 
potential, kinetic and gravitational 
potential 
Work and energy transfers – 
including dissipation of energy 
Power 
Specific heat capacity 
Global energy supply and demand - 
Renewable and non-renewable 
resources 
 
Required Practical: Specific heat 
capacity 
 
Higher tier 
Efficiency  



Describe the energy transfers involved in a 
swinging pendulum/ roller coaster. 
How can you reduce the amount of energy 
dissipated from a house? 
Describe a method to determine the specific 
heat capacity of a block of brass. 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
wind power. 



Physics only content Describe how insulation prevents 
heat transfer by conduction, 
convection and radiation 
 
Required Practical: Effectiveness of 
different insulating materials 



Describe a method to investigate which 
materials is the most effective insulator. 



 



18th 
March 



P2 
Electricity 



Circuit symbols 
Current and voltage in series and 
parallel circuits 
The I-V characteristics and 
properties of a filament lamp, diode, 
thermistor and resistor 
Resistance in series and parallel 
circuits – being able to calculate the 
total resistance in a series circuit 
Wiring of a plug – colours and 
functions of each part 
The National grid and the role of 
transformers 
Calculating power and energy 



Describe and explain the shape of an I-V 
graph of a filament bulb. 
 
Label the different wires in the plug and 
describe their function. 
 
Why is electricity transmitted at high 
voltages in the national grid? 
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Required practicals : Resistance of a 
length of wire; I-V characteristics of a 
resistor, lamp and diode; Resistors in 
series and parallel  



Physics only content   



 



25th 
March 



P3 Particle 
Model of 
Matter 



Density calculations of regular and 
irregular shaped objects 
Changes of state and the particle 
model of solids liquids and gases 
Specific heat capacity and latent 
heat – including heating and cooling 
curves 
Particle motion in gases 
 
Required practical: calculating the 
density of regular solids, irregular 
solids and liquids. 



Describe a method to determine the density 
of an irregularly shaped object. 
Describe what happened during a change of 
state from solid to liquid in terms of particle 
arrangement and motion. 
 



Physics only content Increasing the pressure of a gas Explain why increasing the number of 
particles in a container increases the 
pressure exerted by a gas. 



 



1st April P4 Atomic 
Structure 



Structure of the atom and relative 
mass and charge of protons, 
neutrons and electrons 
Properties of alpha, beta and gamma 
radiation 
Nuclear decay equations 
Half life 
Hazards of radiation - Irradiation and 
contamination 



Describe how you could determine the type 
of radiation being emitted by a source using 
paper aluminium and lead. 
Why is alpha radiation more dangerous in 
contamination than irradiation? 



Physics only content Background radiation 
Uses of radiation in smoke detectors, 
paper thickness, tracers and medical 
applications 
Nuclear fission and nuclear reactors 
Nuclear fusion 



How does a smoke detector work? 
Why would a smoke detector not work with 
gamma radiation? 
Explain how nuclear fission can lead to a 
chain reaction. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  











Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – PHYSICS (PAPER 2) 



Physics only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



PHYSICS) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (physics) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer 
responses 



8th April 
+ 
15th April 



P5 Forces Calculations of motion – speed, 
acceleration, v2=u2+2as 
Motion graphs – distance-time 
graphs, velocity-time graphs,  
Mass and weight 
Newton’s Laws of motion – 
balanced, unbalanced, force pairs 
Calculating resultant forces 
Factors that affect stopping 
distance 
Force and energy in springs 
 
Required Practicals : Force and 
acceleration (ticker tape timer); 
force and extension of a spring 
 
Higher tier 
Tangents to distance time-graphs 
Motion in a circle 
Free body diagrams and resolving 
forces 
Momentum  



Describe how you could determine the 
speed of an object using a distance-time 
graph. 
Describe which factors affect the 
thinking distance when stopping a car. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why do we say a car is constantly 
accelerating when it is travelling around 
a roundabout? 



Physics only content Moments – levers and gears 
Pressure in fluids and atmospheric 
pressure 



Why is atmospheric pressure lower at 
the top of a mountain compared to sea 
level? 



 



22nd April P6 Waves Characteristics of transverse and 
longitudinal waves  
Measuring and calculating wave 
speed in a ripple tank and in solids 
Reflection and refraction 
The electromagnetic spectrum 
properties and uses 
 
Required Practicals: Calculating 
wave speed in liquids (water in 
ripple tank), gases (echo in air) 



Describe a method to measure the 
speed of a water wave in a ripple tank. 
 
Describe how microwaves heat up food. 
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and solids (vibrations on a string); 
How much infrared radiation is 
emitted/absorbed by different 
colour and texture surfaces 
 
Higher tier 
Explain refraction using wave 
fronts 
Reflection and refraction of 
radiowaves 



Explain how radiowaves are used in 
communication between two antennae 
on opposite sides of the planet. 



Physics only content Sound waves and ultrasound 
Seismic waves 
Colour, lenses, magnification 
Black body radiation 
Global warming 
 
Required Practicals: Reflection of 
light; Refraction of light 



Explain how we discovered the structure 
of the Earth using seismic waves. 



 



29th April P7 
Electromagnetism 



Magnetic fields and compasses 
The magnetic effect of a wire and 
a solenoid 
The earth’s magnetic field 
 
Higher tier 
Flemings left-hand rule 
Force on a conductor and 
magnetic flux density 
Electric motors 



Explain why we say compasses are 
‘north seeking’. 
What factors can increase the strength 
of an electromagnet? 
Describe how a dc electric motor works. 



Physics only content Electromagnets 
Loudspeakers and microphones 
The generator effect 
Transformers and the transformer 
equation 



Describe how a loudspeaker works. 
Describe how a microphone works. 
Explain why we use step-up and step-
down transformers in the national grid. 



 



6th May P8 Space 
(Physics only) 



The solar system and orbits 
The life cycle of the sun and other 
stars 
Formation of elements 
Red-shift 



Explain why Pluto is very difficult to see 
from Earth. 
Describe the relationship between the 
distance of a planet from the sun and 
the time it takes to orbit. 
Why do fusion reactions require high 
temperatures? 
Describe the life cycle of a star similar to 
our Sun. 



 



13th May Physics Equations Memorise the following equations 
(they will not be given in the 
exam) 
 



W = m g 
W = F s 
F = k e 
M = F d 
p = F/A 



s = v t 
a = Δ v/t 











F = m a 
p = m v 
Ek = ½ m v2 



Ep = m g h 
P = E/t 



P = W/t 



efficiency = useful output energy transfer/ total 



input energy transfer 



efficiency = useful power output/ 



total power input 



v = f λ 



Q = I t 
V = I R 
P = V I 
P = I2 R 
E = P t 
E = Q V 
ρ = m/V 



 



7th May Exam practise Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the reference 
drive to develop exam technique. 
 
Use your revision guides and class 
notes to recap the required 
practicals for each topic. A list is 
given on the reference drive. 



 
 



 













Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – CHEMISTRY (PAPER 1) 



Chemistry only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



CHEMISTRY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (chemistry) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 



11th 
March 



C1 atomic 
structure 
and 
periodic 
table 



Atoms, elements, mixtures and 
compounds 
 
Development of model of the atom 
 
Atomic structure and electron 
configuration 
 
Calculating relative atomic mass, Ar 



for isotopes 
 
Development of periodic table 
(Mendeleev) 
 
Properties of elements in group 0, 1 
and 7 



Development of periodic table (Mendeleev’s 
improvements) 
 
Plum pudding vs nuclear model of the atom 
(Rutherford’s evidence) 
 
Explain trend in reactivity of elements in 
group 1 (or group 7 - opposite trend) 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Properties of transition metals Properties of transition metals compared to 
group 1 metals 



 



18th 
March 



C2 
structure 
and 
bonding 



Ionic bonding 
 
Covalent bonding, simple molecules 
and macromolecules like diamond, 
sand, graphite, graphene and 
fullerenes 
 
Metallic bonding and alloys 
 
States of matter (particle theory) 
and state symbols 



Explain (or compare) properties of materials 
linked to structure and bonding, eg. for 
sodium chloride (ionic), chlorine (simple 
covalent molecular), sodium (metallic), 
diamond, graphite, graphene 
(macromolecular covalent) etc. 
 
Evaluate different methods for modelling 
structures eg. pros/cons of dot and cross 
diagrams vs ball and stick for covalent 
molecules 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Nanoparticles (properties and uses) Evaluate use of nanoparticles (pros/cons) 
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25th 
March 



C3 
quantitative 
chemistry 



Conservation of mass and balanced 
equations 
Relative formula mass, Mr 
Uncertainty 
Concentrations in g/dm3 
 
Remember 1 dm3 = 1000 cm3 
 
Higher Tier 
Moles and molar calculations 
Limiting reactants 



Explain how reactions that appear to involve 
a change in mass may still observe the 
conservation of mass rule eg. those where a 
reactant or product is a gas, and this mass 
has not been taken into account 
 
 
Higher Tier – Remember      moles = mass 
                                                                    Mr 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Percentage yield 
Atom economy 
Concentrations in mol/dm3 
Calculations involving gas volumes 



 
 
Remember 1 mole of any gas has a volume 
of 24 dm3 (which is also 24,000 cm3) 



 



1st April C4 chemical 
changes 



Reactivity series of metals 
Extraction of metals with carbon 
Reactions of metals with acids 
Neutralisation and making salts 
The pH scale 
Electrolysis (molten and aqueous 
compounds) 
Extracting metals like aluminium 
using electrolysis 
 
Higher Tier 
Redox reactions in terms of 
electrons (OILRIG) 
Writing half equations (balancing 
using electrons) 
 
Strong and weak acids 



Required practical - making a soluble salt 
 
Required practical - investigating 
electrolysis 
 
Explain why some metals are extracted by 
heating with carbon, but others must use 
electrolysis, related to position in reactivity 
series 
 
Higher Tier 
Compare and explain properties of weak 
and strong acids, including describing a 
simple chemical test to tell them apart 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Titrations Required practical – titrations 



 



8th April C5 energy 
changes 



Exothermic and endothermic 
reactions 
 
Reaction profiles (energy level 
diagrams) 
 
Higher Tier 
Energy changes for breaking and 
forming bonds 
 
Calculating overall change from 
bond energy values 



Required practical - investigating 
temperature change 
 
Label energy level diagrams to show position 
of products, overall energy change, 
activation energy for both exothermic and 
endothermic reactions 
 
Higher Tier 
Effect of bond strength on overall energy 
change (compare relative size of bond 
breaking vs bond forming) 
Bond energy calculations 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Chemical cells and fuel cells Evaluate use of fuel cells vs rechargeable 
cells ie. pros/cons 











Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – CHEMISTRY (PAPER 2) 



Chemistry only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



CHEMISTRY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (chemistry) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 



15th April C6 rate and 
extent of 
chemical 
change 



Calculating mean rate from supplied 
data or graphs 
Explaining how concentration, 
pressure, surface area, temperature 
and using a catalyst affect rate of 
reaction using collision theory 
Activation energy, catalysts and 
reaction profiles (energy level 
diagrams) 
Reversible reactions 
Equilibrium definition 
 
Higher Tier 
Calculating rate from tangents on 
graphs 
Le Chatelier’s principle and 
predicting effect of concentration, 
pressure and temperature on 
equilibria 



Required practical - investigating rate of 
reaction (changing concentration or temp.) 
 
Explain changes in rate using idea of collision 
theory (particles/collisions) 
 
Label energy level diagrams to show position 
of products, overall energy change, 
activation energy for both exothermic and 
endothermic reactions (similar to C5 as 
content overlaps) 
 
Higher Tier 
Explain changes in equilibrium position 
using Le Chatelier’s principle, including why 
compromise conditions are often chosen 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content No extra content  



 



22nd April C7 organic 
chemistry 



Crude oil, hydrocarbons and alkanes 
 
Fractional distillation of crude oil 
 
Properties of hydrocarbons 
 
Cracking and alkenes 



Explain how fractional distillation and 
cracking work, and how they supply demand 
for fuels such as petrol 
 
Explain how properties of hydrocarbons 
such as alkanes vary with chain length 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Alkenes, alcohols and carboxylic 
acids 
 
Synthetic and natural polymers 
including addition polymers, 
condensation polymers, amino acids 
and DNA 



Compare addition vs condensation 
polymerisation commenting on similarities 
and differences 
 
Compare and explain properties of weak and 
strong acids, including describing a simple 
chemical test to tell them apart (similar to 
C4 since carboxylic acids are weak acids) 
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29th April C8 chemical 
analysis 



Purity and formulations 
Chromatography 
Calculating Rf values 
Identifying common gases, 
hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide 
and chlorine 



Required practical – chromatography 
 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content Flame tests and flame emission 
spectroscopy 
Identifying metal ions in solution 
from metal hydroxides 
Identifying carbonates, halides and 
sulfates 



Required practical - identifying ions 
 
Evaluate methods for identifying metal ions, 
eg. pros and cons of flame tests vs 
spectroscopy 



 



6th May C9 
chemistry 
of the 
atmosphere 



% of gases in current atmosphere 
 
Evolution of the atmosphere, early 
composition of gases, importance of 
green plant evolution 
 
Global warming and carbon dioxide, 
CO2, and methane, CH4, as 
greenhouse gases 
 
Carbon footprint 
 
Atmospheric pollutants, sources and 
their effects 



Describe and explain how the early 
atmosphere changed to gives us the % of 
gases in our current atmosphere 
 
Explain why CO2 and methane, CH4, levels 
are increasing, actions to reduce emissions 
and describe the effects of global warming 
 
Describe fully the differences between 
complete and incomplete combustion of 
hydrocarbon fuels 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content No extra content  



 



13th May C10 using 
resources 



Finite and renewable resources 
 
Potable water and waste water 
treatment 
 
Life cycle assessments and recycling 
 
Higher Tier 
Copper ores and alternative 
extraction methods 



Required practical - purifying water 
 
Carry out simple comparative life cycle 
assessments eg. for shopping bags made 
from plastic or paper 
 
Higher Tier 
Evaluate pros/cons of phytomining and 
bioleaching vs traditional methods of metal 
extraction 
 
Use specimen papers and summary sheets 
on the reference drive for more ideas 



Chemistry only content 
 
 



Corrosion and prevention 
 
Alloys, ceramics, polymers and 
composites 
 
The Haber process and production of 
NPK fertilisers 



Compare properties of materials such as 
alloys, composites, polymers, ceramics and 
glass from supplied data to make 
recommendations about suitability 
 
Explain, using Le Chatelier’s principle, the 
ideal conditions required in the Haber 
Process (temperature, pressure, catalyst) 
including why compromise conditions are 
often chosen 



 













Geography GCSE Revision plan – 5th March to 5th June 2018 



Geography Revision for Unit 1 – Living in the UK Today  



Exam J383/1: Tuesday 21st May 2019, 1 hour (afternoon) 



All page numbers refer to the textbook, Living in the UK Today by C Searle. Tick off the sections when you have revised them. 



Sessions marked with an asterix* are longer and could be split into two sessions if possible. Your teacher will suggest a range of 



revision techniques. You should mix up the different activities and take regular breaks between sessions. 



Landscapes of the UK 



You must make sure you are confident about the distribution of areas of upland, lowland and glaciated landscapes. This should 



include an overview of the distinctive characteristics of these landscapes including their geology, climate and human activity 



(pages 4-11). 



You must be able to define the main geomorphic processes including types of weathering (mechanical, chemical and biological), 



mass movement (sliding and slumping), erosion (abrasion, hydraulic action, attrition and solution), transportation (traction, 



saltation, suspension and solution) and deposition (pages 12-15). 



You should be clear about the formation of the range of landforms created by rivers and how they change with distance from 



their source within a river basin. The key landforms are waterfalls, gorges, V-shaped valleys, floodplains, levees, meanders and 



oxbow lakes (pages 16-19). 



You must make sure you are confident about the range of landforms found within the coastal landscape. So you need to be able 



to both describe (say what it looks like) and explain their formation (write about the processes needed, and stages that are 



involved, to create the feature). You must know about all of the following features: headlands and bays, (page 20-21) caves, 



arches, stacks, (page 21) beaches and spits (pages 22-23). 



You must also be clear about your two case studies - one of a river valley (pages 24-26) and another of a coastline (pages 27-29). 



In these case studies you need to be clear about their locations as well as geomorphic processes operating at different scales. 



You should be able to describe and explain, whether erosion or deposition are more significant in certain places. You should 



know how these processes are influenced by geology and climate. You should be clear about the landforms and features 



associated with your case studies and how human activity, including management, works in combination with geomorphic 



processes to impact the landscape. 



Week beginning 11th March 2019  



1* Overview of UK landscapes and the lowlands, pages 4-7  



2 UK uplands and glaciated highlands, pages 8-10  



3* Weathering and mass movement, pages 12-14  



4 River processes, pages 15-16  



5 Waterfalls and gorges, page 17  



Week beginning 18th March 2019  



6* Floodplain features, pages 19-19  



7 Waves and features of coastal erosion: pages 20-21  



8 Beaches and features of coastal deposition: pages 22-23  



9 Case study: Afon Ogwen, pages 24-26  



10 Case study: North Wales coast, pages 28-30  



 



People of the UK 



You need to be confident about describing, and offering explanations for, Britain's role in the world and its connections with 



other countries. This should include an overview of the UK's current major trading partners and include our principal exports 



and imports (pp.31-33). You should also be clear about the different aspects of the UK's geographical diversity. This should cover 











patterns of employment, average income, life expectancy, educational attainment, ethnicity and access to broadband (pp.34-



37). 



You need to recognise the causes of uneven development within the UK. This understanding should include important factors 



such as geographical location, economic change and infrastructure and government policies (pp.38-40). You should learn 



examples from around the UK to show your depth of understanding of these issues. 



You must also learn about one case study covering the consequences of economic growth and/or decline for one place or region 



in the UK. The case study in this book is Salford Quays (p.41-43) which has seen economic growth, decline and subsequent 



regeneration over the last 120 years. 



You need to be aware of the changes in the UK's population structure from 1900 to the present day. This includes the UK's 



changing position on the Demographic Transition Model. You should learn about the causes, effects and responses to an ageing 



population in the UK (pp44-48). You should be able to outline the main flows of migration in the 21st Century and recognise 



some of the social and economic impacts of migration on the UK (pp.49-52). 



You should be able to describe the causes for urban trends such as suburbanisation, counter-urbanisation and re-urbanisation.  



When discussing these issues you should be able to identify the social, economic and environmental consequences of 



contrasting urban trends (pp53-56). 



Finally, you must have a case study of one major city. The book focuses on Manchester (pp.57-62). You need to recognise the 



influence of the city on the region, the country and the wider world. You should be aware of patterns of migration from both 



Britain and abroad and how this has shaped the city's growth and character. You should identify different ways of life within the 



city, including in culture, ethnicity, housing, leisure and consumption. Finally you need to be able to describe any contemporary 



urban challenges. This will include housing availability, transport provision and waste management. You should be aware of 



sustainable strategies to overcome one of the city's challenges. 



Week beginning 25th March 2019  



11* UK connections with the rest of the world, pages 31-33  



12 UK diversity: employment, income and life expectancy, pages 34-35  



13 UK diversity: education, broadband, ethnicity, pages 36-37  



14* Economic development across the UK, pages 38-40  



15* The rise and fall and rise again of Salford Quays, pages 41-43  



Week beginning 1st April 2019  



16* Demographic transition and an ageing population, pages 44-46  



17 Impacts of, and responses to, an ageing population, pages 47-48  



18 Migration in the UK: past and present trends, pages 49-50  



19 Migration in the UK: economic and social impacts, pages 51-52  



20* Urban trends: suburbanisation, counter-urbanisation and re-urbanisation, pages 53-56  



21 Case study: Manchester: city overview, migration and differences by area, pages 57-59  



22* Case study: Manchester: quality of life, challenges and sustainability, pages 60-62  



 



UK Environmental Challenges 



For the last unit on the UK you need to know how air masses, the North Atlantic Drift and continentality influence the weather in 



the UK.  This must include how air masses cause extreme weather conditions in the UK, including extremes of wind, 



temperature and precipitation (pages 63-65). 



You need to study a case study of one UK flood event caused by extreme weather conditions. This book covers the Cumbrian 



floods of 2015. You must remember the causes of the flood event, including the extreme weather conditions which led to the 



event. You should remember some of the effects of the flood event on people and the environment plus the management of the 



flood event at a variety of scales (pages 66-67). 



Following from floods, you must have an overview of how environments and ecosystems in the UK are used and modified by 



humans (pages 69-73). This understanding must include the mechanisation of farming and commercial fishing to provide food. 



You should also be aware of how wind farms and fracking provide energy and impact on the environment. You should also be 



aware of a reservoir and a water transfer scheme. 











When studying energy you should identify both renewable and non-renewable energy sources and how they contribute to 



energy supply in the UK (pages 74-77). 



You must study the changing patterns of energy supply and demand in the UK (pages 78-86). An awareness of how changes have 



been influenced by government decision making and international organisations is also important. You should be aware of 



strategies for sustainable use and management of energy at a local and UK level and whether these have been successful.   



Finally, you should be confident to discuss the development of renewable energy in the UK and the impacts on people and the 



environment.   



Week beginning 8th April 2019  



23 UK is affected by different air masses and ocean currents, pages 63-64  



24 Extreme weather in the UK, pages 65-66  



25 Case study: Storm Desmond and the Cumbria floods, pages 67-68  



26* Modifying ecosystems, farming and fishing, pages 69-71  



27 Modifying ecosystems, clean water and energy, pages 72-73  



28 Non-renewable energy and climate change, pages 74-75  



Week beginning 15th April 2019  



29 Renewable energy and the UK energy mix, pages 76-77  



30 Nuclear power, page 78  



31 Wind and solar, pages 79-80  



32 Fracking for shale gas, pages 81-82  



33 Locally-sustainable energy projects, page 84  



34 Future energy policy and supply, pages 85-86  



 



Geography revision for Unit 2: The World Around Us 



Exam J383/2: Wednesday 5th June 2019, 1 hour (afternoon) 



All page numbers refer to the textbook, The World about Us by C Searle. Tick off the sections when you have revised 



them. Sessions marked with an asterix * are longer and could be split into two sessions if possible. 



Ecosystems of the Planet 



You should ensure that you understand the elements that make up an ecosystem (pp 4-7) including abiotic components 



(weather, climate, soil) and biotic components (plants, animals, humans). You should develop an overview of the global 



distribution of Polar regions, coral reefs, grasslands, temperate forests, tropical rainforests and hot deserts (pp.10-20.) This 



overview should include the climate, plants and animals within these ecosystems. 



In more detail you will need to learn the location of tropical rainforests including the Amazon, Central American, Congo River 



Basin, Madagascan, South East Asian and Australasian (p10). This must go alongside learning the location of warm water coral 



reefs including the Great Barrier Reef, Red Sea Coral Reef, New Caledonia Barrier Reef, the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, Florida 



Reef and Andros Coral Reef (p12). 



While revising tropical rainforests you should be aware of the processes that operate within them, including nutrient and water 



cycles (p.21). This also applies to nutrient cycling that operates within coral reefs (p.26). 



Finally, you must be familiar with two case studies, including one tropical rainforest (pp.22-25) and one coral reef (pp.27-30). 



The case study knowledge must cover: the interdependence of climate, soil, water, plants, animals and humans; their value to 



humans and to the planet; threats to biodiversity and attempts to mitigate these through sustainable use and management. 



Week beginning 22nd April 2019  



35 What is an ecosystem and a biome? pages 4-5  



36 Factors influencing the distribution of biomes, pages 6-7  



37 What are the features of the polar regions?, pages 8-9  



38 What are the features of hot deserts, pages 14-15  











39 What are the features of tropical grasslands, pages 16-17  



40* What are the features of temperate woodlands and grasslands, pages 18-20  



Week beginning 29th April 2019  



41 What are the features and distribution of tropical rainforests, pages 10-11  



42 Nutrient recycling and the valuable nature of rainforests, pages 22-23  



43* Case study: Gunung Leuser National Park, pages 23-25 (or the Peruvian rainforest)  



44 What are the features and distribution of tropical coral reefs, pages 12-13  



45 Nutrient recycling on, and the value of, coral reefs, pages 26-27  



46* Case study, The Great Barrier Reef, pages 28-30 (or Andros Reef)  



 



People of the Planet 



You must be able to define social, economic and environmental development as well as explain the concept of sustainable 



development (p.32). You should be aware of the range of development indicators available to geographers, including GNI per 



capita, the Human Development Index and the number of Internet Users. You should be aware of the advantages and 



disadvantages of these indicators (pp.33-35). 



You must be aware how these development indicators illustrate the consequences of uneven development (p.36). In addition, 



you must be able to describe how the IMF group Advanced Countries (ACs), Emerging and Developing Countries (EDCs) and Low-



Income Developing Countries (LIDCs). You should be aware of examples and global patterns (p.37). 



You must be confident about the effects of uneven development.  You should learn a range of the causes of uneven 



development so you can outline those factors, including the impact of colonialism on trade and the exploitation of natural 



resources (pp.38-39). You should also be able to discuss the different types of aid and their role in both promoting and hindering 



development (pp.40-41). 



As part of the course you need to have a detailed case study of LIDC or EDC. This book uses Indonesia (p.43), an Emerging and 



Developing Country (EDC). 



You should be able to comment on Indonesia’s changing economic development. This should include being able to discuss the 



influence of and interrelationships between: 



 The country’s geographical location, and environmental context  including landscape, climate, ecosystems and the 



availability and type of natural resources (pp.44-45). 



 The country’s political development and relationships with other states (p.46). This will also involve the principal 



imports and exports and the relative importance of trade and international investment (pp.47-48). 



 Changing employment structure (p.49) and population change (p.49). You should be aware of social factors, such as 



access to education and healthcare provision (p.50). 



 Technological developments, such as communications technology (pp.47-48). 



 One aid project, in this case, Bali ReGreen (p.51). 



Finally, you should be able to relate Indonesia to Rostow’s model and discuss the country’s path of economic development 



(pp.52-53). 



You should be confident you can define the terms city, megacity and world city. You should be aware or the changing 



distribution of megacities over the last few decades. You should try ro remember some facts and figures about how urban 



growth rates vary in parts of the world with contrasting levels of development (pp55-60). 



You will need to have an overview of the causes of rapid urbanisation in LIDCs including push and pull migration factors (p.61), 



and natural growth (birth rates exceeding death rates). You should be aware of the different social, economic and 



environmental consequences of rapid urbanisation in LIDCs (pp.63-65). 



The case study of Lagos is a city in an LIDC. You should be aware of the way Lagos relates to Lagos state, Nigeria and the wider 



world. You should be aware that migration (national and international, but in Lagos’ case most rural to urban) has had an 



impacts on the city's growth and character (p.66). You should try to have a view on the ways of life within the city, such as 



culture, ethnicity, housing, leisure and consumption (pp.66-71). 











Finally you must be clear about the contemporary challenges that affect urban change, including housing availability (pp.69-71), 



transport provision and waste management (p.68). You must be confident that you are able to discuss the sustainable strategies 



to overcome one of the city's challenges (pp.68-71). 



Week beginning 6th May 2019  



47 What do we mean by development and development indicators?  pages 32-33  



48 Strengths and weaknesses of using GNI to measure development, page 34  



49 What is the HDI and how does the IMF group nations? pages 35 and 37  



50* What are the causes and consequences of uneven development, pages 36, 38-39  



51 How can aid both help and hinder development? pages 40-41  



52 Case study: Indonesia overview of country, geography and climate, pages 43-44  



53 Case study: Indonesia’s natural and human resources, page 45  



54 Case study: Indonesia’s historical context, page 46  



55 Case study: Indonesia economic development, pages 47-48  



56 Case study: Indonesian population, health and education, pages 49-50  



57 Case study: Small-scale aid in Indonesia, Bali ReGreen, page 51  



Week beginning 13th May 2019  



58 What do we mean by urbanisation and how is it changing? pages 55-56  



59* What is a megacity and what is a world city? pages 57-59  



60 What are the causes of urban growth and its global pattern? pages 60-61  



61* What are the consequences of rapid urban growth: slums and congestion, pages 63-65  



62* Case study: Lagos, growth, crime, corruption, waste and transport, pages 66-68  



63 Case study: Lagos, Slums and regeneration, pages 69-71  



 



Environmental threats to our Planet 



You must revise how the climate has changed from the beginning of the Quaternary period to the present day, including ice ages 



and periods of warming and cooling since 1000AD (p.73) 



You should be aware of the evidence for climate change over different time periods (pp.74-75). You must know the natural 



causes of climate change including variations in energy from the Sun, changes in the Earth's orbit and volcanic activity (pp.76-



78). In addition you must revise how human activity is responsible for the enhanced greenhouse effect (p.79). Your knowledge 



should include a range of consequences of climate change being experienced across the planet (pp.80-85). 



You should study the distribution of the climatic regions of the world (p87). Outline how global circulation of the atmosphere is 



controlled by the movement of air between the poles and the Equator (p.86) and how this leads to extreme weather conditions 



in different parts of the world (pp.88-89).  



You should be able to outline the causes of the extreme weather conditions that are associated with the hazards of tropical 



storms (pp.90-91) and drought (pp.92-93), as well as the distribution and frequency of tropical storms and drought, and whether 



these have changed over time. 



You must also learn a case study of one drought event caused by El Niño/La Niña including the causes and effects of the drought 



and how people have adapted (pp.94-98). 



Week beginning 20st May 2019  



64 How has global climate changed during the Quaternary and last 1000 years? page 73  



65 What is the evidence for climate change? page 74-75  



66 What are the natural causes of climate change? pages 76-78  



67 What is the greenhouse effect and accelerated greenhouse effect? pages 78-79  



68 How will climate change impact on the planet? pages 80-83  



Week beginning 27th May 2019  



69 Case study: Impacts of climate change, Tuvalu or Darfur, page 84 or page 85  



70 Atmospheric circulation and global climate zones, pages 86-87  



71 Extreme weather across the planet, pages 88-89  



72 What are the causes and effects of cyclones and hurricanes? pages 90-91  











73 What are the causes and impacts of drought around the world? pages 92-93  



74 What is the El Niño Southern Oscillation? pages 94-95  



75* Case study: The 2016 southern African El Niño drought, pages 96-98  



 



Geography revision for Unit 3: Geographical skills 



Exam J383/3: Thursday 13th June 2019, 1 hour 30 minutes (morning) 



Week beginning 3rd June 2019  



76 What is the geographical enquiry process? pages 99-101  



77 Fieldwork: Location, method, results and conclusions of Afon Ogwen river study  



78 Fieldwork: Location, method, results and conclusions of Salford Quays survey  



79 How do we use maps in Geography? pages 102-103  



80 How do we use charts and graphs in Geography? pages 104-106  



81 How are numerical skills used in Geography? pages 106-107  



 













YEAR 11 REVISION SUGGESTIONS - DRAMA 



Everyone revises in different ways and by now you should know which areas of the course you need 



to work on the most – this is a general guide but speak to your teacher if you are not sure of your 



area of focus. 



WEEK TOPIC ACTIVITIES 



1            SECTION A – 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 



Re-visit the notes you made in y10 to refresh your understanding of the 
roles and responsibilities of theatre makers. 
 
Make a mind map of the roles and responsibilities of theatre makers to 
help you visualise. 
 
Use these websites for wider reading and further knowledge and 
understanding: 
http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-
works-in-a-theatre 
 
http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.ht
m 



2 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 



Watch the full version of a live recording of Blood Brothers. 
We use the Theatre Ink version : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y 
but there are other versions on the internet. 
 
Read some of the exemplar answers that you have been given to 
remind yourself of the structure and necessary detail for each question. 



3 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 



Watch the clip of the moment that you are reviewing at least 3 times to 
remind yourself of the key moments that you need to write about. 
 
Write out the key quotes that you need to use in your essay and stick 
them around the house. 
 
Read the exemplar essay that you have been given to remind yourself 
of the structure and necessary detail. 
 
Complete a timed essay from the example questions that you have 
been given for 1 actor. 



4 SECTION A - 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 



Re-visit the notes you made in y10 to refresh your understanding of the 
different styles of staging that there are. 
 
Draw out each of the following stages and list the pros and cons for 
each: 
END ON     TRAVERSE       PROSCENIUM ARCH   PROMENADE 
THEATRE IN THE ROUND. 
 
Use this website to help you: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1
.shtml 



5 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 



Read the text in one sitting. 
 
Use this website to revise the topics, themes and characters then take 
the tests that are attached. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloo
dbrothers/ 





http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-works-in-a-theatre


http://www.theatrestrust.org.uk/discover-theatres/theatre-faqs/253-who-works-in-a-theatre


http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.htm


http://www.jolietdramaguild.org/html/joliet_drama_guild_production_.htm


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvek0bj451Y


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/performing/stagerev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloodbrothers/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/english_literature/dramabloodbrothers/








6 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 



Read through past review essays and make a list of the targets that 
you have been set 
 
Complete a timed essay from the example questions that you have 
been given about 2 actors. 



7 SECTION A - 
ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
OF THEATRE 
MAKERS 



Create a quiz of 10 questions linked to roles and responsibilities or 
theatre shapes and exchange with another student. 
 
Complete the quiz and check your answers. 
 
Draw out a map of stage positions for an end on stage with: 
DSL, DSR, USL, USR, CS. 



8 SECTION B – 
BLOOD 
BROTHERS 



Complete a timed set of questions from the resource bank available 
and submit to your teacher for marking. 
 
Highlight in different colours where you have used subject specific 
terminology and where you have directly addressed the questions. 



9 SECTION C – 
THEATRE REVIEW 



Write your 3 most common targets for the theatre review at the top of 
your paper then complete a timed essay for a question you have not 
yet done. 
 
Colour code your 3 targets then highlight where you have met them 
within the essay. If you don’t feel that you have then add in where you 
could have met the targets. 



10 COMBINED 
SECTIONS 



Complete full, timed mock papers and submit to your teacher for 
marking – re-do any that you are not satisfied with. 



 













Y11 GCSE Music Dates from the end of February: 



 



Week of - Work 



25th February Run Performance pieces as part of mocks (Fri 1st Mar) 



4th   March Composition 2 – last stage (help available 3pm 7th) 



11th March Composition 2 – last stage  (help available 11/12/14 at 3pm) 



18th March Both compositions to be completed by Fri 22nd (Last help sessions 18/19/20) 



25th March Record Performances at 3pms after school. Printing of compositions in class 



1st April Composition logs (important for marks) 



8th April Easter 1 



15th April Easter 2 



22nd April Practice Qs on Set Works (All performance recordings in by Fri 26th) 



29th April Practice Qs on Set Works 



6th May Past Paper Qs 



13th May Past Paper Qs (NB GCSE exams start this week) 



20th May Past Paper Qs (when you don’t have other gcses) 



27th May Half Term Revision 



EXAM Tues 4th June - 90 minute Listening & Set Works Exam (pm) 



 













2019 GCSE GRAPHIC DESIGN – Important Dates & 



Deadlines 



 



Week Beginning:   



Monday 8th 
January 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        



 After already receiving your GCSE Graphic Design 
examination paper. 
1.  Read through the EXAM paper carefully. 
2. Consider each question- use the internet to look at the 



designers that the exam board suggest. 
3. Make any notes/ ideas that you can think of. 
4. Choose ONE question and begin initial research- find 



appropriate images for your project. 
 



Monday 14th 
January 
 
 
 



 By this date you should have 100% decided on an 
appropriate examination question. 



 You should undertake initial research – collecting visual 
reference from the internet/books or take your own 
photographs. You could also begin to produce a selection 
of drawings/ tracings. 



 MANAGE TIME WISELY – USE LESSON TIME TO 
COMPLETE PRACTICAL WORK & PRINT OFF 



Monday 21st 
January 
 



 Continue to collect research, producing tracings, collecting 
& take own photographs. 



Monday 28th 
February 
 
 



 Start initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at your 
research for ideas to use. 



 Practice developing different techniques using Photoshop. 



 Seek advice from your teacher about progress so far. 
 



Monday 4th 
February 
 
 



 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 



 Continue to collect appropriate artistic reference/ work by 
other designers to support your own ideas. 



 Remember- make sure to write about an example(s) of 
your research  
 



Monday 11th 
February 
 



 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 
 



Monday 18th  HALF TERM HOLIDAY 
Monday 25th 
February 
 
                                                                                          



YEAR 11 MOCKS: 26th February – 5th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Graphics lessons during 



your mocks. 











 Continue initial design ideas. Make sure that you look at 
your research for ideas to use. 



 Discuss your ideas with your teacher and consider trying 
out different compositions and colour schemes. 
 



Monday 4th 
March 
 
 



YEAR 11 MOCKS: 27th February – 6th March  
 Bear in mind you may be out of Art & Design lessons 



during your mocks. 



 You should begin to finalise your ideas this week – speak 
to your teacher and ensure you are 100% confident about 
the designs you will produce during the 10 hour exam. 



  



Monday 11th 
March 



FINAL WEEK BEFORE GRAPHICS EXAM 



Details of dates/times to be provided by your teacher. 
Total exam time=10 hours 
The first session will be 2 hours followed by 8 single hour 
lessons. 
All preparation work must be handed over at the start of the 
exam- you will not be allowed to add any more photographs & 
research when the exam begins. 



Monday 18th 
March 



GCSE GRAPHIC DESIGN EXAM START  
All preparatory work, photographs/research/initial 



designs to be handed in 
Monday 25th 
March 



** EXAM ONGOING** 
ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 



YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 
 



Monday 1st – 
Friday 12th April 



** EXAM ONGOING** 
ALL EXAM WORK TO BE COMPLETED & SUBMITTED TO 



YOUR TEACHER BY EASTER BREAK 
 



Monday 8th April EASTER HOLIDAYS 
OPPORTUNITY TO REVISIT & COMPLETE ANY 



OUTSTANDING COURSEWORK 
 



Tuesday 23rd 
April 



All GCSE work folders prepared for final 
moderation 
Component 1 (coursework 40%) 
Component 2 (exam 40%) 



 













MEDIA STUDIES 



Important deadlines 



   



1st March 2019 
 



Coursework final deadline First week back after February 
Half Term! 



3rd June Paper 1 exam 
Check grid to see which case 
studies will come up on the 



exam 



1hr 30 mins PM 



10th June  Paper 2 exam 
Check grid to see which case 
studies will come up on the 



exam 



1hr 30 mins PM 



 



 



Year 11 



 



Term 1  
Testing knowledge from last year – students then discuss answers to discuss which is 
correct and then feedback of correct answers. 
 



 Coursework based on an assignment brief provided by the exam board. – Deadline 
Christmas to be monitored once every two weeks to complete the work for final 
deadline (February half term). 



 



 Music Video: Arctic Monkeys - I Bet You Look Good on the Dance Floor (2005) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pK7egZaT3hs 



 Music Video: One Direction - History 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjmp8CoZBIo 



 Newspapers –The Daily Mirror 
 Newspapers –The Times 



Mock exam 



 



Term 2 Jan - April 
 Advertising and Marketing – Television advertisement for Galaxy 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw-9zMEDzRM 



 Advertising and Marketing – NHS Blood and Transplant online campaign video 
Represent featuring Lady Leshurr 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YUbquK_OaI 



 Advertising and Marketing – OMO Print advert from Woman’s Own magazine, 5 
May 1955 



 



 Film: Doctor Strange (dir. Scott Derrickson 2016) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwcSki7r9cQ (Official trailer) 



 Film: I, Daniel Blake (dir Ken Loach, 2016) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4 (Official trailer) 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pK7egZaT3hs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjmp8CoZBIo


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw-9zMEDzRM


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YUbquK_OaI


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwcSki7r9cQ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4








 Print (Magazines) – Front cover of Tatler April 2017 



Mock exam questions - COURSEWORK DEADLINE! 
 Print (Magazines) – Front cover of Reveal 18 March 2017 



 Radio – Radio 1 Launch Day. Tony Blackburn’s breakfast show. Sept 1967 
(excerpts) http://www.radiorewind.co.uk/radio1/radio_1_launch_day.htm 



 Radio – Julie Adenuga Beats 1 Radio http://www.julieadenuga.com/ 



 



Mock exam questions 



 



Term 3 



April-may 



 Product: Class (2016) BBC TV Series. Episode 4: Co-owner of a lonely heart – 
Television Available on iPlayer until October 2017 and also on DVD 



 Product: Dr Who (1963) BBC TV Series. Episode 1: An Unearthly Child – Television 
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-
child_shortfilms Also available on DVD 



 



Mock exam questions 



Please note: These topics are available in more detail (SEE CLOSE STUDY PRODUCT 
BOOKLET) in terms of the types of questions you need to know the answer to, therefore you 
can begin researching these topics as soon as possible. 
 



Homework: 
Homework will be used to practice exam questions based on the case studies as they are 
being taught and the background of the products. 
Revision of the key concepts should be understood in order to apply key terminology and 
theory to the case studies. Read the knowledge organiser!!! 
Revising the content of the case studies should be learnt on a regular basis, because there 
are so many of them and therefore leaving revision until the last minute may cause 
unnecessary pressure. 
Improving essay writing skills and therefore grades. 
 



The examinations in 2019 



 



Paper 1  
 



 



35% of GCSE 



Media Language and Representations 



Media Industries and Media Audiences 



Plus questions about close study products 



 



1 hour 30 mins 



 



Section A 



 



 



 Media Language and Representations 



 Magazines 



 Advertising and marketing 



 Newspapers 



 Online, social and participatory media and video games. 



Section B  Media Industries and Media Audiences 





http://www.radiorewind.co.uk/radio1/radio_1_launch_day.htm


http://www.julieadenuga.com/


http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-child_shortfilms


http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-child_shortfilms








 Radio 



 Music Video 



 Newspapers 



 Online, social and participatory and video games. 
 Film (Industries only) 



Paper 2 



 



 



35% of GCSE 



Close Study Product and theoretical framework 



 



Short medium and extended response questions assessing depth of 
knowledge and understanding of the course. 
 



1 hour 30 mins 



 



Section A   Screenings of 1 extract of one of the TV Close Study Products 
and tested on any theoretical framework. 



 



Section B 



 



 Newspapers or 
 Online, social and participatory media and video games on any 



theoretical framework 



Coursework 30% of GCSE 



 



3 Government advertising campaigns based on young people 



volunteering in the community. 



 



 



 



 



 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Textiles - 2018 
Week 



beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 



   General revision: 
Maximise You Marks 
Basic Revision guide 
textiles4u.All+Revision+Topics 
Past papers – drive/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-
technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes 
textiles-true-false quiz 



 
 
11th March 
 
 



Fibres 
Natural ; Cotton/wool/silk 
Synthetic/manmade: 
polyester/nylon 
Regenerated; Viscose/ lyocell 
 
Fibre combinations 



Have a working knowledge of the basic 
composition, physical and aesthetic 
characteristics of the fibres mentioned. 
 
Understand the need to combine fibres, to 
include polyester/cotton and combinations 
including elastomerics; 
 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fibresrev 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fibres 
 
Read labels in products look at the fibre content and then the performance 
required for the product. 
bitesize fibres test/quiz 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 



 
 
18th March 
 



Woven: Plain/twill/satin 
 
 
Knitted: 
Single jersey 
 
 
Non-woven: Felt/needle 
punched/heat set 



Understand the construction, using a 
diagram, ensure correct labelling of warp, 
weft, selvedge. 
 
 
Know the properties, function and end use. 
 
 
 
 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
textiles4u.Fabric+Construction 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev 
GCSE bitesize video clip on weaving 
Read labels in products look at the fibre content and then the performance 
required for the product. 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabrics - choosing the right material 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles/KS4 
Deconstruct samples of fabrics 





file://///tmac.local/Network/Reference/Design%20&%20Technology/Textiles/KS4/Maximise%20You%20Marks


file://///tmac.local/Network/Reference/Design%20&%20Technology/Textiles/KS4/Revision


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/All+Revision+Topics


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes


http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=textiles-true-false


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fibresrev1.shtml


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fibres?responseToken=057f23e4392157bc856f68a8434ce04df


http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q76946304


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Construction


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zcy76sg


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev6.shtml








25th March 
 



 Modern fibres and fabric: e.g. 
microfibers. 



 



Technical fabrics: micro-
encapsulated, gortex 



 
Smart  fabrics;  



 



 



 



Finishes  
 



 



Be aware of technological advances in 
textiles materials and their use in a wide 
range of industries; Assess and evaluate 
the working properties  
 



 Learn one from each section. 



 
 



 



To know 2 mechanical and 2 chemical 
finshes.(e.g. stain resistance, water 
resistance, flame retardancy, crease 
resistance) applied to fabrics in order to 
improve their performance;  



Understand the effects of these fabric 
finishes, comfort, safety, maintenance, 
manufacturing costs and retail price;  
Know of at least one modern ‘Smart’ finish 
to fabrics (e.g. thermochromatic printing); 



Know of emerging technologies: nano 
materials and integrated electronics within 
textiles designs.  



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles/KS4 
bbc.co.uk - video clips - technical fabrics 
what-is-gore-tex 
 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabrics smart 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Smart+Materials 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev4. 
bbc.co.uk - video clips - smart fabrics 
first-dress-graphene-unveiled-in-manchester-wonder-material 
 
 
 
 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Finishes 
gcsebitesize/design/graphics/mechanismfinishprintrev3.shtml 
 



1st April 
 



Product labelling and 
maintenance, suitability for 
purpose 
 Statutory legislation 
 
 
 



Know the maintenance needs of textile 
products.  



Textile labelling, symbols and requirements. 



 including statutory legislation; 
Know  the factors which  make the product 
suitability/ fitness for purpose, i.e. 
wearability, warmth, comfort, absorbency, 
durability, after care, safety, flammability, 
stain resistance, aesthetic qualities.  



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Labelling 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenance 



8th April 
 
 
 
 
 



 Dyeing and printing  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Know and understand: 
Commercial: Screen printing, block printing, 
roller printing,   
Hand method; tie-dye, batik. 
Be able to list the process, draw the method 
and label, list the equipment used. 
 
 
 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Printing+onto+Fabric 
product-construction-decoration-techniques-quiz 
gcsebitesize/design/textiles/productiontech - printing 
bbc.co.uk -  video clips - screen printing 
 





http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z6rtsbk


http://www.gore-tex.co.uk/en-gb/technology/what-is-gore-tex


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev5.shtml


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Smart+Materials


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/fabricsrev4.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z8kpv4j


https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jan/25/first-dress-graphene-unveiled-in-manchester-wonder-material


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Fabric+Finishes


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/graphics/mechanismfinishprintrev3.shtml


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Labelling


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev2.shtml


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Printing+onto+Fabric


http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=product-construction-decoration-techniques-true-false


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/productiontechniquesrev2.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zgsjmp3








 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
 
 
The prep sheet issued 1st March: 
Research the theme, produce a mood and an inspiration board 
 
 



15th April 
 



Decoration and enhancement  



Know how to use a variety of a surface decorative techniques in order to improve the aesthetic qualities of textiles, fabrics and products. E.g. applique, 
embroidery, sequins 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 



 
Decorating+Fabrics+2 
gcsebitesize -techniques7.shtml 
Information about embroidery and fabric decoration 
 
Research the theme, produce a mood and an inspiration board 
 
Components 
Manufactured Components Select, use and evaluate the function, suitability and safety of manufactured components in design and make tasks; identify and 
have a knowledge of components including fastenings (to include zips, buttons and Velcro), threads, trimmings, interfacing, motifs, labels and electronic 
components; be aware of the technological 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 



 
Components 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



22nd April 





https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Decorating+Fabrics+2


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/art/practicalities/mediaandtechniques7.shtml


https://embroiderersguild.com/


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Components








 



 
 
 
 



 Product design 



Product analysis  



 



Evaluation Techniques  



Understand the influence of trend forecasts when designing textiles products; 



Analyse past and present textile designs and products in order to evaluate shape, style, aesthetics, choice of materials and components, construction 
techniques, decorative techniques, fitness for purpose, marketability. 
 



 



Design criteria; use disassembly to make critical judgements about the design, manufacture and performance of existing products;  



List design criteria that influence textile product design. 



Understand the purpose and value of a design specification. - write a  
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
History of fashion project in year 10. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/history-of-fashion-1840-1900/ 
http://www.fashionintime.org/ 
 
 
 



Social, Cultural, Moral, Health and Safety and Environment Issues  



Responsibility of: 



 Designers 



 Manufacturers 



 Retailers 



 Consumers 



 Fair trade 



 Impact of technology 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Environmental+Issues 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev1.shtml 
Borrow class DVD to watch at home. 
 





http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/history-of-fashion-1840-1900/


http://www.fashionintime.org/


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Environmental+Issues


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev1.shtml








29th April 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Health and Safety issues of both 
consumers and the work force. 
 



Processes and manufacture  



Equipment  
One – off/mass/batch/just in time 
/subassembly  - manufacturing systems 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Health+and+Safety 
gcsebitesize - health & safety 
Test quiz on H & S 
 
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
production-methods-systems - quiz 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Industrial+Manufacturing 
jeans manufacture 
systems 
mass/batch/one-off 
 
The prep sheet issued  1st March produce a manufacturing specification 



 
 
 
 
3rd May 
 



 Computer aided design, computer aided 
manufacture and ICT. 



 
Understand the difference between the two, 
where and how they can be used, and the 
benefits: 



 Cost 



 Speed 



 Labour reduction 



 Improvement of quality  



 Improvement of information 



 Storage space reduced 
 



Quality Assurance & Quality control 
To understand the difference between QA 
and QC. 
To be able to review products for their 
critical quality control point (CQCP) 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
CAD CAM 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAD 
https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAM 
 
Quiz for systems , processes & CAD CAM 
The prep sheet issued 1st March practice your drawings of your 
designs ideas in timed exam conditions. (30 Mins)  
Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Quality 
Quality assurance 



 



 
10 th May 



 Past paper revision Ndrive/ref/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
aqa -textiles-past-papers and mark schemes 



17th May  Past paper revision Concept map notes from lesson. 





https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Health+and+Safety


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/consumersmaintenancehealthrev3.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q59593501


http://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=textile-production-methods-systems


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Industrial+Manufacturing


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0wE3H3WTBc


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev2.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev3.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/texsystemspracticesrev5.shtml


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAD


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/CAM


http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/quiz/q99775316


https://textiles4u.wikispaces.com/Quality


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/textiles/analysisevaluationrev3.shtml


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes








Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Ndrive/ref/designtechnology/textiles/KS4/exampapers 
aqa -textiles-past-papers and mark schemes 



24th May Exam     



 





http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes
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MFL REVISION ACTIVITIES 
SAM| GCSE LANGUAGES | 25 Feb 2019  



 



 



Memrise is changing to DECKS – you will still be able to access the 



courses we have assigned but you will no longer be able to use the 



app. It is online only from March. 
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SUGGESTED REVISION TIMETABLE 
WEEK BEGINNING TOPICS FOR REVISION ACTIVITIES 



4TH MAR Theme 1 



 Family, Friends & 
Relationships 



 Technology 



Learn speaking questions on Theme 1 – Family 
& Friends; Technology  
 
AQA workbook questions on leisure 
Complete roleplay / Photocard & writing 
question on topic – Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 
writing books  
 
www.kerboodle.com p42-47 Revision/Test 
 



11th MAR Theme 2 



 House 



 Town 



 Local Environment 



 Town v 
Countryside 



 Problems in  town 



 Social Issues 
 



Learn speaking questions on Theme 2 
 
AQA workbook questions on Local, national, 
international areas of interest, Social Issues 
 
Complete roleplay, photocard & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p108-113 Revision/Test 
 



18th MAR 
 
 



Theme 3  



 School 



 Uniform 



 Rules 



 Bullying 



 Option Choices 



 Future Study Plans 



 Jobs 



Learn speaking questions on Theme 3 
 
AQA workbook questions on School / Post 16 
and Jobs 
 
Complete roleplay & writing question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p170-175Revision/Test 
 



25th MAR Theme 1 



 Customs & 
Festivals 



 Christmas 



 Target Language 
Festival 



 Music Events 



 Sporting Events 



 Free Time 



Learn speaking questions on Theme 1 
 
AQA workbook questions on Theme 1 
Complete roleplay, photo card & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
 
www.kerboodle.com p76-81 Revision/Test 
 
 



1st APRIL Theme 2 



 Global Issues – 
Environment 



 Holidays 
 



Learn speaking questions on Theme 2 
 
AQA workbook questions on Environment / 
Global Issues & Holidays 
Complete roleplay, photo card & writing 
question on topic 
Use Grade 5 or Grade 9 writing books 
www.kerboodle.com p138-143 Revision/Test 





http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/
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8h APRIL GENERAL REVISION 
 



Learn speaking questions on all Themes 
AQA work books – writing and revision 
Practice papers – Kerboodle 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 



15th APRIL GENERAL REVISION 
 



Learn speaking questions on all Themes 
AQA work books – writing and revision 
Practice papers – Kerboodle 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 



22nd APRIL SPEAKING Complete role plays, photocards and 
revise, revise, revise speaking questions 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 
- videos 



29th APRIL ORAL EXAM WEEK  - 
FRENCH 



Spanish - AQA workbook 
Sample papers Listening & Reading 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 
 



6th MAY ORAL EXAM WEEK  - 
SPANISH 



French -AQA workbook 
Sample papers Listening & Reading 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 



13th MAY  
FRENCH LSITENING & 
READING TUES 14TH 
MAY 
 
FRENCH WRITING FRI 
17TH MAY 
 



GENERAL REVISION 
 
AQA workbook  
 
REVISE Key structures, verb endings, time 
phrases – French 
 
www.kerboodle.com assessment (see teacher) 



20th MAY GENERAL REVISION 
SPANISH LISTENING & 
READING WEDS 22nd  



AQA workbook  
Revise vocabulary 
Practise translations 



27th MAY GENERAL REVISION  REVISE Key structures, verb endings, time 
phrases 



3rd JUNE SPANISH WRITING 
EXAM WEDS 5TH JUNE 
 



REVISE / REVISE / REVISE 



 



 



 





http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/


http://www.kerboodle.com/
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http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=EFFORT=+SUCCESSS&view=detailv2&adlt=strict&id=EBF4CC09BFE9367DA9CD87C6F2021FA4B871453B&selectedIndex=19&ccid=GVn+7BNt&simid=608004071499632294&thid=OIP.GVn-7BNtocYuBcb6V9LPKAEsDL










Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Maths Higher 



Week 
beginning 



Topics for 
revision 



Re-visit work 



4th March 
 
 



Expressions, 
Equations and 
Formulae 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interior and 
exterior angles of 
polygons 



 Derive formulae 



 Substitute numbers (positive or negative) into a formula, including 
formulae with x² or x³ terms 



 Change the subject of a simple formula 



 Change the subject of a formula where the subject appears on both 
sides of the formula 



 Change the subject of a formula that includes a power of the subject 



 Simplify by collecting like terms 



 Multiply out a single bracket 



 Factorise a single bracket by taking out a common factor 



 Expand two brackets 



 Factorise quadratics into two brackets  



 Factorise quadratics using the difference of two squares, eg.4y²-
25=(2y+5)(2y-5) 



 Simplify algebraic expressions by cancelling, adding, subtracting and 
multiplying 



 Set up simple equations for a problem 



 Rearrange simple equations 



 Solve simple equations 



 Solve equations with the unknown on either side 



 Solve equations with the unknown on both sides 



 Solve equations that include brackets 



 Solve equations with negatives, including negative answers 



 Solve equations involving fractions 



 



 Calculate the sum of interior angles in a polygon 



 Understand the polygon names; hexagon, heptagon, octagon and 
decagon 



 Use the angle sum of an irregular polygon in a problem 



 Calculate and use the sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon 



 Understand and use fact that the exterior angles of a polygon add up to 
360° 



 Understand and use the fact that the interior and exterior angles at one 
vertex of a polygon add up to 180° 



 Be able to calculate the exterior angle of a regular polygon 



 Be able to calculate the interior angle of a regular polygon 



 Be able to deduce the number of sides of a regular polygon, given one of 
its angles 



 Understand tessellations of regular and irregular polygons 











 Tessellate combinations of polygons 



Explain why some shapes tessellate and some do not 



11th March 
 



Circle Theorems 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Types of average 
and range 



 Prove and use each of the circle theorems: 



 Tangent is perpendicular to the radius at the point the tangent 
meets the circle 



 Two tangents from a point are equal in length 



 Angle subtended from an arc at the centre is twice the angle at 
the circumference 



 Angle in a semicircle is a right angle 



 Angles in the same segment are equal 



 Opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral add up to 180° 



 Alternate segment theorem 



 Perpendicular from the centre to a chord bisects the chord 



 



Calculate the following 



 Mean 



 Mode 



 Modal class 



 Median 



 Interval containing the median 



 Range 



 Estimate the mean of grouped data using mid-points of intervals 



 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range for grouped data 



 Estimate the mean for grouped data 



 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a cumulative 
frequency graph 



 Find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a box plot 



18th March 
 
 



Index Laws 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Know all the square numbers from 2² = 4 up to 15² = 225 



 Know all the cube numbers from 2³ = 8 up to 5³ = 125 and also 10³ = 
1000 



 Use index notation for squares and cubes, eg. 5³ 



 Use index notation for powers of 10, eg. 106 



 Understand indices in calculations 



 Multiply and divide by adding or subtracting indices 



 Calculate using index laws when indices are fractions or negative 



 Understand that for any number n, nº = 1 



 Understand that n-1 = 1 / n 



 Understand that n½ = √n 



 Understand that n⅓ = 3√n 



 











Standard Form 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Converting 
measurements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compound 
measures 
 



 Understand numbers written in standard form 



 Write large or small numbers in standard form 



 Convert between standard form and normal form 



 Understand and use standard form on a calculator 



 



 Know conversion factors between different metric units 



 Convert between metric units 



 Convert between imperial units, given the conversion factor 



 Know rough imperial/metric equivalents as follows 



 1 kg   =   2.2 pounds 



 1 litre  =  1¾  pints 



 4.5 litres  =  1 gallon 



 8 km  =  5 miles 



 30 cm  =  1 foot 



 Convert between imperial and metric measures using the above 
conversion factors 



 Convert between metric measurements of area 



 Convert between metric measurements of volume 



 Convert between different metric units of speed, eg. metres per second 
and km per hour 



 Convert between metric units of volume and metric units of capacity, eg. 
1 cm³  =  1 ml 



 



 Understand and use compound measures, including speed and density 



25th March 
 



Fractions, 
Decimals and 
Percentages 



 Find equivalent fractions 



 Simplify a fraction to its simplest form 



 Convert between improper fractions and mixed numbers 



 Add and subtract fractions 



 Know fraction to decimal conversions for simple fractions 



 Convert between fractions and decimals 



 Understand that all recurring decimals are exact fractions, and that some 
exact fractions are recurring decimals 



 Convert between recurring decimals and fractions 



 Know how to convert from recurring decimal to fraction using a proof 



 Understand percentages 



 Convert between fractions, decimals and percentages 



 Find a fraction of a quantity 



 Find a percentage of a quantity 



 Use decimals to find quantities 











 Use a multiplier to increase of decrease a quantity (eg. use x 1.05 to 
increase by 5%, or 0.88 to decrease by 12%)) 



 Use percentages to calculate and use 



o VAT 



o Simple interest 



o Income tax 



o Compound interest 



o Depreciation 



o Prices after an increase or decrease 



o Percentage profit and loss 



 Find the original amount, given the new amount and the percentage 
change 



 Calculate repeated proportional change 



 Use a multiplier raised to a power to calculate repeated proportional 
change 



 Use a multiplier to increase or decrease by a percentage 



 Find one number as a fraction of another number 



 Find one number as a percentage of another number 



 Multiply using percentages as operators 



1st  April 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Pythagoras’ 
Theorem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trigonometry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surds 



 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in triangles 



 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in 3D problems 



 Understand the language associated with 3D shapes, including diagonals 
of a cuboid 



 Use Pythagoras’ theorem to calculate the length of a diagonal of a 
cuboid 



 



 Understand and remember trigonometric relationships in right angled 
triangles 



 Use trigonometry in 2D problems 



 Use trigonometry in 3D problems 



 Use trigonometry to find the angle between a line and a plane 



 Find angle of elevation and angle of depression 



 Use the sine rule to solve 2D and 3D problems 



 Use the cosine rule to solve 2D and 3D problems 



 Calculate the area of a triangle using the formulae A = ½ ab sinC 



 



 Use surds (roots) calculations without a calculator, leaving the surd in 
the answer 



 Give an answer to a Pythagoras question as √17 



 Manipulate surds in calculations, eg. (3 - √3)² 



 Rationalise a denominator, ie. manipulate so that there is no longer a 
surd on the bottom of the fraction 











 Ratio 
 
 
 
 
 



Direct and 
indirect 
proportion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Angles on 
intersecting lines, 
in triangles and 
quadrilaterals, 
and on parallel 
lines 



 Write a ratio in its simplest form 



 Divide a quantity in a given ratio 



 Solve problems using ratios 



 



 Calculate an unknown quantity where quantities are in direct proportion 



 Calculate an unknown quantity where quantities are in inverse proportion 



 Set up equations to solve word problems involving direct proportion 



 Set up equations to solve word problems involving indirect proportion 



 Understand and use graphs of equations involving direct and indirect 
proportion 



 



 Angles round a point add up to 360° 



 Angles on a straight line add up to 180° 



 Perpendicular lines 



 Know the properties of scalene, isosceles, equilateral and right-angled 
triangles 



 Angles in a triangle add up to 180° 



 Angle properties of intersecting lines, and vertically opposite angles are 
equal 



 Be able to mark parallel lines on a diagram 



 Corresponding angles in parallel lines 



 Alternate angles in parallel lines 



 Calculate angles and give reasons 



 Explain why the angle sum of a quadrilateral is 360° 



 Understand a proof that the angle sum of a triangle is 180° 



 Understand the proof that the exterior angle of a triangle of a triangle is 
equal to the sum of the interior angles at the other two vertices 



 Calculate angles in more complex problems 



8th April  
 
Easter 
 
 
 



Graphs 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Gradients of 
parallel and 
perpendicular 
lines 



 Draw, label and add a scale to axes 



 Understand that an equation of the form y = mx + c corresponds to a 
straight line graph 



 Plot straight line graphs from their equations 



 Plot and draw a graph of an equation in the form y = mx + c 



 Find the gradient of a straight line graph  



 Find the gradient of a straight line graph from its equation 



 Understand that a graph of an equation in the form  
y = mx + c has gradient of m and a y intercept of c 
(ie. crosses the y axis at c) 



 Understand how the gradient of a real life graph relates to the 
relationship between the two variables 



 Understand how the gradients of parallel lines are related 











 



 



 



 



 



 



Simultaneous 
equations (one 
linear and one 
quadratic) 



 



 



Other graphs 



 



 



 



 



Graphs of loci 



 



 



 



Graphs from 
quadratic and 
other functions 



 Understand how the gradients of perpendicular lines are related 



 Understand that if the gradient of a graph in the form y = mx + c is m, 



then the gradient of a line perpendicular to it will be 
1



m
—  



 Generate equations of a line parallel or perpendicular to a straight line 
graph 



 Show the solution to several inequalities with two variables on a graph 



 Find the intersection of a linear and a quadratic graph to find 
(approximate) solutions to simultaneous equations 



 Solve simultaneous equations (one linear, one quadratic in one variable) 
by elimination 



 Solve simultaneous equations where one equation is of the form x² + y²  
= r² 



 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of cubic functions 



 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = 1/x 



 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = kx for integer values of x 



 Plot, sketch or recognise graphs of y = sin x and y = cos x from -360° to 
+360° 



 Draw or plot other mathematical functions 



 Recognise or analyse other mathematical functions 



 Construct the graphs of simple loci including the circle,      x² + y²  = r² 



 Find the points of intersection of a circle and a straight line 



 Apply understanding of loci to construct graphs based on circles and 
perpendicular lines 



 Generate points for quadratic functions 



 Plot graphs of quadratic functions 



 Find (approximate) solutions to a quadratic equation from the graph of 
its function 



 Find (approximate) solutions to simultaneous equations, one quadratic 
and one linear from the intersections of their graphs 



15th April 
 
Easter 
 



Straight edge and 
compass 
constructions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Construct a given triangle 



 Construct an equilateral triangle 



 Understand that SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS triangles are unique but ASS 
ones are not 



 Construct a perpendicular bisector of a line 



 Construct a perpendicular from a point to a line 



 Construct a perpendicular from a point on a line 



 Bisect an angle 



 Construct angles of 60°, 90°, 30° and 45° 



 Construct parallel lines 



 Draw circles and arcs of a given radius 



 Construct a regular hexagon inside a circle 











 
 
 
 
 
Bearings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solve quadratic 
equations 



 Construct diagrams involving any of the above 



 Construct diagrams from given information 



 



 Use 3 figure bearings to specify direction 



 Mark a point on a diagram, given a bearing and distance from another 
point 



 Measure or draw a bearing on a map or scale plan 



 Given a bearing of one point from another, find the bearing of the first 
point from the second 



 



 Solve quadratic equations by factorisation 



 Solve quadratic equations by completing the square 



 Solve quadratic equations using the quadratic formula 



22nd  April 
 
 
 
 



Charts and 
diagrams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interpreting 
graphs and 
diagrams 



Draw the following charts or diagrams 



 Bar chart 



 Dual bar chart 



 Pie chart 



 Histogram with equal class intervals 



 Frequency polygon 



 Frequency diagram for grouped discrete data 



 Scatter graph 



 Line graph 



 Frequency polygon for grouped data 



 Grouped frequency table for continuous data 



 Stem and leaf diagram 



 Two-sided stem and leaf diagram 



 Cumulative frequency table 



 Cumulative frequency graph 



 Box plots (from raw data, or when given the median and quartiles) 



 Histograms with unequal class intervals, using frequency density 



 



Understand and find information from 



 pie charts 



 stem and leaf diagrams 



 scatter graphs 



 frequency polygons 



 box plots 



 cumulative frequency diagrams 



 histograms 











 Find the median or other information from a histogram, for example the 
number of people in a particular group 



 Find information from line graphs, frequency polygons and frequency 
diagrams 



 Find information from pie charts 



 Find median, mode, range and interquartile range from stem and leaf 
diagrams 



 Estimate values and find median, quartiles and interquartile range from a 
cumulative frequency graph 



 Complete a frequency table from a histogram 



 Understand and define frequency density 



 Draw a line of best fit 



 Understand positve, negative and no correlation 



 Understand that correlation does not always imply one thing causes the 
other 



 Predict values using a line of best fit 



 Understand that “no correlation” does not necessarily mean no 
relationship between the values, just no linear relationship 



29th April 
 
 
 
 
 



Probability  
 Impossible, unlikely, even chance, likely and certain events 



 Mark events or probabilities on a 0 to 1 probability scale 



 Write probabilities as fractions, decimals or percentages 



 Find probabilities of events using dice, spinners, coins 



 Understand and use relative frequency as estimates of probability 



 Calculate an estimate of how many times an event will occur, given its 
probability and the number of trials 



 List the outcomes for one or two events 



 Use and draw diagrams to show all possibilities 



 Understand that the sum of all the mutually exclusive outcomes is 1 



 Know that if P is a probability of an outcome occurring, then 1 - P is the 
probability of the same outcome not occurring 



 Fill in a missing probability in a table 



 Know and use the fact that, for mutually exclusive events, P(A OR B) = 
P(A) + P(B) 



 Know that, for independent events, P(A AND B) = P(A) x P(B) 



 Understand the difference in calculation for selection of an object with or 
without replacement 



 Draw a probability tree diagram 



 Calculate probability of compound events from a tree diagram 



 Compare experimental data with theoretical probability 



 Understand that the same experiment repeated can have different 
results, and that increasing sample size increases accuracy 



 Compare results from different sample sizes 











 
 
 
 
 
 



Congruence and 
similarity 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Using 2D 
diagrams to 
represent 3D 
shapes 



 Understand that angles in similar shapes are the same 



 Prove the congruence of triangles using SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS and 
formal argument 



 Understand SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS in ruler and compass constructions 



 Understand similarity of triangles and other 2D shapes, 



 Use understanding of similar figures in problems 



 Prove formally that two triangles are similar 



 



 Use isometric grids 



 Draw nets and show how they fold to make a 3D solid shape 



 Understand and draw front and side elevations and plans of simple solids 



 Draw a sketch of a 3D solid shape given the front and side elevations 
and plan of the solid 



6th May 
 
 
 
 



Upper and lower 
bounds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solve linear 
inequalities 
 
 
 
Perimeter and 
area 



Find the upper and lower bound of a calculation, especially in the calculation 
of: 



 measurements 



 perimeter 



 area 



 volume 



 



 Give a final answer to a calculation to an appropriate degree of accuracy 
using upper and lower bounds 



 



 Solve a simple linear inequality with one variable 



 Show the solution to a linear inequality with one variable on a number 
line 



 



 Measure shapes to find perimeter or area 



 Find the perimeter of a rectangle or triangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a rectangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a triangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a parallelogram 



 Use a formula to find the area of a trapezium 



 Calculate the perimeter and area of compound shapes made from 
triangles, rectangles and other shapes 



 Find the surface area of shapes such as prisms or pyramids by using the 
formulae for triangles, rectangles and other shapes 











13th May 
 



Circumference 
and area of a 
circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maps and scale 
drawings 
 
 
 
 
Comparing data 



 Find circumference of a circle using C = πd or C = 2πr 



 Find the area of a circle using A = πr² 



 Use π = 3.142 or the π button on a calculator 



 Find the perimeter and area of semcircles and quarter circles 



 Calculate the length of an arc 



 Calculate the area of a sector 



 Give answers in terms of π if required 



 Find the surface area of a cylinder 



 



 Use, interpret and construct maps and scale drawings 



 Draw lines and shapes to scale 



 Estimate lengths using a scale diagram 



 



 Compare two sets of data using shapes of distributions 



 Compare two sets of data using averages and spread, such as median, 
range and quartiles 



 Compare spread using box plots or cumulative frequency graphs 



 Compare two pie charts 



 Compare data from dual bar charts 



 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of different types of 
average 



20th May Measure and 
draw lines and 
angles 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Rounding and 
approximation 



 



 



 



 



 



Solve 
simultaneous 
equations with 
two unknowns 



 Measure and draw straight lines to the nearest mm 



 Measure and draw angles to the nearest degree 



 Make accurate drawings of triangles and other 2D shapes using ruler and 
protractor 



 Make an accurate scale drawing from a diagram 



 Use accurate drawing to solve bearings problems 



 



 Round to the nearest integer (whole number) 



 Round numbers to any given power of 10 



 Round to a number of decimal places 



 Round to a number of significant figures 



 Estimate the answer to a calculation by using rounding 



 



 Use elimination to solve simultaneous equations 



 Use substitution to solve simultaneous equations 



 Draw straight line graphs and find the solution from the intersection of 
the two graphs 



 Write simultaneous equations for a problem 



 











Suggested activities: 
- Look through your exercise books to find any information on the topic. 
- Make revision notes/mind map/prompt cards on all you know about the topic. 
- Find any information you have about the topic from your revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths 



website and any other resources your teacher has guided you to. 
- Do some practice questions from revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths website. 
- Look back through mock papers or other exam papers you have. Find any questions you have done on 



the topic. Did you get them correct? If not try to correct them. Do you understand the method you used? 



Exam Dates 
 



      Tuesday 21st  May Paper 1 Non Calculator 
      Thursday 6th June Paper 2  Calculator 
      Tuesday 11th June Paper 3 Calculator 
 
 



 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Faith and Ethics FULL COURSE  
Week 



beginning 
Topics for 
revision 



Re-visit work Suggested activities 



   Sample Questions / mark schemes 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-



studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-
8062/assessment-resources  



 
Command Words 



http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-



a/teach/command-words  
 



Keywords –remember we are only studying 
Islam & Christianity  



http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-
studies/gcse/religious-studies-



a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary  
 



Very brief summaries for the Themes exam  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-



studies/gcse/religious-studies-
a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues  



 
Kerboodle text book: Remember you all 
have access to these text books online: 



www.kerboodle.com   
Username: initialsurname e.g: jedge  
Password: same as username unless 



changed 
Institution code: pa1    



  
 
 
You can purchase this at the school supplies  





http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a-8062/assessment-resources


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/command-words


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/subject-specific-vocabulary


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.aqa.org.uk/resources/religious-studies/gcse/religious-studies-a/teach/teaching-guide-ethical-issues


http://www.kerboodle.com/








 
11th 



March 
Islam: Belief 
and Teaching 



The six articles of faith in 
Sunni Islam and five 



roots of Usul ad-Din in 
Shi’a Islam, Tawhid (the 
Oneness of God), Qur’an 



 The nature of God: 
 Angels, their nature and 
role, including Jibril and 
Mika’il. • Predestination 
and human freedom and 



its relationship to the 
Day of Judgement. • 



Akhirah (life after 
death), human 



responsibility and 
accountability, 



resurrection, heaven 
and hell 



 
Risalah (Prophethood) 
including the role and 
importance of Adam, 



Ibrahim and Muhammad 
 The holy books: • 



Qur’an: revelation and 
authority  



The Torah, the Psalms, 
the Gospel, the Scrolls of 



Abraham and their 
authority.  The imamate 



in Shi'a Islam: its role 
and significance 



Create a Venn diagram between Sunni and Shia Islam i.e. 
the 5 pillars of Islam and the 6 articles of faith (Sunni) and 
the 5 roots of Shia Islam and the first 6 of the 10 
obligations of Shia Islam. 
 
Work through your book and revision guide and create a 
word search online or cross word that you can complete 
before your exam as a revision activity. 
 
Create a mind map on the afterlife. Include, what 
happens at death, judgement day, heaven and hell. Add 
to this with angels, predestination, prophets etc. 
 



Revision cards.  
 
A3 revision  
 
Revision Activities: 



1. Tawhid: Create a min-map with Tawhid in the 



centre. Draw an arrow with each of the following on 



each arrow: Supremacy of God’s will; Nature of God; Angels; 



Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill; Evil 



and Suffering;  The First Cause Argument and the Design 



Argument. At the end of each arrow, explain how each 



of these link to Tawhid and the oneness of God. (I.e. 



how might they reinforce the idea that there is only one God and 



how they impact people’s belief and actions).This helps us see 



the bigger picture of how all Islamic belief (and Christian belief 



in the Christianity section) link together and helps us write in 



depth for our 12 markers). 



 



2. Create a cross-word (you can do this easily 



online) or a Kahoot quiz with the key words from 



this unit. Get a peer to complete it and then mark it. 



 



3. Either in written form or as a video explain how 



Muslims can still believe in freewill and 



predestination. (This activity helps you to explain (and 



articulate) the different ideas and the problems around 



predestination and freewill. This is particularly useful for the 



twelve marker). 
 



4. Create a table: How God shows His 



transcendence and how God shows His immanence. 



 



5. Quote Flash cards: Create Flash Cards on 
Supremacy of God’s will; Each of the natures of God; Angels; 



Prophets; Holy Books; Akhirah; Predestination; Freewill etc. 



on the back write at least one religious quote on the back. Once 



you have done this, have a look to see if there are 











any quotes that could relate to more than one 



topic and highlight it. (This will be useful for revision as 



you can learn one quote for more than one thing. The Tawhid 



quote is particularly important as EVERYTHING links back to 



Tawhid so more often than not you will have a quote for the 5 



marker if you relate the question focus to Tawhid. 



 



6. Create a Venn Diagram of the similarities and 



differences in Shia and Sunni Islam. 



 



Quick questions:  



1 Mark 



What does the term Tawhid mean? (1) 



 



What does Adalat mean? (See 5 roots of Shia Islam 



or nature of God terms). (1) 



 



What is the Shahadah? (1) 



 



What does Risalah mean? (1) 



 



What does Akhirah mean? (1) 



 



What do we mean by the term prophethood? (1) 



 



2 Marks 



Name two beliefs of Sunni Islam. (2) 



 



Name two angels other than Jibril and Mika’il. (2) 



 



Name two prophets other than Prophet Muhammad 



pbuh. (2) 



 



Extended questions 



4 Marks 



Explain two ways in belief in judgement day affects a 



Muslim life. (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which belief in prophets affects 



Muslim life. (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which belief in Tawhid affects 



Muslim life (4) 



 



5 Marks (NB: Must refer directly to scripture for the 5th 



mark). 
Explain two Islamic beliefs about prophets. Refer to 



scripture. (5) 



 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about the nature of God. 



(5) 



 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about Holy Books. (5) 



 



Explain two Islamic beliefs about the supremacy of 



God’s will. (5) (For the scripture part of this you may have to 











think outside the box a bit). It’s a tricky one but a legitimate 



question that could come up on your final exam). 
 



12 Marks 



‘Tawhid is the most important belief in Islam’ What 



do you think? (12) 



 



“The Jibril and Mika’il are the most important 



angels? What do you think?” (12) 



 



Predestination means that God controls our actions’. 



What do you think? (12) 
 



 
18th 



March 
War and & 



Peace 



The meaning and 
significance of:  



• peace 
 • justice  



• forgiveness  
• reconciliation 



. • Violence, including 
violent protest.  



• Terrorism. 
 • Reasons for war, 



including greed, self-
defence and retaliation. 
 • The just war theory, 



including the criteria for 
a just war. • Holy war.  



• Pacifism. Religion and 
belief in 21st century  



• Religion and belief as a 
cause of war and 



violence in the 
contemporary world. 
 • Nuclear weapons, 



including nuclear 
deterrence. 



 • The use of weapons of 
mass destruction. 



 • Religion and peace-
making in the 



contemporary world 
including the work of 



individuals influenced by 
religious teaching 



. • Religious responses 
to the victims of war 
including the work of 



one present day 
religious organisation. 



Past paper questions, mind maps and revision cards. 



 



Pair up: find a friend and write up a revision 



summary on a section- but make mistakes it-e.g. 



incorrect vocab etc. and ask your friend to find the 



mistake!  



 



Use colour- make notes on each section but use 



different colour for each part e.g. all notes on Just 



war in blue etc. 



 



Buy some cheap GIANT paper (lining paper is a 



good idea) and use these to make giant mind maps on 



each section – put these around your bedroom so you 



see them all the time!  



 



Facts that won’t stick in your head! – write them on a 



post it note and stick them to your mirror etc.  



 



Revision cards- summarise a section on the side- ask 



parents etc. to test you 



 



Revision cards- write questions on one side and the 



answers on the other- ask someone to test you 



 



2 mark: 



 Name two reasons why someone may be a pacifist 



(2) 



 



Name two reasons why a war may start (2) 



 



Name two types of WMD (2) 



 



Name two reasons a Christian may choose to go to 



war (2) 



 



4 mark: 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the use of violence 



to resolve conflict (4) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 











British society  on the use of  WMD (4) 



 



5 mark : 



Explain two religious beliefs about achieving Justice 



in society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in 



your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Forgiveness in 



society. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer (5) 



 



12 mark:   



“Holy War is never right” 



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



“Violence should never be used” 



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



“There is always a better alternative than violence to 



resolve a conflict”  



Evaluate this statement (12) 



 



“A religious believer has a responsibility to help the 
victims of war” Evaluate this statement (12) 



25th 
March 



Religion and 
Life Issues 



The origins and value of 
the universe  



• The origins of the 
universe, including: • 



religious teachings about 
the origins of the 



universe, and different 
interpretations of these 



 • the relationship 
between scientific views, 



such as the Big Bang 
theory, and religious 



views. 
 • The value of the world 
and the duty of human 



beings to protect it, 
including religious 



teaching about 
stewardship, dominion, 
responsibility, awe and 



wonder. 
 • The use and abuse of 



the environment, 
including the use of 
natural resources, 



pollution. 
 • The use and abuse of 



animals, including: • 
animal experimentation 
• the use of animals for 



food.  



Revision squares- Play revision squares –how many 



facts do you know about each? Can you link the 



ideas? Can you apply these words to an exam 



question? 



 



Go through revision notes and traffic light them.  



RED: help I can’t remember / YELLOW: quite 



confident/ needs a little work GREEN: Bring on the 



exam- I’m ready to go!  



 



Using techniques that worked well for you previously 



– flash cards / mind maps etc. to go through RED and 



YELLOW. 
1. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society about climate change. In your 



answer you must refer to one or more religious 



traditions. (4 marks) 



2. Give two reasons a religious believer might 



support abortion (2 marks) 



3. Give two reasons a religious believer might 



support conservation. (2 marks)  



4. Explain two religious beliefs about Euthanasia. 



Refer to sacred writings or another source of 



religious belief and teaching in your answer. (5 



marks)  



5. Explain two religious beliefs about the origins of 



the universe. Refer to sacred writings or another 



source of religious belief and teaching in your 



answer. (5 marks) 











• The origins of life, 
including: • religious 
teachings about the 



origins of human life, 
and different 



interpretations of these 
• the relationship 



between scientific views, 
such as evolution, and 



religious views.  
• The concepts of 



sanctity of life and the 
quality of life. 



 • Abortion, including 
situations when the 



mother's life is at risk.  
• Ethical arguments 
related to abortion, 



including those based on 
the sanctity of life and 



quality of life 
. • Euthanasia. 



 • Beliefs about death 
and an afterlife, and 



their impact on beliefs 
about the value of 



human life 



6. ‘Euthanasia is always wrong and should remain 



illegal’ (12 marks) 



Evaluate this statement. 
In your answer you:  



 should give reasoned arguments in support of 
this statement 



 should give reasoned arguments to support a 
different point of view  



 should refer to religious arguments  



 may refer to non-religious arguments  



 should reach a justified conclusion. 
7. Give two effects of pollution on the natural world 



(2 marks)  



 



 











1st Arpil 
  



Christianity: 
Beliefs and 
Teachings 



The nature of God  
The problem of evil and 



suffering  
The oneness of God and 
the Trinity: Father, Son 



and Holy Spirit. 
 Different Christian 
beliefs about the 
afterlife and their 



importance, including: 
resurrection and life 



after death; judgement, 
heaven and hell. Jesus 



Christ and salvation 
The incarnation and 



Jesus as the Son of God  
The crucifixion, 



resurrection and 
ascension  



Sin, including original sin  
The means of salvation, 
including law, grace and 
Spirit The role of Christ 



in salvation including the 
idea of atonement 



Revision cards  



 



Mind maps  



 



Remember to use colour to summarise your notes 



 



Write a  job description for the Christian concept of 



God 



 



Draw and write a cartoon of different perspectives on 



the creation of the world  



 



Create matching cards of the keywords and 



definitions. 



 



Quick questions: Define Immanent (1) 



 



Define Transcendent (1) 



 



Name two causes of suffering (2) 



 



Name two potential purposes of suffering (2) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the origins of the 



universe  (4) 



 



Explain two ways in which a belief that God is 



omnipotent would impact a Christian. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about accessing heaven. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about creation. Refer 



to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two religious teachings about the nature of 



God. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer. (5) 



 



“God created the world as described in Genesis” 



Evaluate this statement (12)   



 



Mind maps  



 



Revision cards 



 



Test your friends  



 



Remember the importance of not just WHAT 



Christians believe but also how this INFLUENCES / 



IMPACTS them  



  



Quick questions: 



What does Incarnation mean? (1) 











 



Name two ways salvation be achieved (2) 



 



Explain the impact of the resurrection on a 



Christian’s life (4) 



 



Explain two ways belief in salvation would impact a 



Christian (4) 



 



Explain two consequences of the crucifixion and 



resurrection. (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Salvation. Refer 



to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



Explain two Christian teachings about God the 



creator. Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your 



answer (5)  



 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about Reconciliation. 



Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer. 



(5) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about sin. Refer to 



scripture or sacred writings in your answer. (5) 



 



‘The resurrection is an event in history’ Evaluate (12)       



8th April : 
Easter  



Marriage 
Theme /  



Sex, marriage and 
divorce • Human 



sexuality including: 
heterosexual and 



homosexual 
relationships. 



 • Sexual relationships 
before and outside of 



marriage.  
• Contraception and 



family planning. 
 • The nature and 



purpose of marriage 



 



 
1. Which word best describes a sexual relationship 



between a man and a woman? 



A homosexual B heterosexual C metrosexual D 
transsexual 



2. What is meant by the term divorce? 



A Separation B Ending a relationship C Living 
together   D Legal ending of a marriage.  



3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society to sex before marriage. In your 



answer you should refer to the main religious 











. • Same-sex marriage 
and cohabitation. 



 • Divorce, including 
reasons for divorce, and 



remarrying. • Ethical 
arguments related to 



divorce, including those 
based on the sanctity of 



marriage vows and 
compassion. Families 
and gender equality  



• The nature of families, 
including:  



• the role of parents and 
children 



 • extended families and 
the nuclear family 
. • The purpose of 



families, including: • 
procreation • stability 
and the protection of 
children • educating 



children in a faith 
 • Contemporary family 



issues including 
• same-sex parents  



• polygamy. 
 • The roles of men and 



women. 
 • Gender equality 



. • Gender prejudice and 
discrimination, including 



examples. 



tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 



religious traditions (4 marks) 



4. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society about contraception. In your 



answer you should refer to the main religious 



tradition of Great Britain and one or more other 



religious traditions. (4 marks)  



5. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary 



British society to remarriage. In your answer you 



should refer to the main religious tradition of 



Great Britain and one or more other religious 



traditions.  (4 marks) 



6. Explain two religious beliefs about the role of 



parents in a religious relationship. Refer to 



scripture or sacred writings in your answer.  (5 



marks) 



7. ‘Religious believers should never be sexist’  (12 



marks) 



‘Marriage ceremonies are out of date nowadays’ (12 
mark 



15th 
APRIL: 
EASTER 



 
Existence of 



God & 
revelation 



Philosophical arguments 
for and against the 
existence of God  



• The Design argument, 
including its strengths 



and weaknesses.  
• The First Cause 



argument, including its 
strengths and 
weaknesses. 



 • The argument from 
miracles, including its 



strengths and 
weaknesses, and one 



example of a miracle. • 
Evil and suffering as an 
argument against the 



existence of God. 
 • Arguments based on 



science against the 
existence of God. 



 The nature of the divine 
and revelation  



 
Quick Questions:  



 



What does Omnipotent mean? (1) 



 



Define general revelation (1) 



 



Define special revelation(1) 



 



Define Enlightenment (1) 



 



Give two types of special revelation (2) 



 



Give two examples of visions (2) 



 



Explain contrasting views on Enlightenment (4) 



 



Explain two religious beliefs about visions (4) 



 



“Science disproves God’s existence” Evaluate this 



statement (12) 



“”Miracles prove God’s existence” Evaluate this 



statement (12) 











• Special revelation as a 
source of knowledge 



about the divine (God, 
gods or ultimate reality) 
including visions and one 



example of a vision.  
• Enlightenment as a 
source of knowledge 



about the divine 
. • General revelation: 



nature and scripture as a 
way of understanding 



the divine 
. • Different ideas about 



the divine that come 
from these sources: • 



omnipotent and 
omniscient • personal 



and impersonal • 
immanent and 



transcendent. • The 
value of general and 



special revelation and 
enlightenment as 



sources of knowledge 
about the divine, 



including: 
 • the problems of 



different ideas about the 
divine arising from these 



experiences  
• alternative 



explanations for the 
experiences, and the 
possibility that the 



people who claimed to 
have them were lying or 



mistaken. 



 



  



Explain two beliefs about God that we receive from 



revelations (4) 



 



Explain two contrasting beliefs on the reality of 



revelations (4)   



 



22nd  
April 



Christianity: 
Practices /  



 



Worship and festivals  
Different forms of 
worship and their 



significance Liturgical, 
non-liturgical and 



informal, including the 
use of the Bible  
Private worship.  
 Prayer and its 



significance, including 
the Lord’s Prayer, set 
prayers and informal 



prayer.  
 The role and meaning of 



the sacraments:  
The sacrament of 
baptism and its 
significance for 



Christians infant and 



See the knowledge organiser and associated task 



booklet 



 
1. What is meant by liturgical worship? 



A Free worship  B set pattern C worship in 
private D prayers and hymns 



2. What is the prayer called that Jesus taught his 



disciples? 



A Our Father B Christian Prayer C Jesus Prayer D 
the Lord’s Prayer 



3. Give two alternative names for the term 



‘Eucharist’. (2 marks) 



4. Give two reasons why Holy Week is important to 



Christians. (2 marks) 



5. Explain two contrasting Christian views about the 



importance of pilgrimage. (4 marks) 



6. Explain two contrasting ways Christians play a 



role in the local community.  











believers' baptism; 
different beliefs about 



infant baptism  
The sacrament of Holy 
Communion/Eucharist 
and its significance for 



Christians, including 
different ways in which 



it is celebrated and 
different interpretations 



of its meaning.  
 The role and 
importance of 
pilgrimage and 



celebrations including:  
Two contrasting 



examples of Christian 
pilgrimage: Lourdes and 



Iona  
The celebrations of 



Christmas and Easter, 
including their 
importance for 



Christians in Great 
Britain today 



.  The role of the Church 
in the local community, 



including food banks and 
street pastors.  The 



place of mission, 
evangelism and Church 



growth. 
 The importance of the 



worldwide Church 
including: working for 



reconciliation 
How Christian churches 
respond to persecution  
The work of one of the 



following: Catholic 
Agency For Overseas 



Development (CAFOD), 
Christian Aid, Tearfund. 



7. Explain two ways in which Christians think 



worship is important. Refer to Christian teachings 



in your answer (5 marks) 



8. Explain two ways in which Christians celebrate 



Easter. Refer to Christian teachings in your 



answer (5 marks) 



9. Explain two ways in which pilgrimage is important 



to Christians. Refer to Christian teachings in your 



answer (5 marks) 



10. Explain two ways in which Christians respond to 



the word poverty. Refer to Christian teachings in 



your answer. (5 marks) 



11. ‘No child should be Baptised’ (12 marks) 



12. ‘Charities should focus more on helping the poor 



in Britain’ (12 marks) 



13. ‘Pilgrimages are a waste of money’ (12 marks) 



 



29rd April Islam: 
practices / 



Five Pillars of Sunni 
Islam and the Ten 



Obligatory Acts of Shi’a 
Islam  



 Shahadah 
 • Salah and its 



significance:  Sawm: the 
role and significance of 



fasting during the month 
of Ramadan  Zakah: the 
role and significance of 



giving alms including 
origins, how and why it 



See the knowledge organiser and associated task 



booklet 



 
1. The best way for Muslims to understand God is to 



practise Salah.’ 



Evaluate this statement. 
In your answer you should: 



 refer to Muslim teaching  



 give reasoned arguments to support this 
statement  



 give reasoned arguments to support a different 
point of view  



 reach a justified conclusion. 











is given, benefits of 
receipt, 



 Khums in Shi’a Islam 
. Hajj: the role and 
significance of the 



pilgrimage.   Festivals 
and commemorations 



and their importance for 
Muslims in Great Britain 



today, including the 
origins and meanings of 



Id-ul-Adha, Id-ul-Fitr, 
Ashura. 



12 marks 



 
2. Explain two Muslim teachings about Prayer. Refer 



to sacred writings or another source of Christian 



belief and teaching in your answer. (5 marks) 



3. Explain two rituals performed during Salah (4 



marks) 



4. Explain two contrasting understandings of 



leadership in Islam (4 marks) 



5. ‘Completing the hajj is the most important duty 



for a Muslim.’  



Evaluate this statement. In your answer you 
should: 



  refer to Muslim teaching  



 give reasoned arguments to support this 
statement  



 give reasoned arguments to support a different 
point of view  



 reach a justified conclusion. 
6. Explain two ways in which the celebration of the 



festival of Id-ul-Adha is important to Muslims. 



Refer to sacred writing or another source of 



Muslim belief and teaching in your answer. (5 



marks)  



7. Give two things that a Muslim would do on Hajj (2 



marks) 



8. Give two reasons a Muslim may choose to take 



part in Sawm (2 marks)  



6th May  Christianity 
and Islam: 
Beliefs and 
Practices  



 



 At this point the exam will be one week 



away and the first paper will be on 



Christianity and Islam. Revisit these during 



this week.  



13th 
May 



 
Exam 1  
On the 



13th 
 



Exam 2 
On the 



20th 



Religion and 
Life. 



Relationships 
and Families, 



Religion 
Peace and 



Conflict, The 
existence of 



God and 
Revelation.  



 At this point you will have completed exam 
1 (the religions paper). You are now to 
prepare for the thematic paper (20th May)  
Revisit all the themes during this week. (not 
religious units)  



  
 



Things to remember: 



  Each “unit” will have a 1,2,4,5 and 12 mark question – you must  answer them all 



 You will have 4 units per paper  



 The 5 and 12 mark questions ALWAYS require you to reference where the ideas are from quotes or at least  



  reference to the quotes are required 



 Stick to the question…use the wording of the question in your answer  



 If you are running short of time try to make sure your /12 answer is complete  













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Maths Foundation 



Week 
beginning 



Topics for 
revision 



Re-visit work 



4th March 
 
 
 



Ratio 
 Write a ratio in its simplest form 



 Divide a quantity in a given ratio 



 Solve problems using ratios 



11th March BIDMAS and 
Calculator Use 



 Understand multiplying and dividing, and that one is the inverse of the 
other 



 Use inverse operations 



 Understand the use of brackets in calculations 



 Understand the hierarchy of operations (BIDMAS) 



 Solve word problems 



 Understand and find reciprocals 



 Understand and use 1 over a number is the inverse of multiplying by that 
number 



 Simple and complex calculations, including involving time or money 



 Use the following functions 



 +, -, x, ÷ 



 x² and  √x 



 x³ and  ³√x 



 memory functions 



 brackets 



 Understand that rounding too early can causes inaccuracy 



18th March 
 
 
 



Algebra, 
Simplifying 



 Simplify by collecting like terms 



 Multiply out a single bracket 



 Factorise a single bracket by taking out a common factor 



 Write expressions involving squares or cubes 



 Use algebraic expressions to solve problems 



25th March Linear Equations 
and Formula  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 Set up simple equations for a problem 



 Rearrange simple equations 



 Solve simple equations 



 Solve equations with the unknown on either side 



 Solve equations with the unknown on both sides 



 Solve equations that include brackets 



 Solve equations with negatives, including negative answers 



 Solve equations involving fractions 



 Derive formulae 



 Substitute numbers (positive or negative) into a formula, including 
formulae with x² or x³ terms 











 Change the subject of a simple formula 



1st April 
 
 
 



Inequalities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Measures 



 Use inequality signs correctly (<,>,≤,≥) 



 Solve a simple linear inequality with one variable 



 Show the solution to a linear inequality on a number line 



 



 



 Know conversion factors between different metric units 



 Convert between metric units 



 Convert between imperial units (conversion factors will be given in 
questions) 



 Know imperial/metric equivalents as follows 



 1 kg   =   2.2 pounds 



 1 litre  =  1¾  pints 



 4.5 litres  =  1 gallon 



 8 km  =  5 miles 



 30 cm  =  1 foot 



 Convert between imperial and metric measures using the above 
conversion factors 



 Convert between metric measurements of area 



 Convert between metric measurements of volume 



 Convert between different metric units of speed, eg. metres per 
second and km per hour 



 Convert between metric units of volume and metric units of capacity, 
eg. 1 cm³  =  1 ml 



8th April 
 
 
Easter 
 
 
 



Sequences  
 Understand odd and even numbers 



 Generate number sequences from diagrams 



 Describe the rule for a number sequence (eg. subtract 3) 



 Find a particular term in a sequence, or explain why a particular number 
is not in a sequence 



 Find the nth term expression for a sequence 



 Use the nth term expression to find a particular number in the sequence 
(eg. the 20th term) 



15th April 
 
Easter 
 
 
 
 



Co-ordinates and 
Graphs 



 Use axes and coordinates, both positive and negative 



 Understand and plot points in four quadrants 



 Find the coordinates of a point 



 Plot a point given the coordinates 



 Find the coordinates of the mid-point of a line 



 Calculate the length of a line using coordinates 



 Draw, label and add a scale to axes 



 Understand that an equation of the form y = mx + c corresponds to a 
straight-line graph 











 Plot straight line graphs from their equations 



 Plot and draw a graph of an equation in the form 



 y = mx + c 



 Find the gradient of a straight line graph  



22nd   April 
 
 
 
 



Angles 
 Understand acute, obtuse, reflex and right angles 



 Angles round a point add up to 360° 



 Angles on a straight line add up to 180° 



 Know the properties of scalene, isosceles, equilateral and right-angled 
triangles 



 Angles in a triangle add up to 180° 



 Vertically opposite angles are equal 



 Be able to mark parallel lines on a diagram 



 Be able to identify perpendicular lines on a diagram 



 Be able to use letters to name lines, eg. XY or AB 



 Be able to use letters to name angles, eg. angle ACD 



 Corresponding angles (in parallel lines) 



 Alternate angles (in parallel lines) 



 Calculate angles and give reasons 



 Use the angles a quadrilateral add up to 360° to find missing angles 



 Use the angles in a triangle add up to 180° to find missing angles 



 Understand that the exterior angle of a triangle of a triangle is equal to 
the sum of the interior angles at the other two vertices 



29th April 
 



Polygons 
 Calculate the sum of interior angles in a polygon 



 Understand the polygon names; pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon 
and decagon 



 Use the angle sum of an irregular polygon in a problem 



 Calculate and use the sum of the interior angles of a regular polygon 



 Understand and use fact that the exterior angles of a polygon add up to 
360° 



 Understand and use the fact that an interior and exterior angle at one 
vertex of a polygon add up to 180° 



 Be able to calculate the exterior angle of a regular polygon 



 Be able to calculate the interior angle of a regular polygon 



 Be able to deduce the number of sides of a regular polygon, given one of 
its angles 



 Understand tessellations of regular and irregular polygons 



 Tessellate combinations of polygons 



 Explain why some shapes tessellate and some do not 



6th May Congruence and 
Similarity  



 



 Understand what congruent means 



 Identify shapes that are congruent 











Perimeter and 
Area with Circles 



 Understand what similar means 



 Understand that two shapes that are similar have the same angles 



 Measure shapes to find perimeter or area 



 Find the perimeter of a rectangle or triangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a rectangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a triangle 



 Use a formula to find the area of a parallelogram 



 Use a formula to find the area of a trapezium 



 Calculate the perimeter and area of compound shapes made from 
triangles, rectangles and other shapes 



 Find the surface area of shapes such as prisms or pyramids by using the 
formulae for triangles, rectangles and other shapes 



 Find circumference of a circle using C = πd or C = 2πr 



 Find the area of a circle using A = πr² 



 Use π = 3.142 or the π button on a calculator 



 Find the perimeter and area of semcircles and quarter circles 



 Find the surface area of a cylinder 



13th May Pythagoras and 
Loci 



 Understand and use Pythagoras’ theorem in triangles 



 Construct a given triangle 



 Construct an equilateral triangle 



 Understand that SSS, SAS, ASA and RHS triangles are unique but 
ASS ones are not 



 Construct a perpendicular bisector of a line 



 Construct a perpendicular from a point to a line 



 Construct a perpendicular from a point on a line 



 Bisect an angle 



 Construct angles of 60°, 90°, 30° and 45° 



 Construct parallel lines 



 Draw circles and arcs of a given radius 



 Construct a regular hexagon inside a circle 



 Construct diagrams involving any of the above 



 Construct diagrams from given information 



20th   May  
 



Transformations  Rotations 



 Rotate a 2D shape around the origin or other point 



 Understand that a rotation is defined by an angle, direction and a centre 
of rotation 



 Find the centre of rotation 



 Understand that a rotation produces a shape congruent to the original 



 Reflections 



 Understand and describe reflections 











 Identify the mirror line for a reflection, and find its equation 



 Understand that a reflection produces a shape congruent to the original 



 Translations 



 Understand and use translations 



 Understand that translations are defined by a distance and a direction 
using a vector 



 Translate a shape by a given vector 



 Understand that a translation produces a shape congruent to the original 



 Enlargements 



 Understand that an enlargement is defined by a centre of enlargement 
and a scale factor 



 Understand that angles remain the same in an enlargement 



 Enlarge a shape by a scale factor, using (0, 0) or any other point as the 
centre 



 Find the centre of a given enlargement 



 Identify the scale factor of a given enlargement 



 General transformations 



 Describe a transformation  



  



Suggested activities: 
- Look through your exercise books to find any information on the topic. 
- Make revision notes/mind map/prompt cards on all you know about the topic. 
- Find any information you have about the topic from your revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths 



website and any other resources your teacher has guided you to. 
- Do some practice questions from revision guide, maths watch CD or mymaths website. 
- Look back through mock papers or other exam papers you have. Find any questions you have done on 



the topic. Did you get them correct? If not try to correct them. Do you understand the method you used? 



Exam Dates 
 



      Tuesday 21st  May Paper 1 Non Calculator 
      Thursday 6th June Paper 2  Calculator 
      Tuesday 11th June Paper 3 Calculator 
 



 













Year 10 GCSE Revision  - Physical Education 
Paper 2 – Health and Performance 



Topic  Areas for Revision Key questions 



Health and 
Performance 
1.1 Physical, 
emotional and 
social health, 
fitness and well-
being 
 



 
Benefits of exercise on physical health: 
Cardiovascular fitness 
Body Composition 
Muscular Strength and Muscular Endurance 
Increased ability to fight off illness 
Reduced risk of some serious illness (Heart 
Attack, Stroke, Type II Diabetes and some 
cancers) 
 
Effects of physical activity on emotional 
health 
Feeling good 
Relieving stress and tension 
Increasing self-esteem and confidence 
For enjoyment 
For emotional/psychological challenge 
For aesthetic appreciation 
 
Effects on physical activity on social health 
Co-operation 
Developing friendships and social mixing 
Gaining a good attitude to competing 
 
The impact of fitness on well-being 
 
Promoting personal health through Personal 
Exercise Programme 
 
 
Lifestyle Choices 
Diet 
Activity Level 
Work/Rest/Sleep balance 
Recreational drugs 
Smoking and Nicotine 
Alcohol 
 
Positive and negative impacts of lifestyle 
choices 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think of specific sports and give 
3 clear examples of how 
physical/emotional and social 
health can be effects by being 
physical active.  
 
 
Think of different reasons why 
an 11 year old boy would be 
taken by his parents to a 
football training session once a 
week. 
Now think of the reasons why a 
65 year old woman would join a 
ball dancing group one a week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identify the different legal and 
illegal recreational drugs. Name 
4 for each 
 
 
 
 
 
 











The effects of smoking 
Shortness of breath/reduced lung capacity 
Heart Disease 
Increased blood pressure 
Bronchitis and lung disease 
High risk of death during medical operations 
E-cigarettes 
 
The effects of alcohol 
Affects the way your brain works, changing 
your behaviour and making it harder for you to 
think clearly 
Damage to heart and circulatory system -
potentially causes stokes or high blood 
pressure 
Liver damage (cirrhosis) 
Inflammation caused be toxic substances from 
pancreas 
Risk of developing some cancers 
Weakens your immune system 
 
 
 



 
Explain how the negative 
effects of smoking would 
adversely affect the 
performance of a cross country 
runner. 
 
 
 
Create a small picture 
illustrating each of the effects 
negative of alcohol on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.2 The 
consequences of a 
sedentary lifestyle 



A Sedentary lifestyle 
Issues to do with weight 
Depression 
Coronary heart disease 
High blood pressure 
Diabetes 
Increased risk of osteoporosis 
Loss of muscle tone and poor posture 
Impact on components of fitness 
 
Trends in physical health issues 
 
 



 
 
Research the current health 
trends in the UK on 4 of these 
issues to do with a sedentary 
lifestyle. Summarise your 
findings. 



1.3 Energy use, 
diet and hydration 



A balanced diet 
Macronutrients, carbohydrate loading and 
protein intake 
 
Micronutrients, water and fibre 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Explain the benefits of 
carbohydrate loading to the 
long-distance cyclist.  
Would the same benefits be 
available to a 200m sprinter? 
 
Define Dehydration. 
 
Why should protein ideally be 
consumed after exercise? 











 
Factors affecting optimum weight 
Overfat 
Overweight 
Optimum weight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Variation in optimum weight 
 
 
 
 
 
Energy balance for maintain a healthy weight 
Metabolic rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hydration 
 
 
 



 
 
Explain the difference between 
overfat, overweight and 
optimum weight.  
 
Justify why different sports 
performers will have different 
optimum weights.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain metabolic rate to 
someone at home. Are they can 
to understand your explanation 
and then explain it back to you? 
 
 
 
 
How does the colour of your 
urine indicate your level of 
hydration? 
 



Sports Psychology 
2.1 Classification 
of skills  



Classification of a range of sporting skills 
Open and Closed 
Basic Complex 
Low and High Organisational skills 
 
Massed  
Distributed  
Fixed  
Variable 
 



 
Write 3 examples of each of the 
skill classification in sport. 
 
 
In your opinion, which do you 
think is the best method of 
practice for sports performers? 
Does it change depending on 
the sport you take part in? 



2.2 The use of 
goal setting and 
SMART goals to 
improve and/ or 



Goal Setting 
 
SMART Goals 
Specific 
Measure 



 
 
Create 3 different SMART 
Targets. 
 











optimise 
performance 



Achievable 
Realistic 
Time- Bound 
 
Setting and reviewing targets 
 
 



What is the key difference 
between Achievable and 
Realistic? 
 
 



2.3 Guidance and 
feedback on 
performance 



Types of Guidance 
Visual  
Verbal  
Manual 
Mechanical 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of different 
types of guidance 
 
 
 
Feedback to optimise performance 
Intrinsic 
Extrinsic 
Concurrent 
Terminal 
 
Interpretation and analysis of feedback data 
 
 
 
Mental preparation for performance 
 



 
 
Think of the four different types 
of guidance. 
 
Justify the type of your 
guidance you would most use 
when coaching: 
 
-A 5-year-old to swim 
-A 14 year old to perform a ‘set 
shot’ in basketball 
-An elite tennis player to alter 
his serve 
 
 
 
 
 
Draw a table – define each 
feedback type and outline the 
possible advantages and 
disadvantages for using each 
one. 
 
 
 
 
Think of your sport – explain 
how you mentally prepare 
yourself before a competition 
or for a specific part of the 
game. 
 



3.1 Engagement 
patterns of 
different social 
groups in physical 
activity and sport 



What affects who plays sport? 
Gender 
Age 
Socio-economic group 
Ethnicity 
Disability 



 
Research available sports for 
people with disabilities in 
Bolton 











Influence of other people 
 
Interpreting and analysing data in graphs 
 
 



3.2 
Commercialisation 
of physical activity 
and sport 



Commercialisation, the media and sport 
Fashion 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of 
commercialisation 
 
 
Interpretation and analysis of graphical 
representation 
 
 



 
Assess the positive and negative 
impacts on a local football team 
accepting sponsorship from a 
betting company. 



3.3 Ethical and 
social-cultural 
issues in physical 
activity 
 



Sportsmanship and Gamesmanship 
 
 



Try to find video clips of sports 
performers displaying 
sportsmanship and 
gamesmanship. Be able to 
justify your decisions. 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Business 
For the topic headings please refer to the Knowledge organisers 



Week 
beginning 



Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 



4th March 
 



Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Nature of Business 
 



Nature of Business 
activity 



 
Producing goods and 



services 
 



Enterprise skills 
 



Business Planning 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



11th 
March 



 
 
 
 
 



Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Nature of Business 
 



Business Objectives & 
Stakeholders 



 
Business Ownership 



 
Business Growth 



 
Location 



 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 



18th 
March 



Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Business Influences 



Technology 
 



Ethical influences 
 



Environmental influences 
 



Economic influences 
 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 



25th 
March 



Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Business Influences 



Economic influences the 
business cycle 



 
Legislation 



 
Globalisation 



 
EU 



 
 
 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 











01th April Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Marketing 



Marketing Ethics 
 



Understanding consumers 
 



Marketing research 
 



Marketing Mix- Price 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 



08th April Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Marketing 



Market mix- product 
 



Market mix- product life cycle 
 



Market mix place 
 



Market mix promotion 
 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 



15th April Knowledge 
organiser: 



 
 



Finance 



Sources of finance 
 



Revenue and costs 
 



Break even 
 



Cash flow 
 



Profit and loss 
 
 
 



Create a mind map, Flash 
cards and revision notes that 



includes all the content on 
the knowledge organiser. 



 
 



 



 



Please note: Knowledge organisers have been emailed to all students. If you cannot find 



them then please get in touch and we will be happy to email them to you direct.  













Week by week 



revision guide 



 



Final GCSE 



exams 













Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – BIOLOGY (PAPER 1) 



Biology only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



BIOLOGY) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (Biology) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer 
responses 



11th 
March 
 



B1 Cell 
Biology 



Cell Structure – Eukaryotes and 
Prokaryotes 
Animal and plant cells 
Cell Specialisation 
Cell Differentiation 
Microscopy 
Cell Division – mitosis 
Stem cells 
Transport in cells – Diffusion 
Osmosis 
Active transport 



Required practical activity 1: use a 
light microscope to observe, draw 
and label a selection of plant and 
animal cells. A magnification scale 
must be included. 



 
Required practical activity 3: 
investigate the effect of a range of 
concentrations of salt or sugar 
solutions on the mass of plant tissue 
  



The results in show the percentage 
change in mass of the potato cylinders. 
Explain why the percentage change 
results are positive and negative. 
 
Evaluate the use of stem cells from 
embryos or from adult bone marrow for 



treating human diseases. 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 
 



Biology only content Culturing microorganisms Required practical activity 2: investigate 
the effect of antiseptics or antibiotics on 
bacterial growth using agar plates and 
measuring zones of inhibition. 
Calculate the zone of inhibition using πr². 
Calculate the number of organisms in a 
particular time in standard form (HT) 
 



 





https://www.my-gcsescience.com/








18th 
March 
+ 
25th 
March 



B2 
organisation 



Cells, tissues and organs 
 
Human digestive system 
Enzymes and their role in the digestive 
system. 
Food tests 
Protease, carbohydrase, lipase and 
amylase. 
The effect of pH and temperature on 
enzyme activity 
Heart and blood vessels 
Heart and Lung structure- ventricles, 
atrium, vena cava, pulmonary artery, 
pulmonary vein and aorta, role of blood 
capillaries around the alveoli. 
Blood vessels- veins, arteries and 
capillaries 
Blood – red blood cells, white blood 
cells, platelets and plasma 
 
Coronary heart disease 
Use of stents, statins for blocked 
arteries 
Faulty valves 
Heart transplants 
 
Non communicable diseases 
Risk factors including diet, alcohol and 
smoking  
Cancer 
Benign and malignant tumours  
 
Plant tissues  
Stomata  
Xylem vessels – transpiration 
Phloem - translocation 



Required practical activity 4: use 
qualitative reagents to test for a range of 
carbohydrates, lipids and proteins.  
To include: Benedict’s test for sugars; 
iodine test for starch; and Biuret reagent 
for protein. 
Required practical activity 5: investigate 
the effect of pH on the rate of reaction of 
amylase enzyme. 
 
 
Explain how the human circulatory 
system is adapted to: 
supply oxygen to the tissues; 
remove waste products from tissues.  
 
Explain how and why the three different 
blood vessels differ in structure and 
function 
 
Describe how you would use the 
apparatus to find the best temperature 
for removing stains from clothing. You 
should include how you would make the 
investigation a fair test. (enzyme 
question) 
 
Describe how the student could 
investigate the effect of pH on the 
breakdown of starch by amylase. 



 
Evaluate the advantages and 
disadvantages of treating cardiovascular 
diseases by drugs, mechanical devices or 
transplants. 
 
Marram grass are found in sand dunes 
Explain how having sunken stomata will 
affect gaseous exchange in the plant, and 
why this could be an advantage to the 
plant 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 



Biology content only No extra content  



 



1st April B3 Infection 
and disease 



Communicable diseases 
Pathogen 
Modes of transport of pathogens 
Ways to prevent spread 
Viruses  
Measles, HIV and tobacco mosaic virus 
(TMV) 



Explain what testing must be done 
before a new drug can be used to treat 
people. 
 
Explain how the HPV vaccine could 
reduce the incidence of cancer. 
 











Bacteria 
Salmonella and gonorrhoea 
Fungi 
Rose black spot 
Protist 
Malaria 
Human defence system 
Skin, nose, trachea, bronchi and 
stomach. 
White blood cells- phagocytosis 
Production of antitoxins, antibodies 
Vaccinations  
Inactive form of pathogen, inserted into 
humans to trigger antibody production 
antibiotics and painkillers 
Specificity of antibiotics and that they 
don’t kill viruses. 
Painkillers only affect the symptoms not 
the pathogens 
development of drugs 
clinical trials 
 



 
Tobacco Mosaic Virus affects plants. 
Plants infected with TMV are often 
smaller than healthy plants. Explain why. 
 
Explain how the body defends itself 
against infection by salmonella once it 
has been ingested via contaminated food 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 



Biology only content (HT) Monoclonal antibodies – production 
and uses  
 



 



Biology only Plant disease – detection and 
identification. 
Plant defences 



 



 



8th April B4 
Bioenergetics 



Photosynthesis 



 
Calculate the rate of photosynthesis 
 
(HT only) factors that limits 
photosynthesis. 
 
(HT only) Explain graphs of 
photosynthesis rate involving two or 
three factors and decide which is the 
limiting factor. 
 
(HT only) calculate the inverse square 
law and light intensity in the context of 
photosynthesis. 
 
(HT only) Limiting factors are important 
in the economics of enhancing the 
conditions in greenhouses to gain the 
maximum rate of photosynthesis while 
still maintaining profit 
 
Uses of glucose from photosynthesis 



Required practical activity 6: investigate 
the effect of light intensity on the rate of 
photosynthesis using an aquatic 
organism such as pondweed. 



 
Suggest factors that may limit the rate of 
photosynthesis 
 
Compare anaerobic respiration in a yeast 
cell with anaerobic respiration in a 
muscle cell. 
 
Describe four way that plant uses 
glucose. 
 
Explain oxygen debt 
 
 
 
Use specimen papers and summary 
sheets on the reference drive for more 
ideas 











Storage, respiration, proteins and 
cellulose. 
 
Respiration 
Aerobic respiration 



 
Anaerobic Respiration 



 
Anaerobic respiration in plants 



 
Response to exercise 
 
(HT only) Blood flowing through the 
muscles transports the lactic acid to the 
liver where it is converted back into 
glucose.   
 
Metabolism   
Importance of sugars, amino acids, fatty 
acids and glycerol in the synthesis and 
breakdown of carbohydrates, proteins 
and lipids. 
 



Biology only content No extra content  



 



Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – BIOLOGY (PAPER 2) 



Biology only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 



All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 



core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 



Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 



Biology) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (Biology) 



Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 



the examination papers 



Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 



Week 
Beginning 



Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer 
answer responses 



15th April 
+ 
22nd April 



B5 
Homeostasis 



Nervous system



 
Reflex arc - automatic and rapid 
 
Endocrine system 



Role of : pituitary gland, pancreas, thyroid, 
adrenal gland,  ovary,  testes. 



Controlling blood glucose 



Insulin and glucogen  



Required practical activity 7: 
plan and carry out an 
investigation into the effect of 
a factor on human reaction 
time. 



 
 
Explain how hormonal and 
non-hormonal methods of 
contraception prevent 
pregnancy occurring 





https://www.my-gcsescience.com/








Type I diabetes 



Type 2 diabetes 
(HT only) If the blood glucose concentration is 
too low, the pancreas produces the hormone 
glucagon that causes glycogen to be converted 
into glucose and released into the blood. 
 
(HT only) explain how glucagon interacts with 
insulin in a negative feedback cycle to control 
blood glucose (sugar) levels in the body. 
 
Hormones and human reproduction 
Menstrual cycle (FSH) and (LH) 
Puberty 
Oestrogen 
Testosterone 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to explain the 
interactions of FSH, oestrogen, LH and 
progesterone, in the control of the menstrual 
cycle. 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to extract and 
interpret data from graphs showing hormone 
levels during the menstrual cycle. 
 
Contraception 
Hormonal and non hormonal 



oral contraceptives that contain hormones to 
inhibit FSH production so that no eggs mature 



injection, implant or skin patch of slow release 
progesterone to inhibit the maturation and 
release of eggs for a number of months or years 



barrier methods such as condoms and 
diaphragms which prevent the sperm reaching an 
egg 



intrauterine devices which prevent the 
implantation of an embryo or release a hormone 



spermicidal agents which kill or disable sperm 
abstaining from intercourse when an egg may be 
in the oviduct 
surgical methods of male and female sterilisation 
 
(HT only) use of hormones to treat infertility 
FSH and LH and  IVF treatment 
 
(HT only) negative feedback -Thyroxine and 
adrenaline 



 
Explain what would happen to 
maintain blood glucose 
concentration  if someone ate 
some glucose tablets 
 
Explain how blood glucose 
levels are controlled in the 
body of someone who 
does not have diabetes. 
 
 
Compare how each type of 
diabetes is caused. 
Suggest how each type of 
diabetes can be treated. 
 
Explain why missing a dose of 
the mini-pill would reduce the 
success rate of the mini-pill. 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 



Biology only content The Brain - cerebral cortex, cerebellum and 
medulla  



Required practical activity 8: 
investigate the effect of light 











(HT only) explain some of the difficulties of 
investigating brain function and treating brain 
damage and disease. 
 
(HT only) Neuroscientists have been able to map 
the regions of the brain to particular functions 
by studying patients with brain damage, 
electrically stimulating different parts of the 
brain and using MRI scanning techniques 
 
The eye 



Role of  retina,  optic nerve,  sclera,  cornea, iris, 
ciliary muscles,  suspensory ligaments 
Focus  and Adaptation to dim light 
 
Control of body temperature 
Vasodilation and vasoconstriction 
(HT only) explain how these mechanisms lower 
or raise body temperature in a given context. 



 
Maintaining water and nitrogen balance in the 
body 
Function of the kidneys and the urinary system 
 
(HT only) The digestion of proteins from the diet 
results in excess amino acids which need to be 
excreted safely. In the liver these amino acids 
are deaminated to form ammonia. Ammonia is 
toxic and so it is immediately converted to urea 
for safe excretion 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to describe 
the effect of ADH on the permeability of the 
kidney tubules. 
 
(HT only) The water level in the body is 
controlled by the hormone ADH which acts on 
the kidney tubules. ADH is released by the 
pituitary gland when the blood is too 
concentrated and it causes more water to be 
reabsorbed back into the blood from the kidney 
tubules. This is controlled by negative feedback. 
 
Plant hormones 
Auxin – phototropism, geotropism 
 
(HT only) Gibberellins are important in initiating 
seed germination. 
(HT only) Ethene controls cell division and 
ripening of fruits. 
 
(HT only) use of plant hormones 
Auxin ethane and giberrelins 



or gravity on the growth of 
newly germinated seedlings. 
 



 











 



 



29th April 
+ 
6th May 



B6 
inheritance , 
variation 
and 
Evolution 



Sexual and asexual reproduction 
Meiosis 



Genetic inheritance 



Gamete,  chromosome,  gene, allele, dominant,  
recessive,  homozygous, heterozygous  genotype,  
phenotype. 
Construct punnett square and calculate genetic 
ratios  
(HT only) Students should be able to construct a 
genetic cross by Punnett square diagram and use 
it to make predictions using the theory of 
probability 
 
Inherited disorders 
Polydactyl and cystic fibrosis 
 
Sex determination XX and XY 
 
Variation Genetic, environmental or both 
 
Evolution natural selection 
Selective breeding  resistant crops, better 
produce 
Genetic engineering – insulin  
(HT only) describe the main steps in the process 
of genetic engineering. 
 
Evidence of evolution –fossils and antibiotic 
resistant bacteria 
 
Classification of living organisms – Linnaean 
system  
 



Explain how a cat has been 
produced using selective 
breeding 
 
 
 
In parts of Africa, aeroplanes 
have been used to spray 
insecticide on crops, to kill 
the worms. Explain the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of spraying insecticide on the 
corn crops. 
 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 



Biology only content Advantages and disadvantages of sexual and 
asexual reproduction 
DNA structure 
 
(HT only) • recall a simple description of protein 
synthesis 



• explain simply how the structure of DNA 
affects the protein made 



• describe how genetic variants may influence 
phenotype: a) in coding DNA by altering the 
activity of a protein: and b) in non-coding DNA 
by altering how genes are expressed. 
 
(HT only) In the complementary strands a C is 
always linked to a G on the opposite strand and 
a T to an A. 
 



Explain how a mutation could 
cause an enzyme not to work 
 
Explain how several different 
species of camel could have 
evolved from a common 
ancestor over 45 million years. 











(HT only) Students are not expected to know or 
understand the structure of mRNA, tRNA, or the 
detailed structure of amino acids or proteins. 
 
(HT only) Students should be able to explain 
how a change in DNA structure may result in a 
change in the protein synthesised by a gene. 
 
(HT only) Proteins are synthesised on ribosomes, 
according to a template. Carrier molecules bring 
specific amino acids to add to the growing 
protein chain in the correct order. 
 
(HT only) When the protein chain is complete it 
folds up to form a unique shape. This unique 
shape enables the proteins to do their job as 
enzymes, hormones or forming structures in the 
body such as collagen. 
 
(HT only) Mutations occur continuously. Most do 
not alter the protein, or only alter it slightly so 
that its appearance or function is not changed. 
 
(HT only) A few mutations code for an altered 
protein with a different shape. An enzyme may 
no longer fit the substrate binding site or a 
structural protein may lose its strength. 
 
(HT only) Not all parts of DNA code for proteins. 
Non-coding parts of DNA can switch genes on 
and off, so variations in these areas of DNA may 
affect how genes are expressed. 
 
Cloning –tissue culture, cuttings, embryo 
transplants adult cell cloning  
 
Theory of evolution 
Charles Darwin  - natural selection 
Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
 
Speciation Wallace and Darwin  
Describe the steps that give rise to a new species  
Genetics – Gregor Mendel  
 



 



13th May B7 Ecology Adaptation interdependence and competition 
Biotic and abiotic factors 
Adaptations of organisms 
 
Organisation of an ecosystem 
Food chains and food webs 
 
How materials are recycled 
Carbon cycle 



Required practical activity 9: 
measure the population size of 
a common species in a habitat. 
Use sampling techniques to 
investigate the effect of a 
factor on the distribution of 
this species. 
 











Biodiversity 
 
Waste management- pollution in the air land and 
water 
Land use 
Deforestation 
Global warming 
Maintaining biodiversity 
 



Some animals are adapted to 
survive in very cold conditions 
such as the Arctic. 
Explain how the adaptations of 
Arctic animals help them to 
survive in cold conditions. 
 
Explain how carbon is recycled 
into the growth of new leaves 
 
Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the 
reference drive for more ideas 



Biology only content (Biology only) Decomposition  
Temperature, water and availability of oxygen 
affect the rate of decay of biological material. 
 



(HT only and Biology) impact of  environmental 
change 
 
(Biology only) Trophic levels in an ecosystem 
Pyramids of biomass 
Transfer of biomass 
Calculate the efficiency of biomass transfers 
between trophic levels by percentages or 
fractions of mass. 
 
(Biology only) Food production 
Factors affecting food security 
Environmental, cost, sustainability, conflict, pests 
and pathogens. 
Farming techniques 
Sustainable fisheries 
Role of biotechnology 
 



Required practical activity 10: 
investigate the effect of 
temperature on the rate of 
decay of fresh milk by 
measuring pH change. 
 
‘The higher the temperature 
the faster the growth of 
mould’ 
Describe how you would test 
the hypothesis 
 
The bacteria are decomposers. 
Bacteria change organic matter 
into carbon dioxide and 
inorganic mineral ions. 
Describe how the bacteria do 
this. 
 
Explain how intensive farming 
of pigs increases the efficiency 
of food production 



 













Year 10 GCSE Revision  - Physical Education 
Paper 1 – Fitness and Body Systems 



Topic  Areas for Revision Key questions 



1.1 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
musculoskeletal 
systems 



Functions of the Skeleton for Sport 
Protection of vital organs 
Muscle Attachment 
Joints for movement 
Storing Calcium and phosphorus 
Red and White blood cell production 
 
MRSPJS 
 
Classification of bones  
Long 
Short 
Flat Irregular 
 
The Structure of the skeletal System (including 
vertebral column) 
 
Joints 
Pivot 
Hinge 
Ball and Socket 
Condyloid 
 
Joints and Movement 
Flexion & Extension 
Adduction & Abduction 
Rotation 
Circumduction 
Dorsi-Flexion & Plantar-flexion 
 
Ligaments and Tendons 
 
Muscles Types 
Voluntary 
Involuntary 
Cardiac 
 
Location and role of the main voluntary 
muscles 
 



 
How does each function of the 
skeletal system help a sports 
performer to keep performing in 
their sport? 
 
 
 
 
 
How does each bone type play a 
key role in sporting activities? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which types of movement are 
available at each joint? Think of 
sporting examples which show 
each type of movement in action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think of 3 examples of 
involuntary muscles 
 
 
Draw the diagram of the human 
body and label all the main 
voluntary muscles 











 
 
Antagonistic Pairs 
 
 
 
 
 
Fast and Slow Twitch muscle fibres 
Type I 
Type IIa 
Type IIx 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Using examples (e.g. a bicep curl) 
explain how antagonistic pairs 
work together to create 
movement 
 
 
Think of two sportspeople who 
participate in very different 
sports, for example Usain Bolt 
and Mo Farah. Consider which 
you associate fast twitch fibres 
with and which would you 
associate slow twitch fibres 
with? Explain why? 
 
 



1.2 The 
structure and 
functions of the 
cardio-
respiratory 
system 



Important functions of the cardiovascular 
system 
 
 
The Heart 
The structure of the heart 
 
(Tri before you Bi) Tricuspid and Bicuspid  
 
How the hearts pumps blood 
 
 
 
 
 
Blood Pressure 
First Phase – systole 
Second Phase Diastole 
 
 
 
The Structure of Blood Vessels 
Arteries   (A = Away from the heart) 
Veins 
Capillaries 
 
Blood Distribution 
Vascular Shunting 
Vasoconstriction 



Describe three important 
functions of the cardiovascular 
system? 
 
Draw a picture of the heart and 
label it 
 
Draw a diagram showing how 
deoxygenate blood gets 
oxygenated again. Correctly label 
the blood vessels. 
 
 
Take a second to concentrate on 
your heartbeat. Can you identify 
the phases the heart is going 
through? Can you explain the 
terms systole and diastole? 
 
 
Can you name list the 
differences and similarities 
between veins and arteries? 
 
Use a sporting example to 
explain how vascular shunting 
tasks place (Use the terms 
Vasoconstriction and 
vasodilation in your answer) 











Vasodilation 
 
 
 
Red & White blood cells, platelets and plasma 
 
The Respiratory System 
 
 
 
Inhaled and exhaled air 
 
 
 
 
 
Vital Capacity and Tidal Volume 
 
 
 
Main Components of respiratory system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Structure of alveoli 
Gas exchange 
 
 
 
 
 
How the cardiovascular and respiratory systems 
work together 
Oxygen debt 
Your body at rest and at work 
The impact of exercise 
 



 
 
 
 
Why are the two main jobs of 
the respiratory system? 
 
 
 
 
Recall how much oxygen and 
carbon dioxide is in inhaled and 
exhaled air 
 
 
 
Explain the difference between 
vital capacity and tidal volume? 
 
 
Draw a diagram showing the 
main components of the 
respiratory system. Label each 
key component. 
 
 
 
Explain how oxygen is diffused 
from the alveoli into red blood 
cells in order to oxygenated 
blood 
 
 
 
Using a 400m sprint explain how 
oxygen debt occurs? 
 
Define V02 max and explain 
what happens to a performers 
VO2 max following a sustained 
period of regular exercise? 
 
 



1.3 Anaerobic 
and aerobic 
exercise 



Energy 
Aerobic respiration 
Anaerobic respiration 
Lactic Acid 



 
 











 
 
 
Energy Sources 
Fats 
Carbohydrates (Complex & Simple) 
Free Sugars 



Recall the equations for aerobic 
respiration and anaerobic 
respiration? 
 
 
Explain why a football player 
needs to balanced diet? Explain 
how different energy sources are 
needed for different types of 
physical activity? 
 



1.4 The Short 
and Long Term 
effects of 
exercise 



Effects on the muscles (Fatigue & Cramp) 
 
Effects on heart  
Heart Rate 
How heart rate varies 
Maximum heart rate 
Stroke volume 
Cardiac Output 
 
Effects on you breathing 
 
Interpreting graphs 



 
 
Read pages 40 -45 in the 
textbook. Summarise your 
knowledge by telling a 
friend/parents the key concepts 
in under 1 minute. 



2 Planes and 
axes of 
movements 



Planes 
Sagittal Planes 
Frontal Planes 
Transverse Planes 
 
Axes 
Frontal axis 
Vertical axis 
Sagittal axis 
 



 
 
 
Use sporting examples to explain 
the difference between the 
planes of movement and then 
the axes of movement?  



3.1 The 
relationship 
between health 
and fitness and 
the role that 
exercise plays in 
both 



Health, Exercise, Fitness & Performance 
 
The relationship between fitness and health 
 
 



 
Recall the correct definitions of 
health, exercise, fitness and 
performance? Can someone be 
fit but not healthy? 



3.2 The 
components of 
fitness, benefits 
for sport and 
how fitness is 
measured and 
improved 



The five components of fitness 
Cardiovascular fitness 
Muscular Strength 
Muscular Endurance 
Flexibility 
Body Composition (including BMI) 
 



 
 
Explain how each component of 
fitness is used in a different 
sporting example. 
 











Agility 
Balance 
Co-ordination 
Power 
Reaction time 
Speed 
 
Fitness tests 
Cooper 12-minute run test 
Harvard Step test 
Hand Grip Strength Test 
One Minute Press Up Test  
One Minute Sit Up test 
30m Sprint 
Vertical Jump/Sargent Jump Test 
Sit & Reach 
 



Link the correct components of 
fitness to the correct fitness test 
 
 
 
 
 
Could you describe how each 
test looks like and how it is 
completed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.3 The 
principles of 
training and 
their application 
personal 
exercise 
/training 
programmes 



The principles of training 
Individual needs 
Specificity 
Progressive overload 
FITT 
 
Overtraining 
Reversibility 
Thresholds of training 
 



 
Explain how each principle of 
training is important to a training 
programme? 
 
Think of two very different 
sports performers, e.g. Antony 
Joshua and Jessica Ennis, how 
would they apply the principles 
of training to their training 
programmes? 



3.4 The long 
term effects of 
exercise 



 
Long term effects of aerobic and anaerobic 
training 
 
Effects and benefits for the musculo-skeletal 
system 
 
Effects and benefits for the cardio-respiratory 
system 



 



3.5 How to 
optimise 
training and 
prevent injury 



PARQ 
 
Preventing Injuries 
Warm up & Cool Down 
Protective Equipment and Clothing 
Checking Equipment and Facilities 
Playing to the rules of competition 



 
 
What is the difference between 
and overuse and an acute injury? 
 











 
 
 
 
Injuries that occur in physical activity and sport 
Concussion 
Fractures 
Dislocations 
Sprains 
Torn Cartilage 
Sort Tissue Injury 
 
RICE 
 
 
Performance Enhancing Drugs 
Anabolic Steroids 
Beta Blockers 
Diuretics 
Narcotics and Analgesics 
Peptide Hormones, including EPO 
Growth Hormones 
Stimulants 
Blood Doping 
 



Choose two sports and think of 
ways in which injuries are 
prevented in those sports? 
 
 
 
 
Explain how and why RICE would 
be used in relation to a sprain in 
football? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Create a table. For each 
performance enhancing 
summarise the: 
 



1. Reasons for taking the 
drug 



2. Sports associated which 
each drug 



3. Side Effects for each drug 
 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Dance 
Week 



beginning 
Topics for 
revision 



Re-visit work Suggested activities 



11th March 
 
 



written paper, 



focus on 



‘Technical 



skills, 



choreographic 



process and 



improving 



performance’ 



 



Priority: 



Ensure 



choreographic 



work is 



completed for 



final 



examination on 



29/3/19. 



Priority: preparation 



of practical work for 



the exam. Creating 



and rehearsing, 



choreography 



coursework  



 



 Theory: Physical, 



Technical and 



expressive skills 



needed within 



performance 



 



 



Priority Complete A4 programme notes for 



choreography coursework. Miss Haygarth has emailed 



you Example programme notes as a guide. 



 Mind map the physical, technical, expressive and 



mental skills necessary for effective performance: 



Terms (correct spellings), definition and example 



of how each skill can be improved.  



 Create a separate mind map of examples of 



physical and expressive skills seen within the 



professional works pg’s (56 and 57 of GCSE dance 



revision guide). 



 Use GCSE dance revision booklet for guidance in 



answering the following questions (copy of booklet 



can also be found in reference drive, dance, GCSE 



new spec Revision. 



 



Sample questions 



1. Name 3 physical skills and give the definition for each 



skill identified (6 marks) 



2. How have you demonstrated each of the above skills in 



your group performance (3 marks) 



3. Name 3 expressive skills and give the definition for 



each skill identified (6 marks) 



4. How have you demonstrated each of the above skills in 



your group performance (3 marks) 



5. Choreography is the process of making dance. Explain 



two ways a choreographer can improve his or her work 



during this process (4 marks) 



6. Describe effective strategies for an effective 



process and preparation for performance (6 marks) 



 



18th March written paper, 



focus on ‘Safe 



practice and 



improving 



performance’ 



 



Dance show week 



(20th March) 



Focus should be on 



final preparation of 



practical work for 



the final filmed exam 



on (29/3/19) 



Safe Practice 



 



 Regular rehearsal of all practical pieces with a 



particular focus on improvements identified in 



mock moderation. 



 Revision of safe practice using GCSE Dance 



Revision booklet. 



 Use GCSE dance revision booklet for guidance in 



answering the following questions. 



 



Explain how you demonstrate safe practice in the 



performance in a duo/trio? (2 marks) 



Explain how you demonstrated safe practice in the 



set phrase Breath? (2 marks) 











25th March 
 
 
 



Improving 



performance: 



the rehearsal 



process 



choreographic 



process and 



key 



choreography 



vocabulary 



 



 



Focus should be on 



final preparation of 



practical work for 



the exam (29/03/19) 



 



Revision of strategies 



for improving 



performance and 



impact of strategies 



on own work. 



Revision of the 



choreographic 



process/vocabulary. 



Rehearsal of all practical pieces daily with a 



particular focus on improvements identified in 



internal moderation on 7/3/19 



 



Revision of the rehearsal process, choreographic 



process and key choreography vocabulary. 



 



Explain why we use choreographic devices? (2 marks) 



What strategies have you used to improve your 



performance? (4 marks) 



Give examples of improvements you have made to your 



choreography (4 marks) 



 



 



1st April Using stimuli, 



Motif writing 



and 



development 



Creating from a 



stimuli, What is a 



motif, motif writing 



and the importance of 



a motif 



Creating from a stimuli, What is a motif, motif writing 



and the importance of a motif. See GCSE Dance revision 



booklet for guidance and answer the following questions. 



 



Explain how you would use a stimulus to create 



choreography for a group dance, see GCSE revision 



booklet for stimulus. (3 marks) 



Describe a motif you would choreograph based on the 



stimulus. You must reference Action, Space, and 



Dynamics. (3 marks) 



Describe how you would develop a motif using action 



developments. (3 marks) 



8th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 



Choreographic 



devices/ form 



and structure 



 Why are 



choreographic 



devices important? 



 List choreographic 



devices and their 



definitions. 



 Which devices are 



also important in 



structuring dance? 



 Dance 



structures/form 



Create a mind map on highlights and climaxes seen within 



each of the professional works pg’s 53 and 54. 



Explain how you would use a particular choreographic 



device in a piece called conversations. (3 marks) 



 



List 3 choreographic devices you have used within your 



choreography and discuss how they support your chosen 



theme? (6 marks) 



 



Explain what each of the following structures are: 



Binary 



Ternary 



Rondo 



Episodic 



Cyclical 



Narrative 



Abstract 



Check your answers using the GCSE Dance revision 



booklet. 











15th April 
 
EASTER 
 
 
 
 



C2 written 



paper, 



professional 



works 



 A Linha Curva 



 Within Her Eyes 



 Artificial things 



 



 Key starting points 



and stimulus 



 Theme (what is 



the dance about?) 



 Accurate 



description of 



movement 



components 



(A,S,D,R) 



 



 Watch the professional works via the link that Miss 



Haygarth has sent. 



 Use anthology section of the GCSE Dance booklet 



for support. 



Sample questions 



1. Describe two features of the lighting in each 



professional work? (6 marks) 



2. Other than lighting describe a features of set design 



in each professional work (6 marks) 



3. Describe the accompaniment in each professional work 



(6 marks) 



4. Name the type of staging used in each professional 



work (6 mark)  



5. Identify a dance idea, subject matter or concept used 



in each professional work (6 marks) 



6. Name a stimulus/starting point for each professional 



work (6 marks) 



7. Describe a costume from Within her eyes and a 



contrasting costume from E of E (4 marks) 



8. Identify the type of accompaniment used in each 



professional work (6 marks) 



 



 
22nd April 
 
 
 



C2 written 



paper, 



movement 



components of 



professional 



works 



 E of E 



 Shadows 



 Infra 



 



 Key starting points 



and stimulus 



 Theme (what is 



the dance about?) 



 Accurate 



description of 



movement 



components 



(A,S,D,R) 



 



 Watch the professional works via the link that Miss 



Haygarth has sent. 



 Use anthology section of the GCSE Dance booklet 



for support. 



 



Features of production – movement components: 



List 2 dynamics used for each professional work and 



explain how they contribute to the audiences 



understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 



List 2 actions used for each professional work and 



explain how they contribute to the audiences 



understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 



List 2 ways Space is used in each professional work and 



explain how they contribute to the audiences 



understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 



List 2 relationships used in each professional work and 



explain how they contribute to the audiences 



understanding of the piece. (4 marks for each work) 



 



Sample questions: 



Describe a sequence of movement from A Linha Curva 



(ASDR) and explain how it contributes the audiences 



understanding of the piece. (6 marks) 



Can you answer the above questions for each 



professional work? 











 
29th May 
 
 
 



C2 written 



paper, aural 



setting of 



professional 



works 



 Significance of 



accompaniment in 



professional 



works 



 Structure of the 



dance (Episodic), 



number and 



order of sections 



(including names 



of each section), 



relationship to 



music.  



 



Features of production – aural Setting: 



Describe the accompaniment for each professional work 



and explain how it contributes the audiences 



understanding of the piece. 



Describe the instruments used for each professional 



work. 



Describe the silence/sound effects/vocal effects for 



each professional work and explain how they contribute 



to the audiences understanding of the piece. 



Sample questions: 



Discuss how the accompaniment contributes to the work 



Infra (6 marks) 



Can you answer the above questions for each 



professional work? 



 
6th May 



C2 written 



paper, 



Costume of 



professional 



works 



 Significance of 



costume in 



professional 



works 



Features of production – Costume: 



Describe the Costume for each professional work and 



explain how it contributes the audiences understanding 



of the piece. 



Sample questions: 



Discuss how the costume contributes to the work Infra 



(6 marks) 



Can you answer the above questions for each 



professional work? 



13th May Online revision 



programme for 



the C2 written 



examination. 



written paper, 



embedding 



knowledge  



 Embedding 



knowledge, 8 



dance actions, 6 



types of space, 6 



pairs of 



dynamics, 



relationships, 



choreographic 



devices, 



choreographic 



processes, 



performance 



environments, 



structure. 



 Anthology Dance 



styles and their 



features pg 55 



GCSE Dance 



revision booklet 



 



Sample questions: 



List 3 dance styles seen within the professional works. 



What are the features of each style? (6 marks) 



Discuss where each dance style can be seen within the 



professional works. (3 marks) 



Explain how your use of choreographic process 



contributed to the overall effectiveness of your 



choreography (6 marks) 



Explain how your use of choreographic devices supported 



your choreographic intent? (6 marks) 











20th May C2 written 



paper, physical 



setting of 



professional 



works 



 Significance of 



lighting, set and 



staging in 



professional 



works 



Features of production – Physical Setting: 



Describe the lighting for each professional work and 



explain how it contributes the audiences understanding 



of the piece. 



Describe the stage environment used for each 



professional work. 



Describe the set design for each professional work and 



explain how it contributes to the audiences 



understanding of the piece. 



 



Sample questions: 



Discuss how the set design contributes to the work 



shadows (6 marks) 



Discuss how the lighting contributes to the work 



shadows (6 marks) 



Can you answer the above questions for each 



professional work? 



27th May  
HALF 
TERM 



C2: written 



paper, 



embedding 



knowledge 



 embedding 



knowledge – 



extended 



answers 



GCSE Dance Revision –  6 mark and 12 mark questions 



pg’s 58-66. 



 



 



 













Year 11 GCSE Revision  - Resistant Materials 
Week 



beginning 
Topics for revision Re-visit work Suggested activities 



   General revision: 
• Use symbols next to key process or materials to help jog your 



memory.   
• Recopy notes in colours  
• Use mind maps or spider diagrams on key topics. 
• Write facts and notes on index cards and stick everywhere! On the 



wall, fridge TV or even you bed.  
• Use  colour-coded markers or highlighters to pick out key bits of 



information. 
• Put facts to your favourite tunes and change the lyrics of songs to 



things you need to remember. 
• Discuss information a with friend immediately after new learning to 



help it sink in – ring a friend or chat after class. 
• Study/do homework with friend(s) via telephone or get together in a 



group. 
• Repeat key phrases or thing you want to remember out loud lots of 



times to help it stick. 
• Record your self reading your revision guide and listen to the 



recording on your phone/ipod. 
• Use of different voices to study (like creating a script, or acting out a 



play) 
• Copy out key information over and over to make them neat and help 



you remember it. 
• Make notes during lesson as an aid to concentration. 
• Walk and talk – link in revision with exercising. 
• Move hands or feet for rhythm emphasis while studying 
• Make charts, grids, timelines, diagrams similar to visual learner 



strategies 
• Trace key words with finger, marker or you hand whilst reading Re-



enact situations while studying. 
• Practice exam questions. 
• Practice drawing skills. 
• Physical activities linked to theory learning 



Past papers – drive/designtechnology/resistantmaterials /pastexampapers 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-
technology-resistant-materials-4560/past-papers-and-mark-schemes 



 
 
11th 
March 



Materials 
Woods-hard, soft, manufactured 
Metals-ferrous, non-ferrous, 
alloys 



Recognise the working characteristics of the 
common forms of wood; know the difference 
between hardwoods and softwoods, and 
between natural timber and manufactured 
boards. 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 











 
 



Plastic-thermoset, thermo 
 



 
Recognise the working characteristics of the 
common forms of metals; understand the 
differences between ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals and how they are used; know that the 
properties of metals can be changed by heat 
treatments; know that metals can be 
combined to form alloys. 
 
Recognise the working characteristics of 
common forms of plastics; understand the 
difference between thermoplastics and 
thermosetting plastics and how this affects the 
way they are used. 
 
Understand that different materials can be 
combined to change their characteristics. 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/mate
rialsmaterialsrev1.shtml 
 
http://www.technologystudent.com/ an introduction to 
materials/vaneers/natural woods/manmade boards/metals/alloys/plastics 
 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 2 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zkx4d2p watch class clip on an 
introduction to thermoplastics and thermo set. 
 
 



 
 
18th March 
 



Manufacturing processes 
Tools and equipment 
Components and fixings 



Understand the selection and usage of 
appropriate tools and equipment, for metal, 
plastics, wood, smart materials and composites.  
 
Have knowledge of permanent and non-
permanent methods of joining materials 
together.  
 



Should be familiar with the tools and 
equipment that are used for cutting, shaping, 
casting, moulding, forming and bending.  
 
 
 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/material
componentadhesiverev5.shtml 
 
Information on ndrive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 2 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/ injection moulding part1 and 2/blow 
moulding/rotational moulding/rivits/welding 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zv8fb9q watch class clip on casting 
metals 
 





http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/materialsmaterialsrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/materialsmaterialsrev1.shtml


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zkx4d2p


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zv8fb9q








25th March 
 



Scale of production (Batch, 
Mass, One-off, JIT) 



 



Manufacturing Processes 



 



CAD/CAM 



 



Understand how to select and specify 
appropriate materials, quantities, sizes, 
tolerances. 



 



Be able to produce a sequence of instructions 
that would allow a competent third party or 
machine to manufacture the product.  



 



Be able to identify critical points for quality 
control, and time scales in the manufacturing 
process; develop methods to aid accuracy 
and repetition in manufacture.  



Should be aware of and use as appropriate, 
manufacturing processes and techniques 
including CAD and CAM.  



Should have an industrial and commercial 
awareness and be familiar with the processes 
involved in manufacturing in quantity.  
 



Have knowledge of, marking out tools, 
equipment and processes including use of 
templates.  



 



Use measurement systems with accuracy and 
have an understanding of the need to work 
within tolerance.  



 



Understand the use of x, y, z co-ordinates in 
CAD and CAM systems.  



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 3 and 4 



 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/proc
esstechniquesrev2.shtml 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/proc
essindpracrev1.shtml 
 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/ batch/ continuous/one-off/ 
Tolerances/ quality control. 
 
Practice using the example manufacturing sheet on metal and plastic. 
 
 



1st April 
 



PPE and risk assessments 
Safety signs and symbols 
Work shop tools and 
equipment 
Smart Materials: Names and 
types, working properties, 
uses. 
 
 



Should be able to recognise the properties, 
working characteristics and combinations of 
smart materials and nanomaterials. 



 
Should be able to recognise that safety of the 
individual is essential; take responsibility to 
ensure that hazards are minimised and the 
working environment is safe to use;  



 
Understand the health and safety regulations 
when working with tools, equipment, 
components and materials including the use 
of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 5 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/ smart materials/ nano materials/ 
PPE/ Health and safety 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designh
ealthrev1.shtml 
 



8th April 
 



Joints 
Marking out/ Jigs 



Understand the incorporation of quality 
checks during the making of a product and  



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 





http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processtechniquesrev2.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processtechniquesrev2.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processindpracrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/processindpracrev1.shtml


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designhealthrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designhealthrev1.shtml








 
 
 
 



Fixtures and fittings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



quality control procedures using devices to 
ensure the consistent production of products.  



 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 



Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/powerpoint lesson 6 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/  screws and glues/ 
joints/manufacturing products using templates. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designa
nalysisevaluationrev7.shtml 
 
 
The prep sheet issued 1st March: 
Research the theme, produce a mood board and mind map ideas. 
 



15th April 
 



Ergonomics and anthropometric 
data 



 



Understand how to consider ergonomics and 
anthropometric data in relation to products 
that have been designed and manufactured.  



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/   
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 7 



 
 
 
 



22nd April Sustainability 
6 Rs 



Understand the sustainability and 
environmental issues associated with the 
designing and making of products;  



6 Rs: repair, reduce, recycle, reuse, rethink, 
refuse.  



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 



 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev6.shtml environmental issues/ 6rs and disposal 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/  product life cycle/ sustainability/ 6 r s/ 



what is a sustainably forest/ 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 8 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z24pyrd watch the clip on how smart 
materials are used in renewable energy  
 
 
 





http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev6.shtml%20environmental%20issues/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev6.shtml%20environmental%20issues/


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z24pyrd








29nd April Maintenance 



Basic electrical systems 



Basic mechanisms 



 



Understand the legal requirements concerning 
consumer rights and codes of practice relating to 
safety into account when designing products. 



 



Be aware of the financial and human costs 
involved in designing and making products. 



Have knowledge of basic mechanisms and 
electrical systems. 



 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 9 
 



http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev3.shtml customer rights and legislation  
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/desig
nsocialrev7.shtml designing for maintenance 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/  maintenance of products 



drills/kettles/cars maintenance checks 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zn9nvcw watch class clip on designing 
and manufacturing motor bikes 
 
 



 
3rd may 
 
 
 



Product analysis 
Technology push and market 
pull 
 
 
 
 
 



Understand how to use product analysis 
techniques to make critical judgements about 
the design and manufacture of resistant 
materials products produced in school or 
commercially 



Take into consideration form, function, shape, 
colour, materials, texture, component parts, 
decoration and aesthetic appeal to evaluate 
suitability for purpose;  



Consider designer, manufacturer and user in the 
development of products for industrial 
manufacture. 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designs
ocialrev1.shtml technology push and market pull/ what is market pull 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designa
nalysisevaluationrev1.shtml product analysis and design. 
 



http://www.technologystudent.com/   what is technology push market pull 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/power point lesson 10 
 



10th May 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 



Concept map notes from lesson. 
Create revision cards on topic. 
Create q & a cards on topic. 
Information on ndrive/reference/textiles 
 
Complete the revision booklet, and practice drawing the manufacturing 
questions from the examples give, practical a wood/metal and plastic 
product. 
 
 





http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev3.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev3.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev7.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev7.shtml


http://www.technologystudent.com/


http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zn9nvcw


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designsocialrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designanalysisevaluationrev1.shtml


http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/designanalysisevaluationrev1.shtml


http://www.technologystudent.com/








 



 
 
 
 
17th May 
 



 Past paper revision aqa –resistant materials-past-papers and mark schemes 
Information on n drive/reference/resistant materials/GCSE exam 
revision/past papers 
 
 



 
24th May 



 EXAM  



 





http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/design-and-technology/gcse/design-and-technology-textiles-technology-4570/past-papers-and-mark-schemes








MEDIA STUDIES 


Important deadlines 


   


1st March 2019 
 


Coursework final deadline First week back after February 
Half Term! 


3rd June Paper 1 exam 
Check grid to see which case 
studies will come up on the 


exam 


1hr 30 mins PM 


10th June  Paper 2 exam 
Check grid to see which case 
studies will come up on the 


exam 


1hr 30 mins PM 


 


 


Year 11 


 


Term 1  
Testing knowledge from last year – students then discuss answers to discuss which is 
correct and then feedback of correct answers. 
 


 Coursework based on an assignment brief provided by the exam board. – Deadline 
Christmas to be monitored once every two weeks to complete the work for final 
deadline (February half term). 


 


 Music Video: Arctic Monkeys - I Bet You Look Good on the Dance Floor (2005) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pK7egZaT3hs 


 Music Video: One Direction - History 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjmp8CoZBIo 


 Newspapers –The Daily Mirror 
 Newspapers –The Times 


Mock exam 


 


Term 2 Jan - April 
 Advertising and Marketing – Television advertisement for Galaxy 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw-9zMEDzRM 


 Advertising and Marketing – NHS Blood and Transplant online campaign video 
Represent featuring Lady Leshurr 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YUbquK_OaI 


 Advertising and Marketing – OMO Print advert from Woman’s Own magazine, 5 
May 1955 


 


 Film: Doctor Strange (dir. Scott Derrickson 2016) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwcSki7r9cQ (Official trailer) 


 Film: I, Daniel Blake (dir Ken Loach, 2016) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4 (Official trailer) 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pK7egZaT3hs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjmp8CoZBIo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sw-9zMEDzRM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YUbquK_OaI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwcSki7r9cQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahWgxw9E_h4





 Print (Magazines) – Front cover of Tatler April 2017 


Mock exam questions - COURSEWORK DEADLINE! 
 Print (Magazines) – Front cover of Reveal 18 March 2017 


 Radio – Radio 1 Launch Day. Tony Blackburn’s breakfast show. Sept 1967 
(excerpts) http://www.radiorewind.co.uk/radio1/radio_1_launch_day.htm 


 Radio – Julie Adenuga Beats 1 Radio http://www.julieadenuga.com/ 


 


Mock exam questions 


 


Term 3 


April-may 


 Product: Class (2016) BBC TV Series. Episode 4: Co-owner of a lonely heart – 
Television Available on iPlayer until October 2017 and also on DVD 


 Product: Dr Who (1963) BBC TV Series. Episode 1: An Unearthly Child – Television 
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-
child_shortfilms Also available on DVD 


 


Mock exam questions 


Please note: These topics are available in more detail (SEE CLOSE STUDY PRODUCT 
BOOKLET) in terms of the types of questions you need to know the answer to, therefore you 
can begin researching these topics as soon as possible. 
 


Homework: 
Homework will be used to practice exam questions based on the case studies as they are 
being taught and the background of the products. 
Revision of the key concepts should be understood in order to apply key terminology and 
theory to the case studies. Read the knowledge organiser!!! 
Revising the content of the case studies should be learnt on a regular basis, because there 
are so many of them and therefore leaving revision until the last minute may cause 
unnecessary pressure. 
Improving essay writing skills and therefore grades. 
 


The examinations in 2019 


 


Paper 1  
 


 


35% of GCSE 


Media Language and Representations 


Media Industries and Media Audiences 


Plus questions about close study products 


 


1 hour 30 mins 


 


Section A 


 


 


 Media Language and Representations 


 Magazines 


 Advertising and marketing 


 Newspapers 


 Online, social and participatory media and video games. 


Section B  Media Industries and Media Audiences 



http://www.radiorewind.co.uk/radio1/radio_1_launch_day.htm

http://www.julieadenuga.com/

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-child_shortfilms

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xv7u66_s1xe01-an-unearthly-child_shortfilms





 Radio 


 Music Video 


 Newspapers 


 Online, social and participatory and video games. 
 Film (Industries only) 


Paper 2 


 


 


35% of GCSE 


Close Study Product and theoretical framework 


 


Short medium and extended response questions assessing depth of 
knowledge and understanding of the course. 
 


1 hour 30 mins 


 


Section A   Screenings of 1 extract of one of the TV Close Study Products 
and tested on any theoretical framework. 


 


Section B 


 


 Newspapers or 
 Online, social and participatory media and video games on any 


theoretical framework 


Coursework 30% of GCSE 


 


3 Government advertising campaigns based on young people 


volunteering in the community. 


 


 


 


 


 


 








Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – PHYSICS (PAPER 1) 


Physics only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


PHYSICS) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (physics) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer responses 


11th 
March 


P1 Energy Energy calculations – elastic 
potential, kinetic and gravitational 
potential 
Work and energy transfers – 
including dissipation of energy 
Power 
Specific heat capacity 
Global energy supply and demand - 
Renewable and non-renewable 
resources 
 
Required Practical: Specific heat 
capacity 
 
Higher tier 
Efficiency  


Describe the energy transfers involved in a 
swinging pendulum/ roller coaster. 
How can you reduce the amount of energy 
dissipated from a house? 
Describe a method to determine the specific 
heat capacity of a block of brass. 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
wind power. 


Physics only content Describe how insulation prevents 
heat transfer by conduction, 
convection and radiation 
 
Required Practical: Effectiveness of 
different insulating materials 


Describe a method to investigate which 
materials is the most effective insulator. 


 


18th 
March 


P2 
Electricity 


Circuit symbols 
Current and voltage in series and 
parallel circuits 
The I-V characteristics and 
properties of a filament lamp, diode, 
thermistor and resistor 
Resistance in series and parallel 
circuits – being able to calculate the 
total resistance in a series circuit 
Wiring of a plug – colours and 
functions of each part 
The National grid and the role of 
transformers 
Calculating power and energy 


Describe and explain the shape of an I-V 
graph of a filament bulb. 
 
Label the different wires in the plug and 
describe their function. 
 
Why is electricity transmitted at high 
voltages in the national grid? 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





 
Required practicals : Resistance of a 
length of wire; I-V characteristics of a 
resistor, lamp and diode; Resistors in 
series and parallel  


Physics only content   


 


25th 
March 


P3 Particle 
Model of 
Matter 


Density calculations of regular and 
irregular shaped objects 
Changes of state and the particle 
model of solids liquids and gases 
Specific heat capacity and latent 
heat – including heating and cooling 
curves 
Particle motion in gases 
 
Required practical: calculating the 
density of regular solids, irregular 
solids and liquids. 


Describe a method to determine the density 
of an irregularly shaped object. 
Describe what happened during a change of 
state from solid to liquid in terms of particle 
arrangement and motion. 
 


Physics only content Increasing the pressure of a gas Explain why increasing the number of 
particles in a container increases the 
pressure exerted by a gas. 


 


1st April P4 Atomic 
Structure 


Structure of the atom and relative 
mass and charge of protons, 
neutrons and electrons 
Properties of alpha, beta and gamma 
radiation 
Nuclear decay equations 
Half life 
Hazards of radiation - Irradiation and 
contamination 


Describe how you could determine the type 
of radiation being emitted by a source using 
paper aluminium and lead. 
Why is alpha radiation more dangerous in 
contamination than irradiation? 


Physics only content Background radiation 
Uses of radiation in smoke detectors, 
paper thickness, tracers and medical 
applications 
Nuclear fission and nuclear reactors 
Nuclear fusion 


How does a smoke detector work? 
Why would a smoke detector not work with 
gamma radiation? 
Explain how nuclear fission can lead to a 
chain reaction. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  







Year 11 Science GCSE Revision – PHYSICS (PAPER 2) 


Physics only content is the extra work that separate science students have studied 


All support resources (specimen exam papers, mark schemes, powerpoints, summary sheets, 


core practicals) can be found on the reference drive at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE 


Revision should be checked against syllabus content (different for TRIOLOGY and separate 


PHYSICS) at N:\Reference\Science\NEW AQA GCSE\syllabus content (physics) 


Make sure you revise the required practicals properly. These are more likely to come up on 


the examination papers 


Use your login to My GCSE Science to support your learning https://www.my-gcsescience.com/ 


Week 
Beginning 


Topic Key Ideas Topics for possible longer answer 
responses 


8th April 
+ 
15th April 


P5 Forces Calculations of motion – speed, 
acceleration, v2=u2+2as 
Motion graphs – distance-time 
graphs, velocity-time graphs,  
Mass and weight 
Newton’s Laws of motion – 
balanced, unbalanced, force pairs 
Calculating resultant forces 
Factors that affect stopping 
distance 
Force and energy in springs 
 
Required Practicals : Force and 
acceleration (ticker tape timer); 
force and extension of a spring 
 
Higher tier 
Tangents to distance time-graphs 
Motion in a circle 
Free body diagrams and resolving 
forces 
Momentum  


Describe how you could determine the 
speed of an object using a distance-time 
graph. 
Describe which factors affect the 
thinking distance when stopping a car. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why do we say a car is constantly 
accelerating when it is travelling around 
a roundabout? 


Physics only content Moments – levers and gears 
Pressure in fluids and atmospheric 
pressure 


Why is atmospheric pressure lower at 
the top of a mountain compared to sea 
level? 


 


22nd April P6 Waves Characteristics of transverse and 
longitudinal waves  
Measuring and calculating wave 
speed in a ripple tank and in solids 
Reflection and refraction 
The electromagnetic spectrum 
properties and uses 
 
Required Practicals: Calculating 
wave speed in liquids (water in 
ripple tank), gases (echo in air) 


Describe a method to measure the 
speed of a water wave in a ripple tank. 
 
Describe how microwaves heat up food. 
 
 
 
 
 



https://www.my-gcsescience.com/





and solids (vibrations on a string); 
How much infrared radiation is 
emitted/absorbed by different 
colour and texture surfaces 
 
Higher tier 
Explain refraction using wave 
fronts 
Reflection and refraction of 
radiowaves 


Explain how radiowaves are used in 
communication between two antennae 
on opposite sides of the planet. 


Physics only content Sound waves and ultrasound 
Seismic waves 
Colour, lenses, magnification 
Black body radiation 
Global warming 
 
Required Practicals: Reflection of 
light; Refraction of light 


Explain how we discovered the structure 
of the Earth using seismic waves. 


 


29th April P7 
Electromagnetism 


Magnetic fields and compasses 
The magnetic effect of a wire and 
a solenoid 
The earth’s magnetic field 
 
Higher tier 
Flemings left-hand rule 
Force on a conductor and 
magnetic flux density 
Electric motors 


Explain why we say compasses are 
‘north seeking’. 
What factors can increase the strength 
of an electromagnet? 
Describe how a dc electric motor works. 


Physics only content Electromagnets 
Loudspeakers and microphones 
The generator effect 
Transformers and the transformer 
equation 


Describe how a loudspeaker works. 
Describe how a microphone works. 
Explain why we use step-up and step-
down transformers in the national grid. 


 


6th May P8 Space 
(Physics only) 


The solar system and orbits 
The life cycle of the sun and other 
stars 
Formation of elements 
Red-shift 


Explain why Pluto is very difficult to see 
from Earth. 
Describe the relationship between the 
distance of a planet from the sun and 
the time it takes to orbit. 
Why do fusion reactions require high 
temperatures? 
Describe the life cycle of a star similar to 
our Sun. 


 


13th May Physics Equations Memorise the following equations 
(they will not be given in the 
exam) 
 


W = m g 
W = F s 
F = k e 
M = F d 
p = F/A 


s = v t 
a = Δ v/t 







F = m a 
p = m v 
Ek = ½ m v2 


Ep = m g h 
P = E/t 


P = W/t 


efficiency = useful output energy transfer/ total 


input energy transfer 


efficiency = useful power output/ 


total power input 


v = f λ 


Q = I t 
V = I R 
P = V I 
P = I2 R 
E = P t 
E = Q V 
ρ = m/V 


 


7th May Exam practise Use specimen papers and 
summary sheets on the reference 
drive to develop exam technique. 
 
Use your revision guides and class 
notes to recap the required 
practicals for each topic. A list is 
given on the reference drive. 


 
 


 





